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PREFACE 
PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled "Study of Some Structural Categories" comprises 
the general and categorical study of G-sets and pointed G-sets. As no material is 
available, in the collective form, on these structures in the literature, therefore an 
attempt is made for the collective study of these structures to form the category of 
G-sets and the category of pointed G-sets. 
Chapter 1 contains the history of category theory, preliminary notions, 
basic definitions and some well known results relevant to our study needed for the 
development of the subject matter in the subsequent chapters. Most of the material 
included in this chapter occurs in standard literature namely: Blyth [5], Eilenberg 
and Maclane [16, 17], Freyd [19, 20], Maclane [35, 36], Mitchell [43], Schubert [48] 
etc. 
In Chapter 2, an effort is made to collect information regarding G-sets and 
G-morphisms in order to provide a comprehensive background for the categorical 
study of G-sets required for the subsequent chapters. 
G-sets have been used to define orbits of a permutation and to prove Sylow 
theorems for groups. A G-set can be defined as follows: Let G be a group and X be 
a set. Then X is said to be a G-set if there exists a mapping (f): G x X ^ X such 
that (i) (f){ab,x) = (f){a,(p{b,x)) for all a,b e G and x e X (ii) (p{e,x) = x, where e 
is the identity of G. The G-set X together with the mapping <p : G x X ^ X will 
be denoted by the pair {X,4>). To simplify the notations, one can write (t>{a,x) as 
ax. Furthermore, if X and Y are two G-sets, then a mapping f : X -¥ Y is said to 
be a G-morphism if f{ax) — af{x) for all a G G, x G X. 
In Section 2.1 we give the basic definition of a G-set and list some examples. 
In Section 2.2, some important results on G-sets are discussed which are useful 
in subsequent chapters, while Section 2.3 is devoted to the study of equivalence 
relations defined on G-sets which play a key role in proving the results on the 
category of G-sets. In the last section we give the definition of G-morphism and 
prove some important results on G-morphisms, needed in the sequel.. 
The main concern of Chapter 3 is to the categorical study of G-sets. The 
category of G-sets can be constructed by taking the G-sets as the objects of the 
category and G-morphisms as the morphisms of the category. We denote it by 
5-Sets. 
A category in which the objects are sets endowed with some additional 
structures and the morphisms are structure preserving mappings is called 
concrete category. In a concrete category, every injective (surjective) morphisms is 
monomorphism (epimorphism). But the converse is not true in general. Also, in a 
concrete category, every isomorphism is a bimorphism (monomorphism and epimor-
phism) but converse is not true in general (for reference see [5]). However, like some 
other categories (e.g. Ens, Grp, ^Mod etc.) the converse of the above mentioned 
results hold good in the category ^-Sets as embodied in Corollaries 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 
Theorem 3.1.5. 
In Section 3.1, our objective is to investigate the behaviour of monomorphisms, 
epimorphisms, co-retractions, retractions in the category ^-Sets. Consequently, 
we conclude that a morphism in ^-Sets is monomorphism (epimorphism) if and 
only if it is injective (surjective). Furthermore, it is shown that in the category 
5-Sets, every bimorphism is an isomorphism, which amounts to say that the cat-
egory ^-Sets is balanced. At the end of the section, we obtain that the category 
^-Sets is well powered and co-well powered. Section 3.2 deals with the study of 
products and co-products in ^-Sets, while in Section 3.3, we conclude that the cat-
egory ^-Sets has equalizers, co-equalizers and intersections. Further, in Section 3.4, 
we obtain that ^-Sets has puUbacks, pushouts and in view of [43], it is concluded 
that ^-Sets is complete. In Section 3.5, we observe that ^-Sets has images and 
co-images. In the last, it is shown that ^-Sets is uniquely factorizable. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to the study of functorial properties of G-sets in view of the 
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fact that a structure has functorial properties, if a functor can be defined through 
it. In Section 4.1, we construct functors on G-sets involving single variable, such as 
identity and forgetful functors, functors by co-retractions and retractions, functors 
by G-equivalence relation etc. Section 4.2 deals with the study of functors on G-sets 
involving two variables like Horn functor, functors by disjoint union, functors by 
cartesian product etc. 
In Chapter 5, we define pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms and collect 
useful properties of pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms which we shall need 
for the development of a new structural category i.e., the category of pointed G-sets. 
Inspired by the idea of pointed sets and pointed mappings, pointed G-sets and 
pointed G-morphisms are defined as: Let G be a group. A pointed set (X, x') is 
said to be a pointed G-set if for any g £ G there exists a mapping (f): G x X ^ X 
such that (i) {X, (p) is a G-set (ii) (p{g, x') = x'. Furthermore, if {X, x') and {Y, y') 
are two pointed G-sets, then a mapping / : {X,x') ->• (V ,^y') is called a pointed 
G-morphism if (i) / is a G-morphism (ii) f{x') = y'. 
In Section 5.1, we recall some fundamental notions which axe required for the 
development of this chapter such as pointed sets, pointed subsets, product, inter-
section and disjoint union of pointed sets. Furthermore, an equivalence relation on 
a pointed Set is defined to form a quotient pointed set. At the end of the section, 
a pointed mapping is defined. Section 5.2 deals with the study of pointed G-sets 
whereas in Section 5.3 we study pointed G-morphisms. In Section 5.2 and 5.3 we 
make use of the idea of Section 5.1 and prove some important results on pointed 
G-sets and pointed G-morphisms required to study the category of pointed G-sets. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to the study of the category of pointed G-sets which can 
be constructed by taking the pointed G-sets as the objects of the category and 
the pointed G-morphisms as the morphisms of the category. We shall denote this 
category by ^-Sets*. 
It is well known that in a concrete category, every injective morphism is a 
monomorphism and every surjective morphism is an epimorphism, but the converse 
is not true in general. Furthermore, in a concrete category, every isomorphism is a 
bimorphism but not conversely. In Section 6.1, we prove that in the category 
^-Sets*, a morphism is a monomorphism if and only if it is injective and a morphism 
is an epimorphism if and only if it is surjective. At the end of the section we show that 
in the category ^-Sets*, every bimorphism is an isomorphism and henceforth the 
category ^-Sets* is balanced. Section 6.2 deals with the study of some categor-
ical constructions on the category ^-Sets* such as products, co-products, inter-
sections etc. Section 6.3 is devoted to the study of kernels and co-kernels in the 
category ^-Sets*. Finally, in the last section i.e., in Section 6.4, we study some 
special behaviour of ^-Sets* by observing that the category ^-Sets* has pullbacks, 
pushouts and that it is complete, finitely complete, normal and factorizable. 
Each chapter is divided into various sections. The definitions, examples, results 
and remarks etc. have been specified with double decimal numbers. The first figure 
denotes the number of the chapter, second represents the section in the chapter and 
the third points out the number of the definition, the example, the result or the 
remark as the case may be in the particular chapter. For example. Theorem 3.4.5 
refers to the fifth theorem appearing in the fourth section of the third chapter. 
At adequate places, examples are provided to justify the conditions imposed 
on the hypothesis of various results. Also suitable remarks and corollaries are given 
sometimes to explain the theory and sometimes to conjecture the possible extensions 
of the results. 
In the end, an exhaustive bibliography of the existing material related to the 
subject matter of our thesis is included which may serve as a source material for 
those, interested in the domain of our research. 
One paper of the author related to some portion of Chapter 3 has been 
accepted for publication in International Journal of Mathematical Forum, whereas 
one paper based on the material of Chapter 2 has been revised for the publica-
tion in South East Asian J. Math. & Math. Sci, Vol. 5 No.3 (2007)(to appear). 
Several papers related to the material of other chapters are in process of acceptance. 
VI 
Chapter 1 
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
Chapter 1 
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
§ 1.0. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we collect some basic notions and relevant terminology of 
category theory which we shall need for the development of the subject in the 
subsequent chapters of the present thesis. Of course, the knowledge of the 
elementary categorical concepts and techniques has been presumed and no attempt 
has been made to discuss them here. Most of the material included in this chapter 
occurs in Blyth [5], Eilenberg and Maclane [16,17], Freyd [19,20], Maclane [35,36], 
Mitchell [43], Schubert [48] etc. Some key results and theorems related to our subject 
matter are also incorporated for ready reference. Suitable examples and necessary 
remarks are given at proper places to make the exposition self contained as much 
as possible. 
§ 1.1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CATEGORY THEORY 
Category theory now occupies a central position not only in contemporary math-
ematics, but also in theoretical computer science and even in mathematical physics. 
It can roughly be described as a general mathematical theory of structures and sys-
tems of structures. It is at the very least a very powerful language or conceptual 
framework which allows us to see, among other things, how structures of different 
kinds are related to one another as well as the universal components of a family of 
structures of a given kind. Beside its intrinsic mathematical interest and its role in 
the development of contemporary mathematics, thus as an object of study for the 
epistemology of mathematics itself, the theory is philosophically relevant in many 
other ways. As a general formal tool, it can be used to study and clarify fundamental 
concepts such as the concept of space, the concept of system or even the concept of 
truth. It can also be applied for the study of logical systems, which in this context 
are called "categorical doctrines", both at the syntactic level, more generally the 
proof-theoretical level and at the semantic level. As a framework, it is considered by 
many as constituting an alternative to set theory as a foundation for mathematics. 
As such, it raises many issues with respect to the nature of mathematical entities 
and mathematical knowledge. 
§ 1.1.1. BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH 
It is difficult to do justice to the short but intricate history of the field, in 
particular it is not possible to mention all those who have contributed to its rapid 
development. Here are some of the main threads that have to be mentioned. Cat-
egories, functors, natural transformations, limits and colimits appeared almost out 
of nowhere in 1945 in Eilenberg & MacLane's paper entitled "General Theory of 
Natural Equivalences". We said "almost", because when one looks at their 1942 pa-
per "Group Extensions and Homology", one discovers specific functors and natural 
transformations at work, limited to groups. In fact, it was basically the need to clar-
ify and abstract from their 1942 results that Eilenberg & MacLane came up with the 
notions of category theory. The central notion for them was the notion of natural 
transformation. In order to give a general definition of the latter, they defined the 
notion of functor, borrowing the terminology from Carnap, and in order to give a 
general definition of functor, they defined the notion of category, borrowing this time 
from Kant and Aristotle. After their 1945 paper, it was not clear that the concepts 
of category theory would be more than a convenient language and so it remained 
for approximately fifteen years. It was used as such by Eilenberg and Steenrod in 
their influential book on the foundations of algebraic topology, published in 1952 
and by Cartan and Eilenberg in their ground breaking book on homological algebra, 
published in 1956. (It is interesting to note, however, that although categories are 
defined in Eilenberg & Steenrod's book, they are not in Cartan & Eilenberg's work! 
They are simply assumed in that latter). These books allowed new generations of 
mathematicians to learn algebraic topology and homological algebra directly in the 
categorical language and to master the method of diagrams. Indeed, many results 
published in these two books seems to be inconceivable, or at the very least con-
siderably more intricate, without the method of diagram chasing. Then, in 1957 
and in 1958, the situation radically changed. In 1957, Grothendieck published his 
landmark "Sur quelques points d'algebre homologique" in which categories are used 
intrinsically to define and construct more general theories which are then applied to 
specific fields, in particular, in the following years, algebraic geometry, and in 1958 
Kan published "Adjoint functors" and showed that the latter concept subsumes the 
important concepts of limits and colimits and could be used to capture fundamental 
conceptual situations (which in his case were in homotopy theory). From then on, 
category theory became more than a convenient language and this, for two reasons. 
First, using the axiomatic method and the categorical language, Grothendieck de-
fined abstractly types of categories, e.g., additive and abelian categories, showed 
how to perform various constructions in these categories and proved various results 
for them. In a nutshell, Grothendieck showed how a part of homological algebra 
could be developed in such an abstract setting. From then on, a specific category 
of structures, e.g., a category of sheaves over a topological space X, could be seen 
as being a token of an abstract category of a certain type, e.g., an abehan category, 
and one could therefore immediately see how the methods of homological algebra for 
instance could be applied in this case, e.g., in algebraic geometry. Fiurthermore, it 
made sense to look for other types of abstract categories, types of abstract categories 
which would encapsulate the fundamental and formal aspects of various mathemati-
cal fields in the same way that abelian categories encapsulated fundamental aspects 
of homological algebra. Second, mostly under the influence of Freyd and Lawvere, 
category theorists progressively saw, how pervasive the concept of adjoint functors 
is. Not only can the existence of adjoints to given functors be used to define abstract 
categories, and presumably those which are defined by such means have a privileged 
status, but as we have mentioned, many important theorems and even theories in 
various fields can be seen as being equivalent to the existence of specific functors 
between particular categories. By the early seventies, the concept of adjoint functors 
was considered to be the central concept of category theory. 
With these developments, category theory became an autonomous part of math-
ematics, and pure category theory could be developed. And indeed, it did grow 
rapidly not only as a discipline but also in its applications, mainly in its original 
context, namely algebraic topology and homological algebra, but also in algebraic 
geometry and, after the appearance of Lawvere's thesis in 1963, in universal algebra. 
The latter work also constitutes a landmark in the history of this field. For it is in 
his thesis that Lawvere proposed the idea of developing the category of categories 
as a foundation for category theory, set theory and, thus, the whole of mathematics, 
as well as using categories for the study of theories, that is the logical aspects of 
mathematics. In the sixties, Lawvere outlined that basic framework for the develop-
ment of an entirely original approach to logic and the foundations of mathematics: 
he proposed an axiomatization of the category of categories (Lawvere 1966), an ax-
iomatization of the category of sets (Lawvere 1964), characterized Cartesian closed 
categories and showed their connections to logical systems and various logical para-
doxes (Lawvere 1969), showed that the quantifiers and the comprehension schemes 
could be captured as adjoint functors to given elementary operations (Lawvere 1969, 
1970, 1971) and finally argued for the role of adjoint functors in foundations in gen-
eral, through the notion of "categorical doctrines" (Lawvere 1969). At the same 
time, Lambek described categories in terms of deductive systems and used categori-
cal methods for proof theoretical purposes [30]. The 1970s saw the development and 
apphcation of the concept in many different directions. (For more on the history 
of topos theory, see [41] ). The very first applications outside algebraic geometry 
were in set theory where various independent results were given a topos theoretical 
analysis. 
Finally, from the 1980s to this day, category theory found new applications. 
On the one hand, it now has many applications to theoretical computer science 
where it has firm roots and contributes, among other things, to the development of 
the semantics of programming and the development of new logical systems ( [46], 
[47], [49] ). On the other hand, its applications to mathematics are becoming more 
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diversified and it even touches upon theoretical physics where higher-dimensional 
category theory, which is to category theory what higher-dimensional geometry is 
to plane geometry, is used in the study of the so-called "quantum groups", or in 
quantum field theory [2]. 
§ 1.1.2. PHILOSOPHICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
Category theory challenges philosophers in two non-exclusive ways. On the one 
hand, it is certainly the task of philosophy to clarify the general epistemological 
status of category theory and, in particular, its foundational status. On the other 
hand, category theory can be used by philosophers in their exploration of philosoph-
ical and logical problems. These two aspects can be illustrated briefly in turn. 
Category theory is now a common tool in the toolbox of mathematicians. It 
unifies and provides a fruitful organization of mathematics. Arguments in favour 
of category theory and arguments against category theory as a foundational frame-
work have been advanced (See [4] for a survey of the relationships between category 
theory and set theory, [3], [18] for arguments against category theory and [39] for a 
quick overview and a proposal). This is in itself a complicated issue which is ren-
dered even more difficult by the fact that the foundations of category theory itself 
still have to be clarified. Given that most of philosophy of mathematics of the last 
50 years or so has been done under the assumption that mathematics is more or less 
set theory in disguise, the retreat of set theory in favour of category theory would 
necessarily have an important impact on philosophical thinking. 
The use of category theory for logical and philosophical studies is already well 
underway. Indeed, categorical logic, the study of logic with the help of categorical 
means, has been around for about 30 years now and is still vigorous. Category the-
ory also provides relevant information to more general philosophical questions. For 
instance, Ellerman 1987 has tried to show that category theory constitutes a theory 
of universals which has properties radically different from set theory considered as 
a theory of universals [40]. If we move from universals to concepts in general, we 
can see how category theory could be useful even in cognitive science. Indeed, Mac-
namara and Reyes have already tried to use categorical logic to provide a different 
logic of reference [37]. Awodey, Landry, Makkai, Marquis and McLarty have tried 
to show how it sheds an interesting light on structuralists approach to mathematical 
knowledge ( [31], [32], [41]). 
Thus, category theory is philosophically relevant in many ways which will un-
doubtedly have to be taken into account in the years to come. 
§ 1.2. CATEGORIES 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .2 .1 . Let C be a class of objects X,Y,Z,... denoted by ObjC 
together with the following: 
(i) for every pair of objects X, y of C there is a set Morc{X, Y), called the set of 
morphisms from X to Y. The sets Morc{X,Y) and MordX', Y') are disjoint 
unless X = X' and Y = Y' m which case they coincide; 
(ii) for any three objects X, Y,Z oiC there is a mapping 
MarciX, Y) x Marc{Y, Z) -^ Marc{X, Z) 
described hy {f,h) y-^ ho f known as the composition of morphisms. 
Then C is called a category if the following axioms are satisfied: 
(Ci) Identity: For each object X G ObjC, there is a morphism Ix eMorc{X,X) 
called the identity such that f o Ix = f and Ix o h = h iov all Y,Z e ObjC 
and for all / G Morc{X,Y), h G Morc{Z,X). 
(C2) Associativity: For all X,Y,Z,W G ObjC and for all / G Morc{X,Y), 
h G MorciY,Z), k G Marc{Z, W), we have ko {ho f) = (ko h) o f. 
N O T A T I O N . Sometimes we also denote the set of morphisms Morc{X,Y) by 
HomciX, Y) or Hom{X, Y). 
Some standard categories 
E n s the category of sets : The objects of the category are sets and the morphisms 
are functions defined on sets. 
G r p the category of groups : The objects of the category are groups and the 
morphisms are group homomorphisms. 
S g p the category of semigroups : The objects of the category are semigroups 
and the morphisms are homomorphisms. 
M o n the category of monoids : The objects of the category are monoids and 
the morphisms are homomorphisms preserving the identity. 
A b the category of abelian groups : The objects of the category are ahelian 
groups and the morphisms are group homomorphisms. 
D i v A b the category of divisible abeli£in groups : The objects of the category 
are divisible abelian groups and the morphisms are group homomorphisms. 
O r d the category of ordered sets : The objects of the category are ordered 
sets and the order-preserving maps are the morphisms of the category. 
T o p the category of topological spaces : The objects of the category are 
topological spaces and the morphisms are continuous maps. 
TjMod t he category of modules over R : The objects of the category are 
R-modules and the morphisms are module homomorphisms. 
Vector the category of vector spaces over a field F : The objects of the category 
are vector spaces and the morphisms are linear transformations. 
R i n g the category of rings : The objects of the category are rings and the 
morphisms are ring homomorphisms. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.2.2. A category C is said to be small if its class of objects is a set. 
E X A M P L E 1 .2 .1 . Every monoid M constitutes a category with the set M as its 
only object and the elements of M as its morphisms (small category). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .2 ,3 . A category C is said to be discrete if all the morphisms in 
C are identity morphisms. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.2 A. A category in which the objects are sets endowed with some 
additional structures and the morphisms are structure preserving mappings is called 
a concrete category. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .2 .5 . Let C be a category then a category C is said to be a 
subcategory of C if 
(i) every object of C is also an object of C, 
(ii) for all objects A,B of C, Marc'{A,B) C MorciA,B), 
{Hi) the composition of two morphisms in C is the same as their composition in C, 
(iv) for each object A of C, the identity morphism I A is the same in C as it is in 
C. 
If, moreover, Marc {A, B) = Marc{A, B) for all A, B in C, then we say that C 
is a full subcategory of C. 
E X A M P L E 1.2.2. The category of finite sets is the full subcategory of Ens. 
E X A M P L E 1.2.3. The category Ringi (the category of rings with unity 1) is a 
subcategory of the category Ring, but is not a full subcategory; for example Ring 
has zero morphisms whereas in Ringi all the morphisms are 1-preserving. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.2.6. For any category C, we can form a category C*, known as 
the dual category of C if the following hold: 
(i) the class of objects of C* is similar to that of the class of objects of C, 
(ii) for every pair of objects A,B eC*,we have 
Marc'{A,B) = Marc{B,A). 
Composition of the morphisms will be changed accordingly. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.2.7. Let Ci and C2 be two categories. Then the Product 
Category CiX C2 is defined to be the category whose objects are ordered pairs 
(Ai,A2), Aie Ci and A2^ C2. The set of morphisms from {Ai,A2)^{Bi,B2) is the 
ordered pair (0:1,0:2)) ai : Ai ^ Bi and oi : 4^2 -> B2. 
The composition of morphisms (0:1,0:2) : {Ai,A2)-^{Bi,B2) and {Pi,P2)'-
{Bi,B2)^{Ci,C2) is defined as {Pu02)0(01,02) = (Pioai, p2°Oi2)-
§ 1.3. SPECIAL MORPHISMS AND SPECIAL OBJECTS 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.3.1. A morphism a -. A ^ B in a. category C is called 
monomorphism if a is left cancelable i.e., a o 0 — 0:07 imphes /3 = 7 for every 
pair of morphisms P and 7 with common codomain A. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.1. 
(i) An injective function is a monomorphism in the category Ens. 
(ii) The monomorphisms of groups are the monomorphisms of the category Grp. 
R E M A R K 1 . 3 . 1 . Monomorphisms in a category C need not be injective. 
To illustrate, we give the following example: 
Consider the category DivAb of divisible abeUan groups and let Q and Q/Z 
be two objects in the category DivAb. Then for any p/q E Q and for any n, we 
have p/q = n{p/nq) and p/q + Z — n{p/nq + Z). 
Define a natural morphism T] : Q ^ Q/Z by rj{q) = q + Z for all q e Q. 
Obviously, 77 is not injective as Ker -q — Z ^Q. However, 77 is a monomorphism (left 
cancellable) in the category DivAb. 
Now, in order to show that r; is a monomorphism, let a, P : A ^> Q he mor-
phisms in the category DivAb such that a^ 13. Then there exists a E A such that 
a{a) 7^  /3(a) which imphes 
a ( a ) - / ? ( a ) ^ 0 
But a{a) e Q, p{a) e Q implies a{a) - P{a) e Q 
= > a{a)-(3{a) = r/s {s ^ ±1) 
Since A is divisible we can find b E A such that a = rb. 
Now, 
r[a{b) - P{b)] = ra(b) - rp{b) 
= oirb) - P{rb) 
= a{a) — P{a) 
= r/s 
r[a{b) - p{b)] = r/s 
a{b) - P{b) = 1/s 
I.e., 
Since, 
77(l/s) = 1/s + Z 7^  0 
V{a{b) - P{b)) ^ 0 
V{a{b)) - viPib)) ^ 0 
=^ {voa){b) - {vo0){b) ^ 0 
= > {rjoa - r}ol3){b) i- 0 
= ^ r\ooL — TTjoP ^ 0 
=> r)oa 7^  770/? 
which shows that rj is left cancellable. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 ,3.2. A morphism a -. A ^ B m a. category C is called an 
epimorphism if a is right cancelable i.e., /3 o a = 7 o a implies that /? = 7 for every 
pairs of morphisms /3 and 7 with common domain B. 
EXAMPLE 1.3.2. 
{i) The surjective functions are the epimorphisms in the category Ens. 
{ii) The epimorphisms of the groups are the epimorphisms in the category Grp. 
R E M A R K 1 .3.2. Epimorphisms in a category C need not be surjective. 
For illustration one can see the following example: 
Consider the category Ring. Let Z and Q be two objects in Ring. Consider 
the inclusion morphism i : Z -^ Q. Trivially, i is not surjective. However, it is an 
epimorphism (right cancellable) in the category Ring. 
In order to show that i is an epimorphism, let a, P : Q -> A he morphisms in 
Ring such that 
I.e., 
For any n E Z, v/e get 
Z-^Q^A = Z-UQ-^A 
a oi = p o i. 
{a oi)(n) = (/?oz)(n) 
a{i{n)) = Piiin)) 
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Now for any m/n € 
a{m/n) 
a{n) = P{n). 
Q, we have 
= a(m.n'^l) 
= a{m)a{n~^)a{l) 
= /3{m)ain-')P{l) 
= Pim)ain-^)p{n)P{n-
= P{m)a{n~^)a{n)P(n~ 
= P(m)a{n-^n)P{n-^) 
= P{m)a{l)P{n-^) 
= p{m)P{l)P{n-') 
= /3(m.l.n-^) 
= P{mn-^) 
= P{m/n) 
[ as 
• ' ) 
a(l) = 
[ as 
= /3(l)] 
a{n) = Pin) 
which imphes a — p and henceforth z is right cancellable. 
DEFINITION 1.3.3. A morphism in C is called a bimorphism if it is both 
monomorphism and epimorphisin. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 1 . 3 . 1 . in a category C, the following hold: 
(i) If a, P are monomorphisms (epimorphisms), then aop is also a monomorphism 
(epimorphism). 
(a) li a o p is a monomorphism, then P is also a monomorphism. 
(iii) li a o p is a epimorphism, then a is also an epimorphism. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 1.3.4. A morphism a -. A -^ B in a category C is called a 
co-retraction (section) if there exists a morphism P : B -^ A such that 
l3oa = IA-
Dually, we have 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .5 . A morphism a: A-^ Bina category C is called retract ion 
if there exists a morphism P : B ^ A such that ao p = Is-
E X A M P L E 1 .3 .3 . in the category Ens, injective functions are co-retractions 
(sections) and surjective functions are retractions. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.3.6. A morphism a -. A ^ B in a category C is called an 
isomorphism if and only if it is both co-retraction and retraction. 
E X A M P L E 1.3.4. in the category Ens, bijection functions are isomorphisms of 
the category. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 1 .3.2. Every co-retraction (section) is a monomorphism but the 
converse need not be true. 
P R O O F . Let a -. A ^- B he a co-retraction (section) in a category C. Then there 
exists P : B ^ A in C such that P oa = 1^-
Now consider two morphisms 9i, 62'• X -^ AinC such that 
X -^A^B^X-^A^B 
i.e., ao9i —0062 
= > ^ o ( a o ^ i ) = / 5 0 ( 0 0 ^ 2 ) 
= » {p o a) o 9^ ^  {p o a) o $2 
= > IAO9I = IAO92 
= > 9i = 92 
showing that a is left cancellable and henceforth it is a monomorphism. 
To prove the converse, we consider the following example: 
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In the category ^Mod, consider a morphism f : Z ^ Z defined by / (n) = 2n 
for all n e Z. Suppose there exists a Z-morphism h: Z ^ Z such that hof = Iz-
For any integer n ^ Z,v/e have 
2.h{n) = h{2n) ( as /i is a module homomorphism ) 
= /i(/(n)) ( since /(n) = 2n ) 
= hof{n) 
= Iz{n) 
= n 
In particular, if we take n — I, then 2./i(l) = 1. 
But it is not possible as the equation 2x = 1 has no solution in Z. However, it 
is monomorphism since it is injective. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 1 .3 .3 . Every retraction is an epimorphism but the converse need 
not be true. 
P R O O F . Let a : A -> B be a retraction in a category C. Then there exists 
13 : B -^ AinC such that ao 0 = IQ. 
Consider two morphisms 7i, 72 : B -^ -^ such that 
i.e., 7i o a = 72 o a 
= > (71 o a) o /3 = (72 oa)o(5 
==> 7i o (a o /?) = 72 o (a o /?) 
=*• 7i ° IB = 12° IB 
= ^ 7i = 72 
which shows that a is right cancellable and hence an epimorphism. 
To prove the converse we consider the following example: 
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In the category zMod, consider the object Qp defined by 
Qp = {x e Q \ X = kp-" ; k e Z, n e N} 
where p is a prime. Then Qp is a subgroup of Q and Z is a subgroup of Qp. 
Define a morphism / : Qp/Z —^  Qp/Z by 
f{x + Z)-=px + Z. 
Then it can be easily seen that / is a Z-morphism. 
Since 
kp~^ + Z = pikp-""-' + Z) 
= pikp-""-^) + Z 
it follows thgrt / is surjective and hence an epimorphism. 
We now show that / has no right inverse. On contrary, assume that / has a 
right inverse in zMod then there exists h : Qp/Z -> Qp/Z such that 
foh = I ( where / is the identity on Qp/Z). 
But no such Z-morphism can exist. In particular for /c = 1 and n = 1, suppose that 
h were such a Z-morphism, then we would have 
p-i + Z = f{h{p-^ + Z)) ( since foh = I) 
= p{h{p-' + Z)) 
= h{p{p-' + Z)) 
- /i(0 + Z) 
= 0 + Z. 
= Z. 
p~^ + Z = Z if and only if p~^ e Z which is impossible. Thus we see that / is not 
a retraction. It is, however, epimorphism since it is surjective. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3.7. A category C will be called factorizable if every morphism 
/ in C can be expressed in the form mo e where m is a monomorphism and e is an 
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epimorphism. Further, C is called uniquely factorizable if every such decomposition 
is unique to within isomorphism in the sense that if also f — m' oe' where m' is 
a monomorphism and e' is an epimorphism, then there is a unique isomorphism $, 
such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .8 . An object / in a category C is called an initial object if 
for each object X eC, the set Morc{I, X) is singleton. 
Dually, we have 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .9 . An object r in a category C is called a terminal object if 
for each object X &C, the set Morc{X,T) is singleton. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .10 . An object Z (generally denoted by 0 ) in a category C is 
called a zero object if it is both initial and terminal object. 
R E M A R K 1 .3 .3 . Any two initial (terminal or zero) objects in a category are 
isomorphic. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 3 . 1 1 . A morphism X -^ Y in a, category C is called a zero 
morphism from X to F if and only if it factors through a zero object i.e., a 
morphism X -^ Y is a. zero morphism iiX-^Y = X-^Z^Y, where Z denotes 
zero object in C. 
N O T A T I O N , A zero morphism X -> y is denoted by OXY-
E X A M P L E 1 .3 .5 . 
(^ ) The empty set 0 is an initial object in the category Ens. 
(a) Every singleton set is a terminal object in the category Ens. 
{in) Trivial group is the zero object in the category Grp. 
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{iv) Consider the category of all fields and field homomorphisms. In this category, 
the object F = Z2 = {0,1} is a zero object of the category. 
(iv) Trivial rings and trivial modules are zero objects in Ring and flMod. 
(v) The ring of integers Z is an initial object in Ringi; category of rings with 
unity 1. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .12 . Let X be an object of the category C. Then, a pair (5,m) 
is called a sub-object of X if 5 is an object of C and m : S -^ X isa, monomorphism. 
Dually, we have 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .13 . Let X be an object of the category C. Then, a pair {Q, e) 
is called a quotient object of X if Q is an object of C and e : X ^ Q is an 
epimorphism. 
Mitchel [43] has defined sub-object and a quotient object in the following way: 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .14. U a -. A' -^ A is & monomorphism, we shall call A' a 
sub-object of A and we shall refer to a as the inclusion of A' in A. 
However it is important to remember that in general there is more than one 
monomorphism from A' to A, and that whenever we speak of A' as a sub-object of 
A we shall be referring to a specific monomorphism a. 
If a-[ : Ai ^ A and a2 : A2-^ A are monomorphisms, then ax < 0:2 if there is 
a morphism -y : Ai -^ A2 such that 02 o 7 = a j . If 7 exists, then it is unique and 
is a monomorphism. If also CV2 < ai so that there is a morphism S : A2 ^ Ai such 
that a2 = aio 5, then we have 
a2 o 7 o (J = ai o (5 = 0:2 = 0:2 o / ^ j . 
Since a2 is a monomorphism we have 7 o 6 = J^j. Similarly, (5 o 7 = J^^, and so 7 
is an isomorphism with inverse S. We shall then say that Ai and A2 are isomorphic 
sub-objects of A. 
li az : A3 ^ A is another monomorphism and ai < a2 < as, then ai < a^. 
Hence, the class of sub-objects of A (or, rather monomorphism into A) is an ordered 
class with the property that two sub-objects precede each other if and only if they 
are isomorphic sub-objects. 
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Dually, we have the following: 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .15 . if a : A 
quotient object of A. 
A' is an epimorphism, we shall call A' a 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .16 . A class of sub-objects of A will be called a representative 
class of sub-objects for A if every sub-object of A is isomorphic as a sub-object 
to some member of C. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .3 .17 . A class of quotient objects of A will be called a represen-
tative class of quotient objects for A if every quotient object of A is isomorphic 
as a quotient object to some member of C. 
§ 1.4. SOME CONSTRUCTIONS IN CATEGORIES 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 .1 . Let{A}t6/ be a family of objects in a category C. Then an 
object P in C together with a family of morphisms (p, : P —> >l,}t6/ is called the 
product of the family {>l,}ig/ if the following holds: 
(z) for any object X e C and family of morphisms {fi : X -^ Ajie/i there exists 
a unique morphism rj : X -^ P such that the diagram 
commutes. 
N O T A T I O N . The product of the family of objects {Aj,g/ is denoted by H ^t-
te / 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4.2. Let {A}te/ be the family of objects in a category C. An 
object 5 in C together with a family of morphisms [u^ : A^ -^ S^i^i is called the 
co-product (sum) of the family {Ajig/ if the following condition holds: 
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(i) for any object Y eC and a family of morphisms {qt : Ai -> Y}i^i there exists 
a unique morphism ^ : S -^Y such that the diagram 
commutes. 
N O T A T I O N . The sum of the family of objects {A}i6/ is denoted by ^ A,. 
REMARK 1.4.1. 
(z) A category C has products (co-products) if every family of objects in C has 
product (co-product). 
(M) A category C has finite products (finite co-products) if every finite family of 
objects in C has product (co-product). 
(iii) Products and co-products are unique upto isomorphism. 
EXAMPLE 1.4.1. 
(z) The categories Ens, Grp and Ring have arbitrary products. 
(M) In the category Grp, the free product of groups is considered as the co-product 
of the objects. 
(iii) In the category Ens, disjoint union of sets is considered as the co-product of 
the objects. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 .3 . Let C be a category and let f,h: A-^ B he two morphisms 
in C. An object E together with morphism u : E ^- A in C is called the equalizer 
of / and /j in C if the following conditions hold: 
(i) f ou = hou, 
(a) for each object X oiC and each morphism v : X -^ A such that f ov = hov, 
there exists a unique morphism T] : X -^ E such that uo TJ = v holds in the 
diagram below: 
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^B 
PROPOSITION 1.4.1. 
(z) Equalizer of a, a : A -^ B is (A, IA)-
(ii) Any two equalizers for the pair of morphisms f,h : A—> B are isomorphic. 
(in) If {E,u) is an equalizer for the pair f,h : A —^ B, then u : E ^ A is a 
monomorphism. 
Dually, we can define co-equalizer as follows: 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 .4 . Let C be a category and let f,h: A-^ Bhe two morphisms 
in C. An object Q together with morphism v : B —^ Q inC is called a co-equalizer 
of / and h if the following hold: 
(i) V o f = V o h, 
(a) for any morphism q : B ^ Y such that q o f — q o h, there exists a unique 
morphism ^ : Q -^Y inC such that ^ov = q holds in the diagram: 
PROPOSITION 1.4.2. 
(z) Co-equalizer of the pair a, a : B -^ C is the identity morphism Ic-
(ii) Any two co-equalizers of a pair of morphisms (/, h) are isomorphic. 
(iii) If (Q,v) is a co-equalizer for the pair f,h : A -^ B, then u : B -)• C is an 
epimorphism. 
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R E M A R K 1.4.2. A category C has equalizers (co-equalizers) if every pair of 
morphisms in C has an eciualizer (co-ocinaliznr). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4.5. Let {ui -. Ai -> Aji^i be a family of sub-objects of an 
object A in C. An object A' together with a morphism u : A' -^ A is called the 
intersection of the given family of sub-objects if the following hold: 
(z) u: A' ^ A factors through each Ui,i E I i.e., u = UiOVi for some Vi : A' ^ Ai 
inC, 
(ii) for any X e C and morphism f : X ^- A which factors through Ui i.e., 
f = Ui o fi for some fi : X -^ Ai in C, there exists a unique morphism 
( : X -^ A' inC such that u o ^  = / . 
We shall denote A' by f] At. 
EXAMPLE 1.4.2. in the category Grp, int(3rscction of subgroups of a group can 
be considered as the intersection of sub-objects of the category. 
R E M A R K 1 .4 .3 . A category C has intersections if each family of sub-objects of 
an object in C has intersection. 
DEFINITION 1.4.6. Let ai : Ai -^ A and a^ : A2 ^ Ahe two morphisms in a 
category C with common codomain A. An object P of C together with morphisms 
(3i : P ^ Ai and P2 '• P ^ A2 is called a pullback diagram if the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) a i o ^ i = a2 0p2, 
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(a) for any object X oiC and for a pair of morphisms 71 : X -> Ai, 72 : X ^ A2 
such that a i o 7i = 0:2 o 72, there exists a unique morphism 77 : X -» P in C 
such that A ° 7^ = 7i .^nd /?2 o ^  = 72-
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4.7. Let 71 : 5 ^ yli and 72 : 5 ->• A2 be two morphisms 
in a category C with common domain B. An object Q in C together with a pair of 
morphisms Si : Ai -^ Q and 62 : A^^ Q is called a pushout diagram of morphisms 
7i and 72 if the following conditions hold: 
(i) (5i o 7i = (^2 o 72, 
(a) for any object Y oi C and for a pair of morphisms 9i : Ai ^ Y, 62 : A2 ^ Y 
such that ^1 o 7i = 2^ ° 72, there exists a unique morphism rj : Q -^ Y such 
that r]o5i = 9i and T]OS2 = 62. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 .8 . Let / : A -» 5 be a morphism in a category C. An object 
I together with monomorphism u : I -^ B is called the image of / if 
(i) f ~uoa for some a : A —> / in the category C, 
(a) ii u' : I' —> B is another morphism in the category C such that f — u' oa' for 
some morphism a' : A -^ I', then there exists a unique morphism T) : I -^ I' 
such that u' or] = u. 
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If, moreover, the morphism a is always an epimorphism, then the image is called 
epimorphic image. 
Dually, we have 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 .9 . Let f -. A^ Bhea, morphism in a category C. An object I 
together with an epimorphism v : A-^ I is called the co-image of a if the following 
hold: 
(i) f = Pov for some /3 : / —»• 5 in the category C, 
(M) iiv': A-> I' is any other morphism in the category C such that f — P' ov' for 
some morphism /5' : / ' —> B, then there exists a unique morphism ^ : I' -> I 
such that ^ov' — V. 
R E M A R K 1.4.4. A category C has images (co-images) if every morphism in C 
has an image (co-image). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 .10 . Let C be a category with a zero object. li f : A—f B is a 
morphism in C, then the equalizer of morphisms f : A^ B and 0 : A^ B is called 
the kernel of the morphism f : A ^ B in C and it is denoted by Ker{f). 
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D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 .11 . Let C be a category with zero object. If / : A -> B is a 
morphism in C, then the co-equalizer of morphisms f : A -^ B and 0 : A -^ B is 
called the co-kernel of the morphism f : A-^ B'mC and it is denoted by Coker{f). 
In other words kernel and co-kernel may be defined as follows: 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .4 .10*. Let C be a category with zero object and let f : A-^ B 
be a morphism in C. Then the kernel of / : ^ -> B in C is the morphism k : K ^ A 
in C such that the following hold: 
{i) f o k = OKB where OKB is the zero morphism from K to B, 
(ii) if M : X —>• A is a morphism in C such that f ou = OXB, then there exists a 
unique morphism T] : X -^ K such that A; o 77 = u. 
K -^ A ^ B 
1 
X 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 4 . 1 1 * . Let C be a category with zero object and let f : A-^ B 
he a morphism in C. Then the co-kernel of / : A -> 5 in C is the morphism 
q : B -> S inC such that the following hold: 
(z) qo f = OAS where OAS is the zero morphism from A to S, 
{ii) ii P : B -^ Y is a. morphism in C such that 0 o f = OAY, then there exists a 
unique morphism ^ : S ^ Y such that (_oq = p. 
A B 
^ 
Y 
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R E M A R K 1.4.5. 
(i) A category C has kernels (co-kernels) if every morphism in C has a kernel 
(co-kernel). 
(ii) li f : A-^ B is a. zero morphism, then Ker(f) = IA and Coker{f) — Is-
(in) U f : A ^ B is a monomorphism, then Ker{f) = 0. 
(iv) Ii f : A -^ B is an epimorphism, then Coker{f) = 0. 
At the end of the section we state the theorems which we shall use in the sequel. 
T H E O R E M 1.4.1 [5, Theorem 3.7]. If C has finite products and equalizers, then 
C has puUbacks. 
T H E O R E M 1.4.2 [5, Theorem 3.7]. If C has finite co-products and co-equalizers, 
then C has pushouts. 
§ 1.5. S T R U C T U R E S ON C A T E G O R I E S 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.5.1. A category C is callccl a balanced category if every bimor-
phism in C is an isomorphism. 
E X A M P L E 1.5.1. 
(z) The category Ens is balanced, since every function which is both injective 
and surjective is bijective. 
(ii) The category Grp is balanced, since every homomorphism which is monomor-
phism and epimorphism both is also an isomorphism. 
{Hi) Every discrete category is trivially a balanced category because every mor-
phism is an identity morphism. 
R E M A R K 1.5.1. The categories DivAb and Ring are not balanced. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.5.2. A category C is called left complete if every pair of 
morphisms in C has an equalizer and every family of objects in C has a product. 
Dually, 
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D E F I N I T I O N 1 .5 .3 . A category C is called right complete if every pair of 
morphisms in C has a co-equalizer and every family of objects in C has a co-product. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.5.4. A category C is called a complete category if it is both 
left complete as well as right complete . 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .5.5. if every object A in C has a representative class of sub-
objects which is a set, then C is called a well-powered category. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.5.6. if every object A in C has a representative class of 
quotient objects which is a set, then C is called a cowell-powered category. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.5.7. A category C is called normal if 
{i) C has a zero object, 
(n) every morphism in C has a kernel and co-kernel, 
{iii) every monomorphism in C is a kernel. 
Now, we state some important theorems which we shall need for the develop-
ment of the subject in the subsequent chapters. 
T H E O R E M 1.5.1 [43, Corollary 2.6]. A category C is called finitely complete if 
and only if it has finite products and finite intersections. 
T H E O R E M 1.5.2 [5, Theorem 4.8]. A normal category is factorizable. 
§ 1 . 6 . F U N C T O R S A N D N A T U R A L T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.6.1 (Functor of single variable). Let C and V be two cate-
gories. A function F : C ^ V which assigns to each object X of C, an object F{X) 
of P and to each morphism a : X ^ Y of C, a morphism F ( Q ) : F{X) -^ F{Y) oiV 
is called a covariant functor from C to X? if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) F{Ix) = IF[X) for all X e ObjC, 
{it) if /? o a is defined in C, then F(^) o F{a) is defined in V and 
F{P o a) ^ F{I3) o F{a) 
for all a e MordX, Y), P E Morc{Y, Z) and for all X, Y, Z, e ObjC. 
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Dually, 
F is called a contravarigmt functor from C to P if F assigns to each object 
X of C, an object F{X) of V and to each morphism a : X -)• F of C, a morphism 
F{a) : F{X) -> F{Y) of r* such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
ii) F{Ix) = IF(X) for all X G OhjC, 
(ii) if /3oa is defined in C, then F{a) o F(/3) is defined in V and 
F ( ^ o a) = F ( Q ) o F(/3) 
for all a e Morc(X, Y), P e Marc{Y, Z) and for all X, Y, Z, G ObjC. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.6.2 (Composition of functors). Let F : C ^ V and 
G : V -> 6 he two functors. Their composition G o F : C ^ E is a well 
defined function which assigns to each object X of C, an object G[F{X)] of £ and 
to each morphism Q of C, a morphism G{F{a)] of S. Obviously, G o F satisfies the 
conditions of a functor. The functor G o F is called the composition functor of 
F and G. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .6 .3 (Functor of Several Variables). Consider {n + 1) cate-
gories Ci, €-2, C3 , Cn, "P and a partition/U J of integers 1,2,3 n. A 
functor from the category CixC^x C3 x xCn to the category V, 
covariant in the z"' variable, i e I and contravariant in the / ' ' variable, j G J 
is a function 
F : C1XC2X C3 X xC„ -^ V 
which assigns each n- tuple of objects (Xi,X2,X3, ,A'„) with Xk G Cfc, 1 < 
A; < n, to an object F(Xi ,X2,^3 , ,Xn) of D, and each n- tuple of morphisms 
(Qi,a2,a3, ,a,i) wi thal G C ,^ 1 < A; < n, to a morphism F(a i ,a2 ,a3 , ,oin) 
of X> satisfying the following conditions: 
(?•) F(/xi ,X2,A-3 ,A'„) = IF{XI,X2,X3, ,A'n)! 
(M) If 7, = Of, o /?j for each z G / and 7^  — Oj o p^ for each j G J, then 
F(7l,T2,73, ,7n) = F(ai,Q2,a3, ,an) O F{Pi,p2,Pz, ,Pn]-
The aforesaid functor F is known as a functor of n—variables. 
In particular, for n = 2, F is called a bifunctor whereas for n — 3, F is called 
trifunctor. 
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EXAMPLE 1.6.1. 
(i) A covaxiant functor / : C -> C such that I(X) = X fox aRX eC and I{a) = a 
for all morphism a eC, is called the identity functor on C. 
(ii) The contravariant functor D :€ -^C* such that D{A) = A* for all A G C and 
for all morphism a:X-^YeC, D{a) = a* : D{Y*) -^ D{X*), is caUed the 
duaUty functor. 
(in) A functor F : Grp -> Ens which assigns to each group G in Grp, the under-
lying set G in Ens and to each group homomorphism a : G -> G' in Grp , a 
function a : G -^ G' in Ens, is called a forgetful functor. 
(iv) Let C be a sub category of a category V. Consider the assignment I :C —^V 
defined by IX = X for every object X oiC and if If = f for every morphism 
f oiC. Then, this defines a functor called the inclusion functor from CtoV. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.6.4. A covariant functor F -.C ^V is called a mono functor 
if F{a.) is a monomorphism in V whenever a is a monomorphism in C. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .6 .5 . A covariant functor F .- C -)> D is called an epifunctor if 
F{a) is an epimorphism in V whenever a is an epimorphism in C. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.6.6. Let C and V be two categories. A covariant functor 
F : C -^ V is said to be a faithful functor if for every pair of objects A and 
B in C, the function Morc{A, B) -^ Morc{F{A), F(B)) induced by F is uni vari-
ant (one to one). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.6.7. A faithful functor which takes distinct objects into distinct 
objects, is called an embedding. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .6 .8 . Let C and r> be two categories. A functor F:C^ Vis said 
to be a full functor if the mapping Morc{A, B) -^ Morc{F(A), F(B)) induced by 
F is onto. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .6.9 (Natural transformation). Let F,G : C -^ V he two 
covariant fimctors. A natural transformation rj: F -^ G is defined if 
(i) for every object X e C, we have a morphism r]{X) = r]x • F(X) ->• G{X) in 
[ii) for every morphism a : X -^Y inC, the diagram 
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Fix) - ^ F{Y) 
''x riy 
G{X) > G{Y) 
G(a) 
commutes. 
If F and G are contravariant functors, the above diagram is replaced by 
F{X) / ^ F{Y) 
•nx VY 
G(X) < G{Y) 
If for each X e C, 77^  : F{X) —^  G{X) is an isomorphism, then 77 is called a 
natural equivalence. It is denoted hy T] : F ^ G. 
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G-SETS AND G-MORPHISMS 
Chapter 2 
G-SETS AND G-MORPHISMS 
§ 2.0. INTRODUCTION 
G-sets, as such, arise out of the idea of groups with operators which has been 
discussed in [25] and has been used to define orbits of a permutation and to prove 
Sylow theorems for groups. 
As no material, in the collective form, is available on G-set, we make an 
attempt to collect information regarding G-sets and G-morphisms in order to 
provide a comprehensive background for the categorical study of G-sets, which we 
shall discuss in the subsequent chapters. 
In Section 2.1, we give the definition of G-set and G-subsets with some 
examples. Section 2.2 deals with the study of some important results related to 
G-sets which are useful in subsequent analysis, while in Section 2.3, we define equiv-
alence relations on G-sets which play a key role in the study of categorical notions on 
G-sets. Finally, Section 2.4 is devoted to the study of G-morphisms, where we prove 
some important results on G-morphisms that are needed in the sequel. 
§ 2 . 1 . D E F I N I T I O N S A N D E X A M P L E S 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 1 . 1 . Let G be a group and X be a set. Then G is said to act on 
X if there exists a mapping (p : G x X ^ X such that for all a,b e G and x e X 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (p{ab,x) = (/)(o,(/)(6,a;)), 
(ii) (p{e,x) =x, 
where e is the identity of G. 
X is called a G-set or a set with operator G. 
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The G-set X defined above will be denoted by the pair {X, (p). 
For the sake of convenience, one can denote (j){a, x) as ax. Under this notation, 
above conditions become 
(i) {ab)x — a{bx), 
(ii) ex — x. 
E X A M P L E 2 . 1 . 1 . Let G be an additive group of real numbers and X be the set 
of all complex numbers such that |z| = 1 for all 2 G X. Then X is a G-set under 
the mapping (f) : G x X ^^ X defined by (p{a, z) — e^°'z for all a G G, z e X. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.2. Let 
fa b^ 
G= { ad~ bc^ 0 ; a,b,c,d E R 
,c dj 
be the set of all non singular real matrices of order 2 x 2 and 
be the set of all column vectors of order 2 x 1 . Then X is a G-set under the mapping 
(j): G X X ^ X defined by (j){g, x) = gx for aW g E G, x E X where gx denotes the 
matrix multiplication of g and x. 
E X A M P L E 2 . 1 . 3 . Let G be a group of permutation on a set X. Then X is a G-set 
under the mapping (j): G x X -^ X defined by (j){a, x) = a{x) for all a £ G, x E X. 
E X A M P L E 2 . 1 . 4 . The set {0,1} is a G-set under the mapping 0 : G x {0,1} 
{0,1} defined by 
_ 0 if x = Q 
• 1 if X = 1, 
for a,l\gEG,xE {0,1}. 
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R E M A R K 2 . 1 .1 . 
(z) For any singleton set {w}, we can define a mapping (f): G x {w} —> {w} such 
that 4>{g,w) = w for all g E G. Trivially, {{w}, (p) is a G-set. 
Therefore every singleton set is a G-set. 
(ii) The null set 0 is a G-set. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 .1.2. Let {X,<p) be a G-set. Then a subset A of X, is called a 
G-subset of X if A is also a G-set. 
§ 2 . 2 . S O M E R E S U L T S ON G - S E T S 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 .1 . Every normal subgroup H oi a group G is a G-set under the 
mapping cf): G x H -^ H defined by (j){a, m) = ama~^ for all a e G, m e H. 
P R O O F . Obviously 0 is well defined. For any a,b e G, it follows that 
(f){ab,m) = {ab)m{ab)~^ 
= {ab)m{b-^a-^) 
= a{bmb~^)a'~^ 
— a{(f){b,m))a~^ 
= ^{a,(j){b,m)). 
Further, if e is the identity element of G, then 
(j){e,m) = eme - 1 
= eme 
= m 
which shows that H is a. G-set. 
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T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . 2 . Every group G is a G-set under the following mappings: 
(i) Translation: (j): G x G -^ G defined by 
0(a, g) = ag for all a,gEG. 
{ii) Conjugation: (f): G x G -¥ G defined by 
(p{a,g) = aga~^ for all a,g E G. 
P R O O F ( i ) . For any a,beG, we have 
(l){ab,g) = {ah)g 
= a{bg) 
= a((/)(6,c/)) 
= (j){a,(f){b,g)). 
Further, let e be the identity element of G. Then we have 
0(e, g) = eg 
= 9-
Therefore G is a G-set under translation. 
P R O O F (ii). For any a,b E G, we have 
(p{ab,g) = {ab)g{ab)-^ 
= {ab)g{b-'a-') 
= a{bgb-^)a-^ 
= a{(f>{b,g))a-^ 
= (f>ia,(f>{b,g)). 
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Further, let e be the identity element of G. Then we have 
(p{e,g) = ege-^ 
= ege 
= 9-
Therefore G is a G-set under conjugation. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . 3 . Let iy be a subgroup of a group G. Then the set G/H of all 
distinct left cosets of if in G is a G-set. 
P R O O F . in order to show that G/H is a G-set, define a mapping 
0 : G X G/H -^ G/H by 0(^, aH) = gaH for all a,geG. 
First we show that (p is well defined. For any a,b ^ G, let 
{g,aH) = {g,bH) 
= > aH = bH 
=^ b-^a e H 
=> b~^a = m for some m ^ H 
= ^ a = bra. 
Now, 
gaH = g{bm)H 
= {9b)imH) 
= gbH 
yielding thereby 0(^, aH) = 0(p, bH) which amounts to say that 0 is well defined. 
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For any a,b,g C C, one gets 
<p{ab,gH) = {ab)gH 
= Hb9)H 
= <t>{aA{h.9H)). 
If e is the identity element of G, then 
= aH 
which yields that GjH is a G-set. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . 4 . Let X and y be two G-sets and suppose that G acts identi-
cally on elements common to X and Y. Then A' fl K is a G-set. 
P R O O F . Let (X,^) and (y, V') be two G-sets. In order to show that X n y is a 
G-set, define a mapping r] : G x ( X n y ) ^ X n y b y 
r]{a, z) = (t){a, z) = ii{a, z) for aU a G G, z ^ X HY. 
It is easy to show that X n y is a G-set. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . 5 . Let Xi be a Gi-set and X2 be a Gs-set. Then Xi X X2 is a 
G'l X G2-set. 
P R O O F . Suppose {Xi,(p) is a Gj-set and {X2,'ip) is a G2-set. Define a mapping 
r/ : (Gi X G2) X (Xi X X2) -> Xi X X2 by 
r/((a,6),(x,y)) = {(t){a,x),ip{b,y)) 
for all (a, 6) G Gj x G2, {x,y) e X^ x X^. 
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Now, for any {a,b), {c,d) E Gi x G2, we have 
r]{{a, b){c, d), [x, y)) = r]{{ac, bd), {x, y)) 
= {(p{ac,x),ip{bd,y)) 
= {(l>{a,<l>{c,x),tp{b,tp{d,y)) 
- r]{{a,b),{^{c,x),ip{d,y))) 
= r){{a,b),Tj{{c,d),{x,y))). 
Further, let (61,62) E Gi x G2 be the identity element, where ei is the identity of 
Gi and 62 is the identity of G2. Then we get 
7]{{ei,e2),{x,y)) = (0(ei,x),'i/'(e2,?/)) 
Therefore Xi x X2 is a Gi x G2-set. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . 6 . Let X be a G-set. Then power set of X is also a G-set. 
P R O O F . Let (X,0) be a G-set and V{X) be the power set of X. To show that 
V{X) is a G-set, define a mapping 77: G x V{X) -)• 'P(X) by 
rj{a, S) = {0(a, x) \ x e S} for all a G G, 5 G V{X). 
Now, for any a,b e G, one gets 
r]{ab,S) = {(/){ab,x) \ x e S} 
= {(t){a,(f){b,x)) \ X e S} 
= r]{a,{(f>{b,x) \XES}) 
= r,(a,T?(5,S)). 
Also, if e is the identity element of G, then 
77(6,5) = {4>{e,x) \ xE S} 
= {x \ X E S} 
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which shows that V{X) is a G-set. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 2 . 1 . Let Gi and G2 be two groups and / : Gi ^ G2 be a 
monomorphism. Then every G2-set is a Gi-set. 
P R O O F . Let {X,4>) be a G2-set. In order to prove that X is a Gi-set, define a 
mapping r]: Gi x X -^ X such that 
r]{gi,x) = <Pif{gi),x) for all gi e Gi, xeX. 
Now, for any a, 6 G Gi, we have 
r]{ab,x) = (t){f{ah),x) 
= <t>{f{a)f{h\x) 
= <t>U{a),ct>{f{hlx)) 
= 77(a,0(/(6),x)) ( a s / is mono) 
For the identity element ei of Gi, one gets 
T]{ei,x) = 0(/(ei),x) 
= 0(e2,x) 
= x. 
Hence, {X, rj) is a Gi-set. This completes the proof. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 2 . 2 . Let Gi and G2 be two groups and / : Gi -> G2 be an 
epimorphism. Then every G2-set is a Gi/Ker{f)-set. 
P R O O F . Proof is trivial as G2 ^ Gi/Ker{f). 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . 7 . Let Gi and G2 be two groups and / : Gj -^ G2 be an 
isomorphism. Then every Gj-set is a G2-set and vice versa. 
P R O O F , in view of Proposition 2.2.1, X is a Gi-set when JiT is a G2-set. In 
order to prove that X is a G2-set when (X, 0) is a Gi-set, define a mapping 
77: G2 X X -> X such that 
v{92,x) = (j){f~^{g2),x) for all ^2 e G2, xe X. 
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Now, for any a,b E G2, we get 
r){ab,x) = (p{f-\ab),x) 
= <Pif-\a)f-\b),x) 
-<f>{f-'{a),cl>{f-'{blx)) 
= V{a,(l>{f~^{b),x)) ( a s / is mono) 
= r}(a, 7}{b, x)). 
For the identity element 62 of G2, we get 
T]{e2,x) = (^(/-^(e2),x) 
= (p{ei,x) 
X 
which shows that {X, rj) is a Gs-set. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 2 . 1 . Let (X,0) be a G-set. Then for every element x e X, a 
subset defined hy Gx = {g E G \ <f){g, x) = x} is called an isotropy subset of G. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 2 . 3 . Let X be a G-set. Then the isotropy subset G^ forms a 
subgroup of G for every x E X. 
P R O O F . Let (X, 0) be a G-set. Then for any x E X, 4>{e,x) = x implies that 
e EGX and henceforth G^ 7^  0. 
Now, for each a,b E Gx, we have 0(a, x) = x and (^ (6, x) = x. So, for any x E X^ 
we obtain 
(j){ab,x) = (f){a,(l){b,x) 
= <l>{a,x) 
= x 
which in turn yields ab E Gx-
Also, for any 6 G G, we have 
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^(j){b-\x) 
= ^{b-',(f>{b,x)) 
= <P{b-\x) 
implies that b~^ e d which amounts to say that G^ is a subgroup of G. 
This subgroup Gx is called isotropy group of x. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 2 . 4 . Let X be a G-set. Then the isotropy group G^ is a G^-set 
for every x £ X. 
P R O O F . Follows from Theorem 2.2.2. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 2 . 2 . Let {X^}^eI be a family of G-sets. Then the product 
of {Xi}i^j, denoted by Yl ^ ^ is defined to be the set {f : I -^ UXj | f{i) e 
X^ for all I e I}. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . 8 . Let {X^}^a be a family of G-sets. Then the product [ ] ^z of 
the family {Xiji^j is a G-set. 
l€l 
P R O O F . Let {X^ji^i be a family of G-sets for each z. In order to show that f] X^ 
lei 
is a G-set, define a mapping (f): G x Yl X^ -^ Yl Xi such that 
(/)(a, / ) = af for all a G G and / G H ^»' 
where af : I ^ |J Xj is defined by 
(a/)(z) = a(/(i)) for each i e I. 
Clearly, af E Yl^t ^^ nd so (f) is well defined. 
i€l 
For any a,b e G and / G Yl^t^ '^^^ g^ts 
icf>{ab,f)){z) = {{ab)f){z) 
= iab){f{z)) 
= a{b{f{i))) ( as X^ is a G-set) 
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= a((&/)W) 
= a{cl>{bj){i)) 
= (a(0(6,/))(z) 
^ {ct>{a,(t>{bjmi) f o r a l l z e / 
implying thereby (^(ab, f) = 4){a, (f)(b, / ) ) . 
Again, for the identity e G G, we have 
(0(e,/))W = (e/)(z) 
= f{i) for alH 6 / 
yielding thereby 0(e, f) — f and consequently (fl Xj, 0) is a G-set. 
I S / 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . 9 . Let {Xjjjg/ be a family of G-sets. Then the disjoint union 
U Xj of the family {Xl\^^l is a G-set. 
P R O O F . Let {Xj}eg/ be a family of G-sets for each i. For every g £ G, define a 
mapping 0 : G x (J X, -)• (J X^ by 
0(5) 3;) = gx whenever x e Xj. 
For any a,b e G, one gets 
(j){ah,x) = {ab)x 
= a(bx) ( as Xi is a G—set for each i) 
= a{(j){b,x)) 
= (i){a,4>{b,x)). 
Also, for the identity element e of G, we have 
4>{e,x) = ex 
X 
which shows that (IJ Xj,0) is a G-set. 
l€l 
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§ 2.3. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS ON G-SETS 
T H E O R E M 2 . 3 . 1 . Let {X, (/>) be a G-set. Then for any x,y E X, a relation ~ on 
X defined by x ~ y <^ y = 4>{g, x) for some g E G, is an equivalence relation. 
P R O O F . Let e be the identity element of G. Then for every x € X, we have 
X — (p{e,x) 
implying thereby x ^ x. Therefore ~ is reflexive. 
Now, suppose X ~ y. Then y = 4){g, x) for some g E G. So, we have 
(l^{9~\y) = 4>{9~\4>{9,x)) 
= 4>{9~^9,x) 
= 0(e,x) 
= X 
implies that y ~ x. Therefore ^^ is symmetric. 
Further, suppose x ~ y and y ^ z. Then there exist 91,92 ^ G such that y = ^(^i,x) 
and z = (f){g2.,y). Thus we have 
(p{929i,x) = (f){g2,(f){9i,x)) 
= 0(^2, y) 
= z 
implying thereby x ~ 2;. Therefore ~ is transitive. Consequently, ~ is an 
equivalence relation. 
The above equivalence relation is called the G-equivalence relation on X and 
denote it by ~G-
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 3 . 1 . Let X be a G-set and ~G be the G-equivalence relation on 
X. Then for any x e X, the G-equivalence class of x with respect to the relation 
~G is the set [x] = {y e X | y r^o x}. 
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P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 3 . 1 . Every G-equivalence class of a G-set is a G-set. 
P R O O F . Let (X,(/>) be a G-set. For any x G X, take any G-equivalence class [x] 
of X. Define a mapping r? : G x [x] —> [x] by 
r]{a,y) = (p{a,y) for all a G G, ye [x]. 
For any y G [x], we have y = </)(^ , x) for some g E G. 
Now, for any a G G, we have 
^{a,y) = 4>{a,4>{g,x)) 
= (t){ag,x) 
which gives 0(a, y) G [x] for some a^ G G. Therefore the mapping 77 defined above 
is well defined. 
For any a,b e. G, one gets 
r]{ab,y) = ^{ab,y) 
= 4>{a,(f>{b,y)) 
= v{a,^{b,y)) 
= rj{a,r]{b,y)). 
Also, for the identity element e of G, we have 
T]{e,y) = 4>{e,y) 
= y-
Therefore ([z],77) is a G-set. 
R E M A R K 2 . 3 . 1 . For any G-set X, the set {[x] j x G X} of all G-equivalence 
classes with respect to ~ G is denoted by X/r^c-
T H E O R E M 2 . 3 . 2 . The set X/^G of all G-equivalence classes is a G-set. 
P R O O F . Let (X,^) be a G-set and ^G be a G-equivalence relation on X. Define 
a mapping rj : G x X / ~ G —^  X/^G such that 
V{9, N ) = [0(5, a:)] for all p G G, x G X. 
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To show that 77 is well defined, consider [x], [y] e X/^G such that 
[^] = [y] 
implying thereby x '^a V 
or y = (pid, x) for some a ^ G. 
Now 
(pi^g.y) = (^(g,0(a, a:)) for some aE G. 
= (l>{ga, x) 
= (t>iga9~^9,x) 
= (j){gag~^,(t){g,x)) for some gag~^ G G. 
yielding thereby 0(p,x) ~ 0(5, y) and so [4>{g,x)] = [0(5, y)] which in turn yields 
that 77(5, [x]) = 77(5, [y]). Therefore the mapping 77 is well defined. 
For any a,b E G, we have 
V{ab,[x]) = [(j){ab,x)] 
= [(j){a,(i){b,x)] 
= V{a,[4>{b,x)]) 
^7]{a,T]{b,[x])). 
Also, if e is the identity element of G, then 
r]{e,[x]) = [0(e,x)] 
This completes the proof. 
Further, we shall define another equivalence relation on G-sets in the form of 
the following theorem: 
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T H E O R E M 2 . 3 . 3 . Let f : X ^ Y he a function. Then for any a;i,X2 e X, a 
relation ~ / on X defined by Xi ~ / x^ <^ / (xi) = /(X2) is an equivalence relation. 
P R O O F . For any x e X,we have 
implying thereby x ~ / x and hence ~ / is reflexive. 
Now, suppose xi ~ / X2. Then / (xi) = /(x2)- So, we have 
/(X2) = f{Xl) 
yielding thereby X2 ~ / Xi. Therefore, ~ / is symmetric. 
Again, suppose Xi ~ / X2 and X2 ~ / X3. Then /(xi) = /(X2) and /(X2) = /(xs). 
Thus, we have 
/ (Xi)=/(X2) = /(X3) 
implying thereby Xi ~ / X3 and thus ~ / is transitive. Hence, ~ / is an equivalence 
relation. 
R E M A R K 2 . 3 . 2 . Let / : X —^  y be a function and ~ / be an equivalence relation 
on X. Then for any x G X, the equivalence class of x under the relation ~ / is the 
set [x] = {yeX\yr^f x } . 
R E M A R K 2 . 3 . 3 . Trivially, [x] is a G-set as any set X is a G-set with (g, x) being 
sent to X, for all ^ G G and x E X. 
R E M A R K 2 . 3 . 4 . For any G-set X, the set {[x] | x G X} of all equivalence classes 
with respect to ~ / is denoted by X / ~ / . 
T H E O R E M 2 . 3 . 4 . Let / : X ^ y be a G-morphism. Then the set X / ~ / is a 
G-set. 
P R O O F . Let X be a G-set and ~ / be an equivalence relation on X. Define a 
mapping (^  : G x X / ~ / —>• X / ~ / by 
(l){g, [x]) = [^ -x] for all ^ G G, x G X. 
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First we show that 4> is well defined. 
Suppose, [xi] = [X2] 
Xi ~ / X2 
f{xi) = f{x2) 
gfixi) = gf(x2) (as r is a G-set) 
figxi) = / t o ) (as / is a G-morphism) 
gxi ~ / gx2 
[gxi] = [9x2] 
Therefore 4> is well defined. 
For any a,h ^ G and x G X , we get 
0(a6, [x]) = [{ai>)x\ 
= Hbx)] 
= (l>{a, [bx]) 
= <P{a,^{b,[x])). 
Again, if e is the identity element of G and x e X, then 
(p(e, [x]) = [ex] 
= [x] 
which shows that {X/^j, 0) is a G-set. 
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§ 2 .4 . G-MORPHISMS 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 4 . 1 . Let X and F be two G-sets. Then a mapping f : X -^ Y 
is called a G-morphism from X to F if 
f{ax) — af{x) for all a G G, a: e X. 
R E M A R K 2 . 4 . 1 . The set of all G-morphisms from a G-set X to a G-set Y is 
denoted by Hom{X,Y). 
R E M A R K 2 . 4 . 2 . U X = Y, then the set of all G-morphisms from a G-set X into 
itself is denoted by End{X). 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 1 . Let G be any abelian group and a : X ^ F be any 
G-morphism. Then for each g E G, the mapping ctp : X —> F defined by 
{ag){x) = a{gx) for all x e A", is a G-morphism . 
P R O O F . For any a E G and x E X, we have 
{ag){ax) = a{g{ax)) 
= a{{ga){x)) 
= Oi{{ag){x)) 
= a{a{gx)) 
= a{a{gx)) 
= aiag{x)) 
which amounts to say that ag is a G-morphism. 
However, ag, in general, is not a G-morphism for an arbitrary group G. For 
illustrative vision, one can see the following: 
E X A M P L E 2 . 4 . 1 . Let 
G ad — bCy^O; a,b,c,d E R 
.c d; 
be the set of all non singular real matrices of order 2 x 2 , 
^x, o\ ^ r / 0 y: 
X={\ \\ XUX2ER\ a.ndY = l \ \\ yi,y2 E R 
,X2 Oj J [ V o 2/2, 
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Define two mappings 4>: G x X ^ X and tp : G xY -^Y by (t){g, x) = gx and 
(f>{g, y) = gy respectively, for all x & X, y ^Y, g £ G. 
Trivially, {X, (p) and (Y, tp) are G-sets. 
Now, define a mapping a : X —>• F such that 
a l l = for all \ eX. 
^W2 0/ J \0 W2J \W2 0 / 
For any g = \ I ^ ^ ^"^ x = j j G X, we have 
^aiiri + bin 0 \ /O Oim + fein^ 
,Cim + din 0 / \ 0 cim + diTi, 
and 
''ci 61 \ /O m\ /O aim + 6in^ 
,Ci d i / VO n / \ 0 Cim + diTij 
Clearly, a{gx) = g{a{x)) which shows that a is a G-morphism. 
Now, for p = \ ^ G, define a mapping ag : X -^ Y hy 
ag{x) = a{gx) for all x e X. 
In order to show that ag is not a G-morphism, we proceed as follows: 
'1 3 \ / I 0^  
For a = I I ^ ^ ^^^ X = j | e X, we have 
.0 2 / \ 3 0; 
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and 
/lO 0 
ag{ax) = ag 
• ' 6 0 
a{ag{x)) = a{a{gx)) 
'1 3 
which in turn yields that ag{ax) ^ a(ap(a;)), and henceforth ag is not a G-morphism. 
In the above Proposition 2.4.1, if X = Y", then we have the following: 
C O R O L L A R Y 2 . 4 . 1 . Let G be any abeUan group and a : X ->• X be any 
G-morphism. Then for each ^ € G, the mapping ag-.X-^X defined by {oig){x) = 
Oi{gx) for all X G X, is a G-morphism . 
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T H E O R E M 2 . 4 . 1 . Let G be any abelian group, X and Y be two G-sets. Then 
Hom{X, Y) is a G-set. 
P R O O F . Let a -. X -^Y he a, G-morphism. In order to prove that Hom{X,Y) is 
a G-set, define a mapping 4> : G x Hom{X, Y) -^ HoTn{X, Y) by 
4>{g, a) — ag for all (/ G G, a G Hom{X, Y). 
By Proposition 2.4.1, ag : X ^ Y defined by {ag){x) = a{gx) for all g ^ G, 
X G X is a G-morphism implying thereby ag G Hom{X, Y) and so 4> is well defined. 
For any a,b E G and x G X, we get 
{(}){ah,a)){x) = {aab){x) 
= a{{ah)x) 
= Q((6a)x) ( as G is abehan) 
= a{b{ax)) 
= [ab){ax) 
= {oti,)a{x) 
= {(t>{a,ab)){x) 
= (0(a,0(6,a)))(x) 
implying thereby (f){ab, a) = (l){a, (l){b, a)). 
Also, for the identity element e of G, we have 
(0(e,Q))(x) = (Q!e)(x) 
= Q(ex) 
= a{x) for all X G X 
yielding thereby ^{e,a) = a. Therefore jyom(X, y ) is a G-set. 
Following is the immediate consequence of the above Theorem 2.4.1. 
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C O R O L L A R Y 2 . 4 . 2 . Let G be any abelian group and X be a G-set. Then 
End{X) is a G-set. 
Let ?7 : G ^ X be a G-morphism. Then for each g E G, define a mapping 
r]g : G -^ X by {'rjg){a) = 'rj{ag) for all a G G. The mapping r]g, in general, for an 
arbitrary group G is a G-morphism. However, we have the following: 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 2 . Let X be a G-set and let 7? : G -> X be a G-morphism. 
Then for each ^ £ G, the mapping rjg : G -^ X defined by {r]g){a) = rj{ag) for all 
a G G is a G-morphism. 
P R O O F . For any a,beG, one gets 
iVgXab) = v{{ab)g) 
= vHbg)) 
= a{r}{bg)) 
= «((%)W) 
which shows that rjg is a G-morphism. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 4 . 2 . Let X be a G-set. Then Hom{G,X) is a G-set. 
P R O O F . Let rj -. G -^ X he a. G-morphism. To show that Hom{G,X) is a G-set, 
define a mapping <p : G x Hom{G, X) -> Hom{G, X) by 
(l>{9,'n) = ^9 for all ^ e G, 77 G Hom{G,X). 
By Proposition 2.4.2, rjg : G ^ X defined by {r}g){a) = rj{ag) for all a G G is a 
G-morphism . Therefore rjg G Hom{G,X). Hence (f) is well defined. 
For any a,b,c E G, we have 
{(j){ab,ri)){c) = {r]ab){c) 
= r]{c{ab)) 
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= {Vb){ca) 
= {Vb)aic) 
= {(i){a,r]b)){c) 
= {Ha,<t>{b,vmc) 
which imphes 0(a6, rj) = 4>{a, 4){b, rj)). 
Also, for the identity element e of G, we have 
(0(e,r;))(c) = (77e)(c) 
= T]{ce) 
= T]{c) for all c e G 
implying thereby (j){e, 77) = T]. Therefore Hom{G, X) is a G-set. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 3 . Composition of G-morphisms is again a G-morphism. 
P R O O F . Proof is trivial. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 4 . image of a G-morphism is a G-set. 
P R O O F . Let X and Y be two G-sets and f : X -> Y he a. G-morphism. To show 
that Im{f) = {f(x) I x e X} is a G-set, define a mapping (/>: G x Im{f) ->• Im{f) 
by 
(p{a,f{x)) — f{ax) for all a e G, x e X. 
Clearly, f{ax) £ Im{f) which amounts to say that 0 is well defined. 
For any a,b E G, we have 
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cPiabJix)) = f{{ab)x) 
= f{a{bx)) 
= <j>{aj{hx)) 
= <P{a,4>{bJ{x))). 
Also, for the identity element e of G, one gets 
0(e,/(x)) = /(ea;) 
= M. 
Hence Im{f) is a G-set. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 4 . 3 . I f / : X - ) - y i s a G-morphism, then following hold: 
{i) if A is a G-subset of X, then f{A) is a G-subset of Y, 
{a) if B is a G-subset of Y, then f~^{B) is a G-subset of X, 
{in) for every [x] C X, f{[x\) = [f{x)] if / is one-one. 
Proof (i). Since / : X —>• F is a G-morphism and A is a G-subset of X, therefore 
the restriction f\A : A —> Y is a G-morphism. Thus, in view of Proposition 2.4.4, 
f{A) is a G-set which in turn yields that f{A) is a G-subset of Y. 
(ii). First we show that for any x G f~^{B) and g E G, gx e f~^{B). 
Let x e f-'^{B) 
=^ f{x) e B 
= > gf{x) E B (as B is a G-set) 
^=^ f{gx) ^ B (as / is a G-morphism) 
=^ gxe f-\B). 
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In order to show that / ^{B) is a G-subset of X, define a mapping 
(p-.Gx f-\B) -^ f-\B) such that 
0(^, x) = gx for all ^ e G, x E /~^(S). 
For any a,b E G and x E X, one gets 
<j){ab,x) = {ab)x 
= a{bx) 
= (p{a,bx) 
= (f){a,(t){b,x)). 
Further, for the identity element e of G, we have 
(j){e,x) = ex 
= X 
which shows that f~^{B) is a G-set. This completes the proof. 
{in). Let Xi^xi E [x] 
=> X2 = gx\ for some g EG. 
First we show that f{[x\) C [/(x)]. 
Let, y E [x\. Then f{y) E f{\x\) for all x,yEX. 
Since y E [x] 
=4> y = gx for some g EG 
=^ m = f{9x) 
=^ f{y) — 9f{^) { ^ f is a G—morphism) 
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Hence/([x])C[/(x)] . 
Again, let f{y) G [f{x)] 
= > f{y) = gfi^) for some geG 
= > f{y) = fia^) ( as / is G-morphism) 
= > y = gx ( as / is one—one) 
=^ /(y) e /(N). 
Thus [/(x)] C /([x]). Consequently, we get /([x]) = [/(x)]. This completes the proot. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 4 . 2 . Let X and Y be two G-sets. Then a G-morphism 
/ : X —> y is called a G-isomorphism if and only if there exists a G-morphism 
h -.Y -^ X such that ho f = Ix and f o h = ly. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 5 . inverse of a G-isomorphism is a G-lsomorphism. 
P R O O F . Let / : X ^ y be a G-isomorphism and h : Y ^ X he the inverse of / 
such that hof = Ix and foh = ly. In order to prove that h is a, G-isomorphism it 
is enough to show that h is a G-morphism. 
Now, for any a e G and y eY, we have 
fiHay)) = ifoh)iay) 
= Iy{ay) 
= ay 
= a{lY{y)) 
= «((M)(y)) 
= <f{h{y))) 
= f{a{h{y))) 
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yielding thereby h{ay) = ah{y), by the injectivity of / . Therefore his a. G-morphism. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 4 . 4 . Let f : X -^Yhea G-morphism from X onto Y and ~ / be an 
equivalence relation on X. Then the mapping q :Y -^ ^/'^f defined by q{y) = [x] 
for all y € y, x E X such that f{x) = y is a G-morphism. 
P R O O F . First we show that the mapping q is well defined. Let f{x) = y and 
f{x') — y' for any x, x' G X and y, y' G Y. Again, let 
=^ fix) = fix') 
= > x ~ / x' 
=^ [x] = W] 
implying thereby q{y) = q{y') and henceforth q is well defined. 
Now, we have 
f{x) = y 
=> 9fix) = gy for all ^ 6 G 
= ^ figx) = gy ( as / is a G—morphism) 
= ^ Qigy) = [gx] ( by definition of q) 
=> Qigy) = 9[x] 
yielding thereby qigy) = giqiy)) which shows that g is a G-morphism. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 6 . if (X,(^) is a G-set, then for any a G G the mapping 
ipa'. X ^ X defined by ipaix) = 0(a, x) for all x G X, is a permutation on X . 
P R O O F . Va is one-one, as for any x,y G A", it follows that 
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1pa{x) = i/jaiy) 
implying thereby (j){a, x) = 0(a, y) 
= > 4){a-\ (l){a, x)) = (t){a'\(l){a, y)) 
= ^ 0(a~^a, x) = <j){a''^a,y) 
yielding thereby 0(e, x) = (f){e, y) which amount to say that x = y. 
tpa is onto, as for each x E X, we have 
X = (j){e,x) 
= (j){aa''^,x) 
= 4>{a,(j){a-'^,x)) 
= ^a{(l>{ci~\x)). 
Therefore for each x e X there exists an element (j){a~^,x) G X such that 
x = •0a(0(a^\x)). Consequently, ipa is a permutation on X. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 4 . 5 . Let G be a group, X be a set and Sx be the set of all 
permutations on X. Then X is a G-set if and only if there exists a homomorphism 
V-.G-^Sx. 
P R O O F . Let (X, cj)) be a G-set. Define a mapping rj : G ^ Sx hy 
r){a) = tpa for all a £ G 
where ipa '• X ^ X is defined by ipaix) — (p{a, x) for all x E X. 
Clearly, in view of the above Proposition 2.4.6, ijja G Sx and henceforth rj is 
well defined. 
Now, for any a,b E G, we get 
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{r]{ab)){x) = tpabix) 
— (j){ab,x) 
= (t){a,(j){b,x)) 
= (/)(a,^b(x)) 
= ^a{M^)) 
= {i'a'4>b){x) for all X G X 
implying thereby ipab — i'ai'b which yields T]{ab) — r]{a)r]{b) and henceforth 77 is a 
homomorphism. 
Conversely, suppose that rj • G —;> 5x is a homomorphism. To show that X is a 
G-set, define a mapping ip : GxX ^ X hy ip{a,x) = (77(a))(x) for all a e G, x G X. 
For any a,b & G and x E X, one gets 
ilj{ab,x) = {'r]{ab)){x) 
= {v{aHb)){x) 
= v{a){vmx)) 
= V{a){i^{b, x)) 
= i^{a,'^{b,x)). 
Also, if e is the identity element of G and x E X, then 
V'(e,x) = {v{e)){x) 
= Ix{x) ( where Ix is the identity permutation on X) 
= x. 
Therefore (X, T/') is a G-set. This completes the proof. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 7 . Let / / be a normal subgroup of a group G. Then the in-
clusion mapping u : H ^^ G defined by ^(m) = m, is a G-morphism for any m £ H. 
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P R O O F . Proof is trivial. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 8 . Let X and Y be any two G-sets. Then the following 
inclusion mappings 
ui : X ^^ XUY defined as 
ux{x) — X for all a; G X 
and 
U2 •¥ ^^ X UY defined as 
tJ'2{y) = y for all y G y 
are G-morphisms. 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 2.2.9, it follows that X U y is a G-set and the proof 
is obvious. 
R E M A R K 2 . 4 . 3 . Every identity mapping is a G-morphism. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 9 . Let F be a normal subgroup of a group G. Then the 
natural projection p : G ^^ G/H defined by p{a) = aH is a G-morphism for any 
aeG. 
P R O O F . Proof is trivial. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 1 0 . Let X and y be any two G-sets. Then the following 
projection mappings 
Pi : X xY ^ X defined as 
Pi{x,y) = X for all X G X 
and 
P2 : X X y -> y defined as 
P2(.x,y)^y for ally e y 
are G-morphisms. 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 2.2.8, the proof is trivial. 
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P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 4 . 1 1 . Let X be a G-set and ~ G be a G-equivalence relation 
on X. Then the projection p : X ^>- Xjr^Q defined by p(j;) = [x] for all x G X, is a 
G-morphism as well as surjective. 
P R O O F . Proof is trivial. 
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Chapter 3 
CATEGORICAL STUDY OF G-SETS 
§ 3.0. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter mainly concerns the categorical study of G-sets. In Chapter 2, 
we have obtained that the composition of G-morphisms is again a G-morphism and 
every identity morphism is a G-morphism, therefore we can construct a category, 
namely, the category of G-sets by taking G-sets as the objects of the category and 
G-morphisms as the morphisms of the category. We shall denote this category by 
g-Sets. 
In Section 3.1, we discuss the behaviour of monomorphisms, epimorphisms, 
co-retractions, retractions in the category ^-Sets. We prove that a morphism in 
^-Sets is monomorphism (epimorphism) if and only if it is injective (surjective) 
while in a concrete category it is not true in general. Moreover, it is noted that 
in the category 5-Sets, every bimorphism is an isomorphism and henceforth it is 
balanced, but it is not so in a concrete category. At the end of this section, we 
conclude that the category ^-Sets is well powered and co-well powered. Section 
3.2 deals with finite products, finite co-products, arbitrary products and arbitrary 
co-products. In Section 3.3, we obtain that the category ^-Sets has equalizers, 
co-equalizers and intersections. Further, it is revealed in Section 3.4 that 5-Sets is 
complete and has puUbacks and pushouts. Section 3.5 is devoted to the study of 
images and co-images in the category ^-Sets. In the last section it is shown that 
^-Sets is uniquely factorizable. 
§ 3.1. SPECIAL MORPHISMS AND SPECIAL OBJECTS IN ^-Sets 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 . 1 . A morphism a : X -> y in ^-Sets is injective if and only if it 
is left cancellable. 
P R O O F . Let a : X ->• y be an injective morphism in ^-Sets. For any Z G ^-Sets, 
suppose there are two morphisms h,k : Z -^ X m. ^-Sets such that aoh = cxok. 
Then for any z ^ Z^we have 
{a o h){z) = (ao k){z) 
=^ a{h{z)) = a{k{z)) 
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=^ h{z) = k(z) ( as Q is injective) 
= > h = k 
implying thereby a is left cancellable. 
Conversely, suppose that a is left cancellable and let a(xi) = a(x2) for 
Xi, X2 G X. Consider the set C = {w} and define two morphisms h, k : C -^ X such 
that h{w) — xi and k{w) = x^- Obviously, h and k are G-morphisms. Then we have 
C-^X^Y^C-^X^Y 
i.e., 
ao h = ao k 
^^^ h = k ( as a is left cancellable) 
= > h{w) = k{w) for all w G C 
which yields xi = X2 implying thereby a is injective. This completes the proof. 
The following is an immediate corollary to Theorem 3.1.1. 
C O R O L L A R Y 3 . 1 . 1 . A morphism in the category ^-Sets is a monomorphism if 
and only if it is injective. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 . 2 . A morphism a -. X ^ Y in ^-Sets is surjective if and only if 
it is right cancellable. 
P R O O F . Let us consider a : X ^ y be a surjective morphism in ^-Sets. For any 
Z G ^-Sets, suppose there are two morphisms h,k : Y ^^ Z in ^-Sets such that 
ho a = k o a. Since a is surjective, for every y ^ Y there exists x ^ X such that 
y = a{x). Then we have 
h{y) = h{a{x)) 
= (ho a){x) 
= {ko a){x) 
= k{a{x)) 
= k{y) for all y G F 
implying thereby h = k which amounts to say that a is right cancellable. 
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Conversely, suppose that a is right cancellable. Define two morphisms 
h,k:Y -^ {0,1} \j Im{a) such that 
% ) = 
Ky) 
y if 2/ £ Im{a) 
0 otherwise, 
y if ?/ £ Im{a) 
1 otherwise. 
By Example 2.1.4, {0,1} is a G-set and by Proposition 2.4.4, Im{a) is also 
G-set, therefore in view of Theorem 2.2.4, {0,1} U Im{a) is a G-set. 
In order to prove that h and k are G-morphisms we show that if y G Im{a). 
then ay G Im(a) for all a e G. To substantiate this, let y G Im{a), then 
Q(X) = y for some x G X 
= > aQ{x) = ay 
= > a{ax) = ay 
which yields ay € Im{a). Therefore, we have 
h{ay) = ay 
= a ( % ) ) . 
Again, we show that if y ^ Im{a), then ay ^ Im{a) for all a ^ G. Suppose, on 
contrary that y 0 /m(Qr) whereas ay G /m(Q;), then we have 
a{x) = ay for some x E X 
=> a-\a{x)) = y 
= ^ a(a~^x) = y 
implying thereby y G Im{a) which is a contradiction. 
Thus, we have 
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h{ay) = 0 
= aO (by Example 2.1.4) 
= a ( % ) ) . 
Therefore /i is a G-morphism. Similarly, we can show that k is also a G-morphism. 
Hence h,k^ C'-Sets. 
Now, for any x G X, we have 
(/ioa)(x) = h{a{x)) 
— a{x) ( by definition of h) 
= k{a{x)) ( by definition of k) 
= (fc o a){x) 
implying thereby ho a — koa which gives h = k {as ais right cancellable). Suppose 
Q : X —>• y is not surjective, then there exists some y E Y such that y ^ Im{a). 
Thus, we have 0 = h{y) = k{y) = 1 which is a contradiction and hence the result 
follows. 
The following is an immediate corollary to Theorem 3.1.2. 
C O R O L L A R Y 3 . 1 . 2 . A morphism in the category ^-Sets is an epimorphism if 
and only if it is a surjective. 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 1 . 1 . A morphism a -. X ^ Y in gSets is called section 
(co-retraction) if and only if there exists a morphism /3 : "K —> X in ^-Sets such that 
poa = Ix-
Dually, we have 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 1 . 2 . A morphism a-. X -^Y m C?-Sets is called retraction if and 
only if there exists a morphism P :Y -> X in ^-Sets such that ao p = ly. 
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T H E O R E M 3 . 1 . 3 . A morphism a -. X ^Y in ^-Sets is a monomorphism if and 
only if it is a section. 
P R O O F . Let X be a G-set together with a fixed element w E: X such that aw = w 
for all a e G and let Q : X -> V be a monomorphism in ^-Sets. Define a mapping 
i3 -.Y -^ X such that for any y eY 
X if y G Im{a) and a{x) = y for some x E X 
m =; 
w otherwise. 
To show that /3 is well defined, suppose y — y' for all y,y' G Y. Then either 
both y,y' G /m(a) or y,y' ^ Im{o.). If y,y' ^ /m(a) , then f3{y) = to = /5(y')-
Suppose, y,y' G Im{a), then there exist unique x, x' G X such that a{x) = y 
and a(x') = y' implying thereby P{y) = x and P{y') = x'. Then ^ is well defined, 
for if 
= ^ a{x) = a{x') 
=^ x = x' ( as a is injective) 
implying thereby l3{y) = 0{y'). 
Now, in order to prove that /3 is a G-morphism, we show that if y ^ Im{a), 
then ay ^ Im{a) for all a G G. Suppose on contrary that y ^ Im{a) whereas 
ay G lTn{a), then we have 
a(x) = ay for some x G X 
= ^ a-^(Q:(x)) = y 
= ^ Q'(a~'x) = y 
yielding thereby y G Im{a) which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
P{ay) = w 
= aw 
= a{f3{y)) for all y ^ Im{a). 
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Again we show that if y G 7m(a), then ay € Im{a) for all a e G. If y G Im{a), 
then 
a{x) — y for some x e X 
= ^ a{a{x)) = ay 
= ^ a(ax) = ay 
which imphes ay G /m(a) . 
Now, if y G Im{a), then we have 
a{x) = y for some x E X 
= ^ a(Q;(a;)) = ay 
=^ a{ax) — ay 
implying thereby l3{ay) = ax = a{P{y)). Consequently, /5 is a G-morphism. 
Finally, we show that P o a = Ix- Let x' ^ X and a{x') = y' for some y' G K 
Then P(y') = x' by definition of ^. Thus, we have 
(/9oa)(a;')=/3(a(a;')) 
= /?(y') 
= /x(a;') f o r a l l x ' G X 
which gives /? o a = /AC and henceforth a is a section. 
Conversely, suppose that a : X —)• y is a section, then there exists a morphism 
P :Y -^ X such that 0oa = Ix which amounts to say that a is injective and so by 
Corollary 3.1.1, it is a monomorphism. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 . 4 . A morphism a -. X -^ Y in ^-Sets is an epimorphism if and 
only if it is a retraction. 
P R O O F . Let a -. X ^ V he an epimorphism in the category ^-Sets. Then for 
every y G y there exists x E X such that a{x) — y. For each y EY choose by the 
axiom of choice and fix such an element x, say Xy, where Xy G Q~^(y). Therefore, 
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we can define a mapping q:Y -^ X hy q{y) = Xy for all y G V. 
We show that 9 is a G-morphism. 
Since, Xy 6 a~^(y) 
= > a{xy) = y 
= > aa{Xy) — ay for all a e G 
= ^ a(a2;y) = ay 
^=> axy e a~^{ay) 
= ^ g(ay) = aXy 
= ^ 9(ay) = a{qiy)) 
which shows that g is a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Now, for any y ^Y, -we have 
(a o q){y) = a{q{y)) 
= y 
which implies a o q = ly and so a is a retraction. 
Conversely, suppose that a : X -^ Y is a. retraction, then there exists a mor-
phism (3 -.Y ^ X such that ao (3 = ly which amounts to say that Q is surjective 
and so by Corollary 3.1.2, it is an epimorphism. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 . 5 . The category ^-Sets is balanced. 
P R O O F . By Theorem 3.1.3 and Theorem 3.1.4 it follows that in the category 
5-Sets every bimorphism is an isomorphism. Therefore, the category 5-Sets is 
balanced. 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 1 . 3 . Let X be a G-set. Then a G-subset S oi X together with 
an inclusion morphism i : S ^^ X is called a sub-object of X in ^-Sets. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 1 . 4 . Let X be a G-set and let ~G be a G-equivalence relation on 
X. Then the quotient set X / ~ G together with natural projection p : X ^ X/^G is 
called a quotient object of X in ^-Sets. 
Trivially, 0 is a G-set and for any other object X G ^-Sets, there is only one 
morphism from 0 to X with no assignment i.e., Hom{^,X) is singleton. Thus, we 
have the following lemma: 
L E M M A 3 . 1 . 1 . The category ^-Sets has an initial object. 
Further, by Remark 2.1.1(z), every singleton set {w} forms a G-set and for 
any other object X G ^-Sets, there is only one morphism from X to {w} i.e., 
Hom{X, {w}) is singleton. Thus, we have the following lemma: 
L E M M A 3 . 1 . 2 . The category ^-Sets has a terminal object. 
R E M A R K 3 . 1 . 1 . The category ^-Sets has no zero object. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3 . 1 . 1 . The category ^-Sets is well powered. 
PROOF. Since, for any G-set X, the collection of all sub-objects of X is equivalent 
to the collection of all subsets P{X), the power set of X. But P{X) is a set. Hence, 
^-Sets is well powered. 
Dually, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1.2. The category c?-Sets is co-well powered. 
§ 3 .2 . P R O D U C T S A N D C O - P R O D U C T S IN ^ - S e t s 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3 . 2 . 1 . The category ^-Sets has finite products. 
P R O O F , if X and Y are two G-sets, then in view of Theorem 2.2.4, X x y is 
also a G-set. Define projection mappings pi : X x Y -> X and p2 : X xY -^Y by 
Pi{x, y) = X and P2{x, y) = y for all x G X, y G F which are trivially G-morphisms. 
We claim that X xY together with morphisms pi and p2 is the categorical product 
of X and Y in ^-Sets. 
Consider ai : Z -^ X and a2 : Z -^ Y are two morphisms in ^-Sets, then we 
can define a mapping rj : Z ^ X x Y by 
r}{z) = {ai{z),a2{z)) for all 2 G Z. 
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For any a £ G and z E Z, we have 
r]{az) = {ai{az),a2{az)) 
= (aai(2),aa2(2;)) 
= a{ai{z),a2{z)) 
which shows that r? is a G-morphism and obviously Pi°r] = ai and P2°V — 0:2-
X f > Y 
Finally, we show that 77 is unique. Suppose, there exists another morphism 
^ : Z -^ X X Y in ^-Sets such that Pi o ^ = cti and P2°( = Q2- Then we have 
^(z) = {pM^)),P2iaz))) 
= ( 0 1 ( 2 ) , 0 2 ( 2 ) ) 
= T]{z) for all 2 e Z 
which implies ( = r] and hence the result follows. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3 . 2 . 2 . The category gSets has finite CQ-products (sums). 
P R O O F , if X and Y are two G-sets such that X nY = H), then J^ U F is a 
G-set by Theorem 2.2.4. Define inclusion mappings ui : X —> X UY and 
U2 : Y -^ X UY hy Ui{x) = X and W2(?/) =" y for all x E X, y & Y which are 
trivially G-morphisms. We show that XUY together with morphisms Ui and U2 is 
the categorical co-product (sum) of X and Y. 
Consider ai : X —> Z and a2 • Y —^ Z are two morphisms in ^-Sets, then wc 
can define a mapping rj : X UY ^^ Z by 
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v{t) = 
aiit) if teX 
Q2(0 if teY. 
UteX, then 
rj{at) = ai{at) 
= aai{t) ( as Qi is a G—morphism) 
= a{r]{t)) for all a G G. 
Similarly, if t &Y, then 
•q{at) = a2{at) 
= aa-iit) ( as 0:2 is a G—morphism) 
= 0(77(0) for all aeG. 
Consequently, 77 is a G-morphism. 
Now, for any x G X, we have 
(r7oui)(a;) = ??(ui(a;)) 
= r]{^) 
which imphes 77 o Ui = o-i and similarly r/ o U2 = 02-
X 
^ , 
XUY 
V 
"> Z ^ 
<<. Y 
Finally, we show that 77 is unique. Suppose, there exists another morphism 
^ : X \JY -^ Z such that ^o u-^ = Q-J and ^ 0U2 = a^. Then we have 
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^x) = e(Mi(x)) 
= Q!i(x) 
= rj{x) for all X e X 
which gives ^ = r/-
Also, 
ay) = aMy)) 
= ot%{y) 
= r]{y) for all y £ V 
implies i = r] and consequently 77 is unique. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 2 . 1 . The category ^-Sets has arbitrary products. 
P R O O F . Let {Xi}i^i be a family of objects in ^-Sets. Consider the set 
P = {/ : / ^ UX, I f{i) e X, for all i G / } . By Theorem 2.2.9, the set 
P forms a G-set under the mapping G x P -^ P such that (a, / ) ^-^ af where 
(a/)(i) = a(/(z)) for all / € P, a G G and z G / . 
For each i e I, define projection mappings Pi : P ^ X^ by p,(/) = f{i) for all 
f e P. For any a G G, we have 
p^{af) = iaf){i) 
= aim) 
= <P^{f)) 
which shows that p,'s are G-morphisms. We show that P together with the projec-
tions {pt}te/ is the categorical product of the family {Xl}^^I in ^-Sets. 
Consider {q-j : X —>• Xi} is a family of morphisms in ^-Sets, then we can define 
a mapping rj : X -^ P such that x \-^ •qix) where T]{X) : I -^ UX, is defined by 
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{r]{x)){t) = qt{x) for allx e X, ? G / . 
For any a ^ G, one gets 
{V{ax)){i) = q^{ax) 
= a{qt{x)) 
= a{r]{x)){i) for all z G / 
implying thereby 77(00;) = a{r){x)) which shows that 77 is a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Moreover, for any z G / , we have 
{Pzor]){x) =p,{r]{x)) 
= qi{x) for all X G X 
which implies PiO-q = qi i.e., the following diagram 
X 
commutes. 
For the uniqueness of 77, suppose there exists another morphism ^ . X 
5-Sets such that PiO^ — q^ for all z G / Then we have 
=^ iam^) = V{x){i) 
P m 
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= ^ ^(x) = r]{x) for all X e X 
which yields ^ = 17. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 2 . 2 . The category g-Sets has arbitrary co-products (sums). 
P R O O F . Let {Xi}i^i be a family of objects in ^-Sets. Consider the set UX ,^ then 
by Theorem 2.2.10, UXi is a G-set. 
For each z G J, define natural inclusions Uj : Xj —>• UX, by Ut{x) = x for all 
X e Xi which are trivially G-morphisms. We show that UX, together with the 
natural inclusions {ui}ie:i is the categorical sum of the family {Xi},g/ in ^-Sets. 
Consider {qi : Xi -^ Y} is a. family of morphisms in 5-Sets, then we can define 
a mapping rj : UX, -> Y" by 
r]{x) = qi{x) for all x € Xj, i E I. 
For any a G G, we have 
T]{ax) = qt{ax) 
= a(r;(a;)) 
which shows that 77 is a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Moreover, for any x G X, we have 
{r]out){x) = 77(u,(x)) 
= r/(x) 
which implies T]OU^ = qi i.e., the following diagram 
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Y^ 
commutes. 
It remains to show that rj is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
^ : UXt ->• y in ^-Sets such that (,oui = QI for all i G I. Then we have 
{^ou^){x) = q^{x) 
=> ^(wt(x)) = r){x) 
= » ^{x) = 'r]{x) for all x € Xj 
which gives ^ = 77. This completes the proof. 
§ 3.3. EQUALIZERS, CO-EQUALIZERS AND INTERSECTIONS IN 
a-Sets 
PROPOSITION 3.3.1. Let a,p -. x ^Y he a pair of G-morphisms. Then the 
subset K = {x e X \ a{x) = P(x)} is a G-subset of X. 
P R O O F . TO show that A' is a G-subset of X, define a mapping (p : G x K —¥ K 
by (j){a, t) = at for all a G G, ^ G K. 
For any t E K, we get 
a{t) = Pit) 
=)> aa{t) = a0{t) 
= > a{at) = P{at) ( as a and /3 are G—morphisms) 
which gives at e K. Therefore the mapping 0 is well defined. 
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Now, for any a,b €: G and t e K, we have 
(f>{ab,t) = {ab)t 
= a(bt) 
= a(0(6,t)) 
= (/.(a,(/)(6,i)). 
Again, for the identity element e E G and t e K, we have 
(f){e,t) = et 
= i. 
Hence, {K, 4>) is a G-subset of X. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 3 . 1 . The category ^-Sets has equalizers. 
P R O O F . Let Q , /? : X ->• y be a pair of morphisms in ^-Sets. Consider the subset 
K = {x e X \ a{x) = P{x)} C X which is a G-set by Proposition 3.3.1. Let 
i : K -^ X he the inclusion mapping defined by i{t) = t for dll t € K which is 
obviously a G-morphism. We claim that K together with the morphism i: K -^ X 
is the equalizer of a and (3 in ^-Sets. 
Now, for any t E K,we have 
(aoz)(i)=.a(z(t)) 
= mt)) 
= {Poi){t) 
which implies aoi = (3oi. 
For any object M e ^-Sets, let u : M -)• X be a morphism in ^-Sets such that 
(y.ou = j3 ou. 
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Now, for any m G M, we have a{u{m)) = (3{u{m)) which yields Im{u) C K. 
Therefore, we can define a morphism TJ : M -^ K hy r]{m) = u{m) for all m G M. 
For any a G G, we get 
ri{am) = u{am) 
= a{u{m)) 
which shows that 17 is a G-morphism. 
Moreover, for any m € M, one gets 
(i or]){m) 
which implies iorj = u. 
K 
M 
i(u{m)) 
u{m) 
X ^Y 
P 
Finally, we show that i) is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
(, : M ^ K in ^-Sets such that 20^ = ^. Then we have 
[i o ^){m) = u{m) 
=^ i{^{m)) = iiu{m)) 
=> '^ ("^) = u{Tn) — 77(771) for all m E M 
which implies ^ = 77. This completes the proof. 
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T H E O R E M 3 . 3 . 2 . The category ^-Sets has co-equalizers. 
P R O O F . Let a, P -. X ^ Y he a, pair of morphisms in the category Q-Sets. Let R 
be a relation on Y such that for any y\,y2& Y, y\Ry2 <^ t/i = ot{x) and ya = /^ (a:) 
for some x £ X. Consider a smallest equivalence relation RonY containing R. 
Then by Proposition 2.4.4, Y/R is a G-set. Define a natural mapping p -.Y ^ Y/R 
by p{y) — [y] for all y ^ Y. Obviously p is a G-morphism. We show that Y/R 
together with the morphism p : K —>• Y/R is the co-equalizer of a and /? in ^-Sets. 
For any x G X, we have 
{poa){x) = p{a{x)) 
= Hx)] 
= [yi] 
= bl 
= [^(^)] 
= PiPix)) 
= {pol3){x) 
which implies po a = po p. 
For any object Z e ^-Sets, let q : Y —^ Z he a morphism in ^-Sets such that 
qo a = qo p. Define a mapping T] : Y/R -^ Z hy r]{\y]) — q{y) for all y &Y. 
Let [yi] = [2/2] 
= ^ y \ ^R y2 
which implies yi = a{x) and ^2 = Pi^) for some x e X. 
Now, 
^([yi]) = g(yi) 
= <7(a(a^)) 
= ( g o Q ) ( x ) 
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= q{y2) 
= viM 
which amounts to say that rj is well defined. One can easily seen that 77 is a 
G-morphism and for any y G V, we have 
{T]O p){y) = ri{p{y)) 
= VM) 
= (i{y) 
which yields TJ op — q. 
Lastly, in order to show that T] is unique, suppose there exists another morphisni 
(, : Y/R —» Z in ^-Sets such that ^op = q. Then we have 
{^°p){y) = Q{y) 
=^ ^(p(y)) = Q{y) 
=> a[y]) = g(y) = vM for aii [y] G Y/R 
which implies ^ = 77 and hence the result follows. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 3 . 3 . The category ^-Sets has intersections. 
P R O O F . Let {ui -. X^ -^ X}i^i be a family of sub-objects of an object 
X G ^-Sets where u,'s are inclusion mappings which are trivially G-morphisms. 
Consider the set X' = f^X^ for all i G / . In view of Theorem 2.2.4, X' is a G-set. 
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Lei u : X' -^ X defined by it(x) = x for all x e X', be a morphism in ^-Sets. 
We claim that X' together with u : X' -^ X is the intersection of the family of 
sub-objects {uj : Xj -^ X}i^i in 5-Sets. 
Consider morphisms v, : X' ^ Xi defined by v^{x) = x for all x e X', i e I. 
Then Ut's are trivially G-morphisms and we have 
{u^oVi){x) = Ut(ui(2;)) 
= U^{x) 
— X 
= u{x) for all X E X' 
which implies MJ o D, = u. 
Now, for any object Y e ^-Sets, let / : F ^ X be a morphism in ^-Sets which 
factors through each M, i.e., / = M, O /,. 
For any y EY, v/e get 
/(2/) = («.o/,)(y) 
= UriMy)) 
= My) G X, 
which yields f{Y) C X, for alH G / implying thereby f{Y) C nX, = X' 
Therefore, we can define a mapping r; : K -^ X' by 'r]{y) — f{y) for all y G V. 
It is easily follows that r? is a G-morphism and for any y EY, one gets 
{uoT}){y) = u{r]{y)) 
= /(?/) 
which implies uorj — f. 
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Y 
X: 
U, 
N/ 
X 
It remains to sliow tliat TJ is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
i:Y -^ X' \\\ ^-Sets such tliat uo^ = f. Then we have {u o (){y) = f{y) yielding 
thereby u{^{y)) = r]{y) which gives ({y) = r]{y) for all y € F implying thereby ^ ^ rj-
This completes the proof. 
§ 3.4. FULLBACKS, PUSHOUTS AND COMPLETENESS IN ^ -Sets 
T H E O R E M 3 . 4 . 1 . The category 5-Sets has puUbacks. 
P R O O F . By Proposition 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.3.1, the category ^-Sets has finite 
products and equalizers and hence the result follows [5, Theorem 3.7]. 
Dually, we have 
T H E O R E M 3 . 4 . 2 . The category ^-Sets has pushouts. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 4 . 3 . The category gSets is left complete. 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.3.1, the category ^-Sets has 
arbitrary products and equalizers. Therefore, the category ^-Sets is left complete 
[20, pp. 26]. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 4 . 4 . The category ^-Sets is right complete. 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 3.2.2 and Theorem 3.3.2, the category ^-Sets has 
arbitrary co-products and co-equahzers. Therefore, the category ^-Sets is right 
complete [20, pp. 26]. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 4 . 5 . The category g-Sets is complete. 
P R O O F . Follows from Theorem 3.4.3 and Theorem 3.4.4 [20, pp. 26]. 
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§ 3.5. IMAGES AND CO-IMAGES IN ^-Sets 
T H E O R E M 3 .5 .1 . The category ^-Sets has images. 
P R O O F . Let f -. X -^ Y he a morphisni in the category ^-Sets. Consider the 
set / = {f{x) I X e X}, then in view of Proposition 2.4.4, / is a G-set. Define 
an inclusion morphism u : I -^ Y by u{f{x)) = f\x) for all f{x) G /, then u is a 
monomorphism in ^-Sets. We claim that M : / ^ V is the image of / . 
Consider the morphism a : X -^ I defined by a{x) = f{x) for all x € X. For 
any x G X,we get 
(u o a)(x) = U{Q(X)) 
= a{x) 
= m 
which implies f = uoa. 
Let u' : S -^Y he a. sub-object of Y and a' : X ^ S he a morphism in '^-Sets 
such that u'oa' = / . Define a morphism r]: I -^ S by r]{f{x)) = a'{x) for all x G X. 
For any Xi,X2 € X, let 
fiXl) = KX2) 
=> {u'o a'){xx) = {u'o a'){x2) 
= ^ u'{a'{x,)) = u'ia'ix^)) 
=^ a'{xi) — a'{x2) (as u' is a monomorphism) 
= ^ Vifixi)) =r]{f ix2)) 
implying thereby the mapping 77 is well defined. 
The mapping T] is a G-morphism because for any a e G, one gets 
Viaf{x)) = v(f(ax)) 
— a'{ax) 
= a{a'{x)) ( as a' is a G—morphism) 
= <v{m)). 
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M()r(!()V('r, Cor iiiiy /(./•) C. /, w(- g(;l. 
{u'orj){f{x)) = u'{rj{f{x))) 
= u'ia'ix)) 
= (u' o a'){x) 
= u{f{x)) 
which yi(!l(ls 7// o r/ = ?/,. 
S ^^ 
-> Y 
Lastly, wc show that 77 is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
^ : / —>• iS in ^-Sets such that ^ o a = a'. Then for any x G X, we have 
{^oa){x) = a'{x) 
= » C(a(x)) = a'{x) 
= ^ af{x)) = a'{x) = vifix)) for all f{x) G / 
which yields ^ = TJ and hence the result follows. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 3 . 5 . 1 . The category ^-Sets has epimorphic images. 
P R O O F , in the above Theorem 3.5.1, the morphism a is an epimorphism, therefore 
the category ^-Sets has epimorphic images [43]. 
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T H E O R E M 3 . 5 . 2 . The category ^-Sets has co-images. 
P R O O F . Let f -. X -> Y he a, morphism in ^-Sets and ~ / be an equivalence re-
lation on X. Then by Theorem 2.3.2, X / ~ / is a G-set. Define a natural morphism 
p : X —> X/r^f by p{x) = [x] for all x e X, then p is an epimorphism in ^-Sets. We 
claim that p : X -^ X/^f is the co-image of / . 
Consider a morphism j : X / ~ / -> Y defined by j{[x]) = f{x) for all x e X, 
then j is a monomorphism in 5-Sets. For any x G X, we get 
{jop){x) = j{p{x)) 
= i(W) 
which implies j °p = f-
Let p' : X —^  Q be a quotient object of X and j ' : Q ^ Y be & morphism in 
^-Sets such that fop' = / . Define a morphism T] : Q -^ X / ~ / by T]{p'{x)) = [x] for 
all xeX. 
For any Xi, .C2 G X, let 
p'(xi) = p'(x2) 
= ^ f{p'{xi))=f{p'{x2)) 
-> ( /op ' ) (x i ) = (/op')(x2) 
= » / ( X - 1 ) = / ( X 2 ) 
= ^ Xi ~ / X2 
= ^ [Xl] = [X2\ 
which gives r}{p'{xi)) = T]{P'{X2)) and henceforth the mapping T] is well defined. 
For any a e G, one gets 
r](ap'{x)) = T](p'{ax)) ( as p' is a G—morphism) 
= fax] 
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= a[x] 
= aivip'ix))) 
which shows that 77 is a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Moreover, for any x e X, we get 
{r]op'){x) = r]{p'{x)) 
= [x\ 
= p{x) 
which yields T) op' = p. 
Q 
Finally, we show that 77 is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
^ • Q -^ X/'^f in ^-Sets such that ^ o p' = p. Then for any x E X, we have 
{^ o p'){x) ^ p{x) 
= ^ ^(p'(x)) = [x] = 7?(p'(a;)) for all p'(x) G Q 
which gives ^ — T] and hence the result follows. 
§ 3 .6 . FACTORIZATION IN ^ - S e t s 
T H E O R E M 3 . 6 . 1 . The category ^-Sets is uniquely factorizable. 
P R O O F . Let / : X ^^ y be a morphism in ^-Sets and ~ / be an equivalence 
relation on X. Then by Theorem 2.3.4, X/^f is a G-set. 
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Define a mapping q : X/r^j -^ Y by q{[x]) = f{x) for all x e X. For any 
a;i,X2 G X, we have 
[xil = [X2] 
= > Xi ~ / X2 
= ^ fiXl) = f{x2) 
which gives ^([xi]) = 9([3:2]) and henceforth the mapping q is well defined. 
Obviously, q- is a monomorphism in ^-Sets. 
Define a natural morphism p : X —>• X/'^f by p{x) = [x] for all 2; G X. 
Trivially, p is an epimorphism in ^-Sets. Thus the morphism / can be factorized as 
X -^Y^X -^ X/^j -^ Y 
where q is a monomorphism and p is an epimorphism in ^-Sets. 
To show that / is uniquely factorizable, let us consider another factorization of 
/ as 
X -UY = X ^ B -^Y 
where Q : X -> S is an epimorphism and /? : 5 —>• V is a monomorphism in ^-Sets. 
Consider a mapping r] : X / ~ / —> B defined by rj{[x\) = a{x) for all x G X. 
For any xi,X2 G X, let 
[xi] = [X2] 
=^ Xi ~ / X2 
= ^ / ( X l ) = / ( X 2 ) 
= ^ (/3oa)(xi) = (/?oQ)(x2) 
= ^ P{a{x,)) =^ I3ia{x2)) 
"=> Oi{xi) = a{x2) (as /? is a monomorphism) 
which gives //([.-Ci]) = 77([a;2]) and so the mapping t] is well defined. 
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For any a € G, we get 
ri{a{x]) = 77(H) 
= a{ax) 
= a{aix)) 
= aivim 
which amounts to say that T; is a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Moreover, for any x E X, one gets 
(r/op)(x) = rj{p{x)) 
= V{[x]) 
= a{x) 
which yields rjop = a. 
Also, for any [x] E X/~/ , we get 
{0or})([x]) = 0iv{[x])) 
= /3(a(x)) 
-( /5oa)(x) 
= 9(N) 
which implies Por] = q. 
B ^ 
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To show that rj is unique, suppose there exists another ^ : X / ~ / -
such that ^op = a. Then for any x 6 X, we have 
{^op){x) = a(x) 
= > ^{p{x)) = a{x) 
= » ^{[x]) = a{x) = T]{[x]) for all [x] € X / - / 
which gives (, = r]. 
Finally, we show that r/ is an isomorphism. 
Since we have, 
rj op = a 
==> 77 o p is an epimorphism (as a is an epimorphism) 
= ^ rj is an epimorphism. 
Also, we have 
= /3 o (77 o p) 
= (por])op. 
But f = q op, therefore we get 
qop= {P oT])op 
=> q = l3oT] 
=> P °V is a monomorphism 
=^ 7] is a monomorphism. 
Consequently, the category 5-Sets is uniquely factorizable. 
B in ^-Sets 
(as p is an epimorphism) 
(as g is a monomorphism) 
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Chapter 4 
FUNCTORIAL STUDY OF G-SETS 
§ 4.0. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we study the functorial properties of G-sets in view of the fact 
that a structure has functorial properties, if a functor can be defined through it. 
Section 4.1 deals with the study of functors on G-sets involving single variable 
such as identity and forgetful functors; functors by co-retractions and retractions; 
functors by G-equivalence relation etc. In Section 4.2, we discuss functors on G-sets 
involving two variables like Horn functor, functors by disjoint union and functors by 
cartesian product etc. 
§ 4.1. IDENTITY AND FORGETFUL FUNCTORS IN ^-Sets 
Since, every identity mapping is a G-morphisna, therefore we can define a functor 
F : ^ -Sets-> G-Sets such that 
(i) F{X) = X for all X e ^-Sets, 
(a) for any morphism Ix : X ^ X in ^-Sets, we have F{Ix) • F{X) -> F{X) in 
^-Sets. 
This functor is known as identity functor. 
Also, since every G-set is a set and every G-morphism is a mapping, therefore 
we can define a functor F : ^ -Se ts^ Ens such that 
(i) F{X) = X for all X G g-Sets, 
(M) for any morphism a : X ^ Y in ^-Sets, we have F{a) : F{X) ->• F{Y) in 
Ens. 
This functor is known as forgetful functor. 
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§ 4.2. FUNCTORS BY RETRACTIONS AND CO-RETRACTIONS IN 
^-Sets 
If G is any abelian group and A' is a G-set, then in view of Corollary 2.4.2, 
End{X) is a G-set. 
Consider the category ^-SetS(r), in which the objects of the category are G-sets 
and morphisms between them are those G-morphisms which are retractions. 
To define a functor on ^-SetS(r), we need the following: 
T H E O R E M 4 . 2 . 1 . Let « : X ^ r be a morphism in ^-SetS(r) and a' : F ^ X 
be such that a o a' = ly. Then the mapping Ta : End{X) —> End{Y) defined by 
Ta{0) = ao 9 o a' for all 6 € End{X), is a G-morphism. 
P R O O F . For any y £ Y, we get 
{T^{a9)){y) = {ao{ae)oa')[y) 
= {ao{a6)){a'{y)) 
= {ao{ae)){a'{y)) 
= a{{ae){a'{y))) 
= oc{{6a){a\y))) ( as End{X) is a G-set) 
= a{e{aa'{y))) ( by Proposition 2.4.2) 
= a.{a{6{a'{y)))) ( as 6 is a G-morphism) 
= a{a{9{a'{y)))) ( as a is a G-morphism) 
= a{{aoe){a'{y))) 
= a{{ao9){a'{y))) 
= a{a o 9 o a'){y) 
= aiUmy) 
implying thereby Ta{a9) = a{Ta{6)) which shows that r „ is a G-morphism. 
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C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 2 . 1 . U Ix -. X ^ X is an identity morphism in ^-SetS(r), then 
Ti^ : End{X) -^ End{X) is also an identity morphism in ^-Sets. 
R E M A R K 4 . 2 . 1 . \{a: X ^Y and /? : K -)• Z are retractions, then /3 o « is also 
a retraction. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 2 . 1 . Let a : X -> y and /? : y ^ Z be morphisms in ^-SetS(r). 
Then T^ goa = T^ o TQ. 
P R O O F . By Theorem 4.2.1 and Remark 4.2.1, T^oa • End{X) -> End{Z) is a 
morphism in ^-Sets, then for any 6 6 End{X), one gets 
(7>o«)(^) = {Poa)oeo{a'o p') 
= / ? o ( Q o 5) o ( Q ' o / ? ' ) 
= po{ao9oa')op' 
= po{T^{e))oP' 
^{TiioT^){e) 
implying thereby T/joa = T^? o T„. 
In view of Theorem 4.2.1, Corollary 4.2.1, Remark 4.2.1 and Proposition 4.2.1, 
we can define a functor T :^-SetS(r)-)' ^-Sets such that 
{i) T{X) = End(X) for all X e Q-Sets^r), 
[ii) for any morphism a : X -^Y \n ^-SetS(r), we have T^ : End{X) -^ End{Y) 
in g-Sets. 
Again, Consider the category ^-SetS(cr), in which the objects of the category 
are G-sets and morphisms between them are those G-morphisms which are co-
retractions. 
To define the functor on ^-SetS(cr), we need the following: 
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T H E O R E M 4 . 2 . 2 . Let a : X -> r be a morphism in e'-SetS(cr) and a' : Y ^ X 
be such that a' o Q = Z^. Then the mapping Ua • End{Y) -» End{X) defined by 
Uaivi) = a' or]oa for all r? e End{Y), is a G-morphism. 
P R O O F . Since a : X -^Y is a co-retrax;tion, therefore there exists a' : Y -^ X 
which satisfies a' oa — Ix- For any x e X and a e G, we have 
{Ua{aT))){x) = (a' o (arj) o a){x) 
= (a' o {ar))){a{x)) 
= {a' o {aT})){a{x)) 
= a'{{arj){a{x))) 
= a'{r]{aa{x))) ( by Proposition 2.4.2) 
= a'{a{r]{a{x)))) ( as r] is a G-morphism) 
= a{a'{r]{a{x)))) ( as a' is a G-morphism) 
= a((a'o7/)(a(x))) 
= a((a 'o 77)(a(x))) 
— a{a' o T] oa){x) 
= a{UM){x) 
implying thereby Ua{ar)) = a{Ua{ri)) which shows that Ua is a G-morphism. 
C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 2 . 2 . U Ix •• X -^ X is an identity morphism in ^-SetS(cr), then 
Ui^ : End{X) —)• End{X) is also an identity morphism in ^-Sets. 
R E M A R K 4 . 2 . 2 . Ua •. X ^Y and (3 -.Y ^ Z axe co-retractions, then 5^ o a is 
also a co-retraction. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 2 . 2 . Let a : X -> r and /? : r -^ Z are morphisms in 
^-SetS(cr). Then Unoa = UaoUp. 
P R O O F . By Theorem 4.2.2 and Remark 4.2.2, Upoa • End{Z) -^ End{X) is a 
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morphism in ^-Sets, then for any 6 6 End{Z), one gets 
{U^o^m = (a' o ^') o e o (/3 o a) 
= (a' o^')o{eoP)oa 
= a' o (/?' o ^  o /?) o a 
= a' o {Ufi{e)) o a 
= {UaOU0){e) 
implies that Upoa = UaoUp. 
In view of Theorem 4.2.2, Corollary 4.2.2, Remark 4.2.2 and Proposition 4.2.2, 
we can define a contravariant functor G : ^-SetS(cr) -^ ^-Sets such that 
(i) G{X) = End{X) for all X e ^-SetS(cr), 
(M) for any morphism a : X -^ Y in ^-SetS(cr), we have Ua • EndiY) -> End{X) 
in 6^-Sets. 
§ 4.3. FUNCTOR BY G-EQUIVALENCE RELATION IN ^-Sets 
Let X be any G-set and ~ G be the G-equivalence relation on X. Then by 
Theorem 2.3.2, X / ~ G is a G-set. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 3 . 1 . Let a : X -^ y be a G-morphism. Then the mapping 
Q* : X/^G -> y/^G defined by Q*([X]) = [a{x)] for all [x] e X/^G, is a 
G-morphism. 
PROOF. For any [x] G X/^G and a^G, one gets 
Qf*(a[a;]) = a* ([ax]) 
= [a{ax)] 
= [a(a{x))] { as a is a G—morphism) 
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= a[a{x)] ( by Theorem 2.3.2) 
= a(Q*([x])) 
which shows that a* is a G-morphism. 
C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 3 . 1 . U Ix • X ^ X is an identity morphism in ^-Sets, then 
/x/~G • X/r-jQ —> X/~G is also an identity morphism in ^-Sets. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 3 . 1 . U a -. X ^ Y a.nd p -. Y -> Z are twomorphisms in 
g-Sets, then {p o a)* = 13* o a*. 
P R O O F . For any [x] G X / ~ G , we obtain 
{(5oay{[x])^[{0oa){x)] 
= [/?(«(^))| 
= r([a(x)]) 
= (/3*oa*)([x]) 
which imphes that (/? o a)* = (3* o a*. 
In view of Theorem 4.3.1, Corollary 4.3.1 and Proposition 4.3.1, we can define 
a functor T* :^-Sets-^ ^-Sets such that 
(z) r*(X) = X/^G for all X e ^-Sets, 
(ii) for any morphism a : X —^  F in ^-Sets, we have T*{a) = a* : X / ~ G -^ Y/'^G 
in ^-Sets. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 3 . 2 . The functor r* : ^-Sets^ ^-Sets is an epi-functor. 
P R O O F . Let « : X -> y be an epimorphism. Then for any y E Y there 
exists X e X such that a{x) = y. Now, if a* : X/'^G -^ YJ^G is a 
morphism in ^-Sets and choose any [y] G Y/^G, then a being an epimorphism, 
we have [y] = [a{x)\ = a*({x]). 
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Therefore, for any [y] e YJ^G there exists \x\ G X / ~ G such that a*([a;]) = \y\ 
and henceforth a* : X / ~ G -^ ^ / ~ G is an epimorphism. Thus, T* : ^-Sets-^ 5-Sets 
is an epi-functor. 
§ 4.4. QUOTIENT FUNCTOR IN ^-Sets 
Let X be any G-set and ~ G be the G-equivalence relation on X. Then by 
Theorem 2.3.2, Xjr^Q forms a G-set and also by Proposition 2.4.11, there exists 
a natural projection p : X —>• X/'^G, which is a G-morphism. Thus, we have the 
following: 
T H E O R E M 4 . 4 . 1 . Let X and y be two G-sets. Then for any morphism 
a : X ^ Y m Q-Sets, there exists a unique morphism a* : X/^G -^ Y/^G in 
^-Sets such that the diagram 
X ^ Y 
iP IP 
XI^G ^ Yjr 
commutes. 
P R O O F . Let » : X ^ F in 5-Sets be defined by 
Q(X) = y for all a; e X, y G Y. 
Now, we define a* : X/~(7 -^ Yj^c. by a*([a;]) = [y] where y — f{x). Obviously, a* 
is a G-morphism. 
For any x & X, one gets 
{poa){x) ^p{a{x)) 
= p{y) 
= [y]-
Also, 
{a*op)(x) — a*{p(x)) 
= [y\ where y = / (x) . 
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Therefore, the diagram is commutative. 
FinaWy, we show that a* is -uniq-ue. Suppose, there exists another morphism 
0* : X/r^G -> y/-^G such that p*{[x]) = [y] where y = f{x). 
Now, for any [x] G X/^G, we get 
implying thereby a* = P*. This completes the proof. 
C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 4 . 1 . For any G-set X, I* = /A7~G e^-Sets. 
R E M A R K 4 . 4 . 1 . if a and /3 are two morphisms in ^-Sets, then ^ o a is also a 
morphism in 5-Sets. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 4 . 1 . if Q : X -> y and /3 : y ^ Z are two morphisms in 
^-Sets, then {P o a)* ^p*oa*. 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 4.4.1, if a : X ^ y and /? : y -> Z are two 
morphisms in ^-Sets, then there exist unique morphisms a* : X/^G -> ^/~G and 
P* : Y/'^G -^ Z/^G such that the diagram 
X 
iP 
Xjr^G 
y 
ip 
Yhc 
— > 
0\ 
Z 
ip 
Zjr^G 
commutes. 
Further, there exists (/3 o a)* such that the diagram 
X ^^ 
ip 
A./ ^^G ^ 
z 
ip 
Z/^G 
commutes. 
By uniqueness, one gets (/3 o a)* — P* o a*. This completes the proof. 
In view of Theorem 4.4.1, Corollary 4.4.1, Remark 4.4.1 and Proposition 4.4.1, 
we can define a functor F : ^-Sets—)• ^-Sets such that 
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(i) F{X) = X/~G for all X G G-Sets, 
(w) for any morphism a : X -^ ^ in 5-Sets, we have F{a) = a* : X/^g -^ ^ / ~ G 
in ^-Sets. 
§ 4.5. FUNCTOR BY POWER SET IN ^-Sets 
In view of Theorem 2.2.6, if X is a G-set, then the power set V{X) of X is also 
a G-set. Also, if 5 e V{X), then by Theorem 2.2.6, aS G V{X) for any aeG. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 5 . 1 . Let a : X ^ K be a G-morphism. Then the mapping 
Via) : V{X) -^ P{Y) defined by V{a){S) = {oc{s) \ s e S} for all 5 G P(X), is a 
G-morphism. 
P R O O F . For any aeG, one gets 
r{a){aS) = {a{as) \ s e S} 
= {aa{s) I s G 5} 
= aiVia)iS)) 
which shows that V(a) is a G-morphism. 
C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 5 . 1 . U Ix •• X -^ X is an identity morphism in ^-Sets, then 
Iv{X) '• 'PiX) -^ V{X) is also an identity morphism in ^-Sets. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 5 . 2 . if a : X -^ - y and ^ : y -> Z are two G-morphlsms, then 
V{Poa) = V{p)oV{a). 
P R O O F . For any S G P(X) , we have 
P ( / 3 o Q ) ( S ) - { ( ^ o a ) ( s ) | s G 5 } 
= {0{a{s)] I s G 5} 
= nP){a(s) \seS} 
= ViP){V{a){S)) 
= {V(P)oV{a))iS) 
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implying thereby V{P o a) = 'P(/3) o V{a). This completes the proof. 
In view of Proposition 4.5.1, Corollary 4.5.1 and Proposition 4.5.2, we can define 
a functor F : ^-Sets-» ^-Sets such that 
(i) F{X) = V{X) for all X G ^ -Sets, 
{ii) for any morphism a : X -^ Y m ^-Sets, we have F{a) : F{X) -> Fiy) in 
^-Sets. 
§ 4.6. HoM F U N C T O R 
Let G be any abelian group and A", y G ^-Sets. Then by Theorem 2.4.1, 
Hom{X,Y) is a G-set i.e., Hom{X,Y) € ^-Sets. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 6 . 1 . Let G be any abelian group and a: X -^Y he. any morphism 
in ^-Sets. Then for any A e^-Sets, Hom{A, a) : Hom{A, X) -)• Hom{A, Y) is a 
unique morphism in ^-Sets. 
P R O O F . Let H(ym{A,Q) : Hom{A,X) -> Hom{A,Y) is defined by 
Ham{A, a)(/) = af for all / e Hcym{A, X). 
If / 6 H(m{A, X), then by Proposition 2.4.1, af e Hom{A, X) for aHaeG. 
Now, for any a G G, we have 
Hom{A,a){af) = a{af) 
= a{af) ( as a is a G—morphism) 
= a{Hom{A,a)if)). 
Therefore Hom{A,a) is a G-morphism which is unique by construction. This 
completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 4 .6.2. Let G be any abelian group and a : X -^Y he any morphism 
in ^-Sets. Then for any A e^-Sets, Hom{a, A) : Ham{Y, A) -)• H(mi{X, A) is a 
unique morphism in ^-Sets. 
P R O O F . Let Hom{a,A) • Hom{Y,A) -> Hom{X,A) is defined by 
Ham{a, A){f) = fa for all / G Hom{Y, A). 
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If / G Hcm{Y, A), then by Proposition 2.4.1, af G Hom{Y, A) for all aeG. 
Now, 
Hom{a,A){af) = {af)a 
= f{aa) ( by Proposition 2.4.1) 
= a{fa) ( as / is a G-morptiism) 
= a{Ham{a,A){f)). 
Therefore, Hom(a,A) is a morphism in ^-Sets which is unique by construction. 
This completes the proof. 
In view of Theorem 4.6.1 and Theorem 4.6.2, we can define the following three 
functors: 
1. For any X G^-Sets, there is a covariant functor Hom{X, - ) : ^-Sets-> ^-Sets 
defined by 
(i) Hom{X,-){Y) = Ham{X,Y) for all Y G S-Sets, 
(ii) Hom{X, - ) ( a ) = Ham{X, a) for all a G 6^-Sets. 
2. For any Y G^-Sets, there is a contravariant functor 
Hom{~,Y) : ^-Sets-)- ^-Sets defined by 
(z) Hom{-, Y){X) = Hom(X, Y) for all X G ^-Sets, 
(ii) Hom{-,Y){a)=-Ham{a,Y) for all a G ^-Sets. 
3. There is a bifunctor which is contravariant in first and covariant in second 
component, Hom{—, —) : -^Sets—> ^-Sets defined by 
(i) Hom{-,-){X,Y) = HamiX, Y) for all X,Y e C?-Sets, 
(ii) Hom{-, -){a,P) = Ham{a,p) for all a,/? G ^-Sets. 
§ 4.7. FUNCTOR BY DISJOINT UNION IN ^-Sets 
By Theorem 2.2.4, if X and Y are two G-sets, then disjoint union of X and Y 
is also a G-set. 
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P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 7 . 1 . if ai -.Xi^Yi and 0 2 : ^ 2 ^ Y2 are two G-morphisms, 
then a mapping ai U Q2 : Xi U X2 ^ Yi U Y^ defined by 
{ ai{x) if X e Xi 02(2;) if xe X2, 
is a G-morphism. 
P R O O F . For any a e G and x e Xi, we have 
(ai Ua2)iax) = Qi(ax) 
= a(ai(x)) 
= a((QiUa2)(x)) 
Similarly, for any x € X2, one gets (aj U a2)(«3;) = a((Q;i U a2){x)). Consequently, 
Q:j U 0:2 is a G-morphism. 
C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 7 . 1 . U Ix, • Xi ^ Xi and 1x2 1 X 2 ^ X 2 are two identity 
morphisms in 5-Sets, then /xiuX2 '• Xi U X2 -> Xi U X2 is an identity morphism in 
gSets. 
PROPOSITION 4.7.2. Let ai : Xi ^ Fi, 2^ : X2 ^ Y2, Pi -. Yi ^ Zi and 
P2 •Y2 -^ Z2 be the morphisms in ^-Sets. Then 
[Pi U f32) o (ai U as) = (/?i o ai) U (/^ s o as). 
P R O O F . One can easily be seen that if ai U as : Xj U X2 -> Yi U Y2 and 
A U/?2 : yi U 5^2 ^ ^1 U Z2 are G-morphisms, then (/?i U P2) o (ai U 02) : A^ U X2 -^ 
Zi U Z2 is also a G-morphisra. 
Again, if /?i o a i : Xj —> Zi and /32 o ^2 "• X2 -^ Z2 are morphisms in 5-Sets, 
then {Pi o ai) U {P2 o 02) : XiU X2-^ ZiU Z2 is also a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Now, for any 2; G Xi, we have 
((A U P2) o (ai U a2))(x) = iPr U /?2)((ai U a2)(x)) 
= (piUp2){ai{x)) ( by Proposition 4.7.1) 
= Piic^iix)) 
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= (/3ioai)(x) 
= ((^ioai)U(/32oa2))(x) 
implying thereby (AU/32)o(Q;iUa2) = (/3ioai)U(/?2oa2)- This completes the proof. 
In view of Proposition 4.7.1, Corollary 4.7.1 and Proposition 4.7.2, we can define 
a functor F : ^-Setsx ^-Sets ->• 5-Sets such that 
(i) F{X,Y) = XUY f o r a l l X , r G a - S e t s , 
(a) for any two morphisms ai : Xi ->• Yi and Q2 : X2 -> ^2 in ^-Sets, we have 
F(a i , ^2) = ai U a2 : F{Xi,X2) ^ ^(^1,^2) in ^-Sets. 
§ 4.8. FUNCTOR BY CARTESIAN PRODUCT IN ^-Sets 
By Theorem 2.2.4, if X and Y are two G-sets, then X x y is also a G-set. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 8 . 1 . if ai : Xi -> Fi and a2 : X2 -^ Y2 are two G-morphisms, 
then the mapping ai x a2 : Xi x X2 —^  Vi x Y2 defined by 
(ai X a2){xuX2) = {ai{xi),a2{x2)) for all (xi,X2) G Xi x X2, 
is a G-morphism. 
PROOF. For any a e G, we have 
(ai X a2)(a{xi,X2)) = (cii x Q;2)((axi,ax2)) 
= (Qi(axi), 02(0x2)) 
= (00:1(2:1), aa2(x2)) 
= a(Qi(a:i),Q'2(2;2)) 
= a((ai X Q2){xuX2)) 
which shows that ai x 02 is a G-morphism. 
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C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 8 . 1 . if Ixi : ^ i -> ^ i and 1x2 : X2 -^ ^2 are two identity 
morphisms in ^-Sets, then /xixXa • "^1 x X2 -> Xi x X2 is an identity morphism in 
^-Sets. 
PROPOSITION 4.8.2. Let ai -. Xi ^ Yu Q2 • ^ 2 -^ Y2, A -. Yi -^ Zi and 
)02 : ^2 -> Z2 be the morphisms in ^-Sets. Then 
(01 X (h) o (ai X "2) = {Pi o " i ) X (/?2 o as). 
P R O O F , it is easy to see that if ai x a2 : Xi x X2 ^ Yi x Y2 and /3i x /^ s : 
Yi X Y2 -^ Zi X Z2 are morphisms in ^-Sets, then (/3i x P2) ° («i x ^2) : 
Xi X X2 -^ Zy X Z2 is also a morphism in 5-Sets. 
Further, if Pi o ai : Xi -^ Zi and ^ o 02 '• -^ 2^ ->• ^2 are morphisms in 5-Sets, 
then {01 oai) x {P20 0(2) : X\ x X2 ^ Zi x Z2 is also a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Now, for any {xi,X2) ^ Xi x X2, we have 
((A X 02) o (tti X a2))(3;i,a;2) = {0i x 02){{ai x a2){xuX2)) 
= {01 X 02){c(i{xi),a2{x2)) 
= (/?i(Qi(x:)),/?2(a2(-r2))) 
= ((Aoai)(Xi),(/?2 0Q2)(X2)) 
= {{01 °OCl) X {02OCi2)){xi,X2) 
which implies that ( ^ x/92)o(ai xa2) = (Aoai) x {02°C(2)- This completes the proof. 
In view of Proposition 4.8.1, Corollary 4.8.1 and Proposition 4.8.2, we can define 
a functor F : ^-Setsx ^-Sets -^ ^-Sets such that 
(z) F{X, Y) = X xY for all X,Y G ^-Sets, 
{ii) for any two morphisms oti : Xi -^ Yi and 0:2 : ^2 —^  ^ '2 in ^-Sets, we have 
F(ai,a2) = a i X a2 : F(Xi,X2) -^ F{Yi,Y2) in ^-Sets. 
§ 4.9. FUNCTOR BY INTERSECTION IN ^-Sets 
By Theorem 2.2.4, if X and Y are two G-sets, then intersection of X and Y is 
also a G-set. 
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P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 9 . 1 . if ai-.Xi-^ FI and aa : ^2 ^ Y2 are two G-morphisms, 
then a mapping aina2 : XinX2 -^ YiC\ Y2 defined by 
(QI n Ci2){x) = oii{x) = a2{x) for all x e Xif] X2, 
is a G-morphism. 
P R O O F . For any a ^ G and x E XiH X2, one gets 
(ai n Q2)(ax) = 02(02;) 
= a(Q2(x)) 
= a{{ai n a2){x)) 
which shows that ai D Q2 is a G-morphism. 
C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 9 . 1 . U Ix^ •. Xi ^ Xi and /x, 1 X 2 - ^ X 2 are two identity 
morphisms in ^-Sets, then IxinX2 : ^ i H X2 —>• Xi fl X2 is an identity morphisni in 
C?-Sets. 
PROPOSITION 4.9.2. Let ai -. Xi -^ Fi, a2 -. X2 ^ Y2, /?i : Yi -> Zi and 
02 •Y2 ^^ Z2 be the morphisms in ^-Sets. Then 
(A n /?2) o (ai n ^2) = (A ° en) n (A o a2). 
P R O O F , it is easy to see that if ai H a2 : Xi n X2 -^ Yj, n Y2 and /?i n A : 
YinY2 -^ ZiH Z2 are morphisms in ^-Sets, then obviously (A n A) ° («! n a2) : 
Xi n X2 —>• Zi n Z2 is a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Also, if A o ai : Xi —>• Zi and A o ^ 2 : X2 —> Z2 are the morphisms in ^-Sets, 
then clearly (A o Q^) fl (A o 0:2) : Xi n X2 -> Zi n Z2 is a morphism in ^-Sets. 
Now, for any x e Xi n X2, one gets 
m n 02) o {a, n a2))(x) - (A n A)((ai n a2)(x)) 
= (An/?2)(ai(x)) 
= AKW) 
= ( / 9 i o a i ) ( x ) 
= ((/3ioai)n(/?2 0Q2))(x) 
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which implies that (j9in^2)o(aina2) = {(3ioai)r\{Pioa2). This completes the proof. 
In view of Proposition 4.9.1, Corollary 4.9.1 and Proposition 4.9.2, we can define 
a functor F : ^ -Setsx ^-Sets —>• ^-Sets such that 
(i) F{X,Y) = XnY for all X,Y e ^-Sets, 
(ii) for any two morphisms ai : Xi ^ Yi and a2 : ^2 ->• Y2 in ^-Sets, we have 
F(a i , Q2) = ai n as : F{X, ,X2)^F{Yu Y2) in ^-Sets. 
§ 4.10. PARTICULAR FUNCTOR (BIFUNCTOR) IN ^-Sets 
In view Theorem 2.2.5, if Xi is a d -se t and X2 is a G2-set, then Xi x X2 is a 
GiX G2-set. 
Consider the category QiX ^2-Sets, in which the objects of the category are 
GiX G2-set and morphims between them are GiX G2-morphisms. 
To define a functor on the category Gi x ^2-Sets, we need the following: 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 1 0 . 1 . if QI : Xj ^ Yi is a d-morphism and as : X2 ^ Y2 is 
a G2-morphism, then the mapping ai x 02 : Xi x X2 ^ Yi x Y2 defined by 
(ai X a2)(xi,a;2) = {ai{xi),a2{x2)) for all {xuX2) e Xi x X2, 
is a Gi X G2-morphism. 
PROOF. For any (01,02) 6 GiX G2, we have 
(ai X a2)((ai,a2)(a;i,a;2)) = (ai x a2)((ai2;i,a2a:2)) 
= (ai(aiXi), 02(02X2)) 
= (ai(ai(a;i)), 02(02(2-2))) 
= (ai,a2)(ai(xi),a2(j.-2)) 
= (ai,a2)((ai x a2)(Ti,.X2)) 
which in turn yields that a i x 02 is a Gi x G2-morphism. 
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C O R O L L A R Y 4 . 1 0 . 1 . if /X, : ^ i -> -^i and Ix^ : Xa ^ X2 are two identity 
morphisms in ^i-Sets and ^2-Sets respectively, then IxixX2 : -^i x X2 —>^ Xi x X2 
is an identity morphism in Gi x ^2-Sets. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4 . 1 0 . 2 . if ai : Xi -^ Yi, Pi :Yi ^ Zi are two Gi-morphisms 
and a2 : X2 ^ Y2, P2 '• y2 -^ ^2 are two G2-morphisms, then 
(/?i X P2) ° ("1 X ^2) = (A o tti) X {P2 ° 0:2). 
P R O O F , it is easily follows that if ai x 0:2 : Xi x X2 ^ Yi x Y2 and Pi x P2 • 
YixY2-^ ZiX Z2 are morphisms in Qi x ^a-Sets, then clearly (/?i x P2) o (ai x a2) : 
Xi X X2 -^ Zi X Z2 is a morphism in Qi x ^2-Sets. 
Also, if 01 o ai : Xi ^^ Zx is a morphism in ^i-Sets and P2 ° 0-2 '• ^ 2 -> ^2 is a 
morphism in ^2-Sets, then (^1 o ai) x (/32 o 0:2) : -'^ i x -^ 2 -> ^1 x Z2 is a morphism 
in Q\X ^2-Sets. 
For any (xi, x^) G Xi x X2, one gets 
((A X P2) o (oi X a2))ixi,X2) = (/3i X P2)({ai x a2){xi,X2)) 
= {P\ X P2){cii{Xi),a2{x2)) 
= (/3i(Qi(xa)),/32(a2(x2))) • 
= ((/?! o a i ) ( x i ) , ( / 5 2 0a2)(X2)) 
= ((/?ioai) X (/32oa'2))(xi,X2) 
implying thereby (^1 xP2)o{ai xaa) = {P\°OLi)x{P2oa2). This completes the proof. 
In view of Proposition 4.10.1, Corollary 4.10.1 and Proposition 4.10.2, we can 
define a bifunctor covariant in both the variables i.e., 
F : ^i-Setsx^2-Sets^ QiX ^2-Sets such that 
(z) F{Xx,X2) = XxxX2 for all (Xi,X2) G C^i-Setsx6?2-Sets, 
(n) for any two morphisms ai : Xi —)• Yi and 02 : "^2 —> Y2 in ^i-Sets and 
^2-Sets respectively, we have F(ai,Q2) = ai x a2 : F{Xi,X2) -^ F(Yi,F2) in 
Qi X g2-Sets. 
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Chapter 5 
POINTED G-SETS AND POINTED G-MORPHISMS 
Chapter 5 
POINTED G-SETS AND POINTED G-MORPHISMS 
§5.0. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we define pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphism and 
collect some important properties of pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms, 
which we shall need to construct a new structural category i.e., the category of 
pointed G-set. 
Pointed sets may be regarded as a rather simple algebraic structure. In 
the sense of universal algebra, these are structures with a single nuUary operation 
which picks out the base point. Pointed sets are mainly used as illustrative exam-
ples in the study of universal algebra as algebra with a single constant operator. 
This operator takes every element in the algebra to a unique constant, which 
is known as a base point. Any homomorphism between two algebras preserves 
base points (taking the base point of the domain algebra to the base point of the 
codomain algebra). 
Motivated by the idea of pointed sets and pointed mappings, we define 
pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms. Indeed, an effort is made to collect 
useful informations regarding pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms for cate-
gorical study of pointed G-sets in the subsequent chapter. This chapter is divided 
into three sections. In Section 5.1, we recall the definitions of pointed set, pointed 
subset and disjoint union of pointed sets etc., and in turn the definition of pointed 
mapping is given. However, Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 are devoted to the study 
of pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms where some important results on 
pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms are proved. These results will be useful 
in the course of study. 
§ 5.1. POINTED SETS AND POINTED MAPPINGS 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 1 . 1 . A pointed set is a pair (X, x') consisting of a non empty 
set X and a fixed element x' e X. The element x' is known as the base point of 
{X,x'). 
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Clearly, any non-empty set is a pointed set. However, the base point plays 
an important role in the sense that if we select a different element x e X, the 
ordered pair {X,x) forms a different pointed set from {X,x'). In fact, given any 
non-empty set X with n elements, n pointed sets can be formed from X. 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 1 . 2 . Let {X,x') be a pointed set. Then a pointed subset of 
{X,x') is an ordered pair (A, x'), where A is a subset of X. 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 1 . 3 . Let {X,x') be a pointed set. Let {A,x') and {B,x') be 
two pointed subsets of {X,x'). Then their intersection is defined to be the set 
(AnB.x'). 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 1 . 4 . Let {X,x') be a pointed set. Let {A,x') and {B,x') be 
two pointed subsets of {X, x') such that AnB — ^. Then disjoint union of A and 
B is defined to be the set {ADB.X'). 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 1 . 5 . Let {X,x') and (r,y') be two pointed sets. Then their 
product is defined to be the set {X x Y, {x',y')). 
More generally, let (Xj,x,') be a family of pointed sets. Then we can form 
their cartesian product to be the set {Y\Xi,Xi). 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 1 . 6 . Let {X,x') be a pointed set and let R be an equivalence 
relation defined on X. For each 3; G X, we define an equivalence class of x by 
\x\ = [y e X \ yRx). The quotient set, denoted by X/R is the set {[x] \ x e X}. 
Correspondingly, a quotient pointed set is defined to be the set [X/R, [x']). 
Mappings of pointed sets (or pointed mappings) are mappings preserving 
base points i.e., a pointed mapping / between two pointed sets (X, x') and (7, y') 
is just a mapping / from X to Y such that f{x') — y', whereas there are \Yy ' 
mappings from X to y but only |y|l^""^l of them are from {X,x') to {Y,y'). 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 1 . 7 . Let {X,x') and {Y,y') be any two pointed sets. Then 
a pointed mapping / : {X,x') -^ {Y,y') is a mapping f : X -^ Y such that 
fix') = y'. 
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§ 5.2. POINTED G-SETS 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 2 . 1 . A pointed set {X, x') is said to be a pointed G-set if there 
exists a mapping 0 : G x X —^  X such that 
(i) {X, (j)) is a G-set, 
(ii) (t){g, x') = x' for all geG. 
R E M A R K 5 . 2 . 1 . Every pointed G-set is a G-set but not conversely. 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 2 . 2 . Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set. Then a pointed G-subset 
of {X,x') is an ordered pair {A,x'), where 4^ is a G-subset of X. 
Clearly, every pointed G-subset is a pointed G-set. 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 2 . 3 . Let (X,x') be a pointed G-set. Let {A,x') and {B,x') be 
two pointed G-subsets of {X, x') such that A n B = 0. Then disjoint union of A 
and B is defined to be the set (A U B, x'). 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 2 . 4 . Let {X,x') beapointed G-set. Let {A,x') and {B,x') be 
two pointed G-subsets of {X,x'). Then intersection of A and B is defined to be 
the set {AnB.x'). 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 2 . 5 . Let (X,x') and {Y,y') be two pointed G-sets. Then their 
product is defined to be the ordered pair {X x Y, {x',y')). 
In general, let {Xi, x,') be a family of pointed G-sets. Then we can form their 
product is the ordered pair (H Xi, a;,') for all i e I. 
E X A M P L E 5 . 2 . 1 . Let G be an additive group of real numbers and X be the 
set of all complex numbers such that l-^ i = 1 for all 2 G X. Then the pointed 
set {X,0) is a pointed G-set under the mapping cj) : G x X ^^ X defined by 
(/>(a, z) = e'^z for all a 6 G, z e X. 
E X A M P L E 5 . 2 . 2 . Let 
if" '\ 
G = < \ lad-bc^O ; a,b,c,de R 
be the set of all non singular real matrices of order 2 x 2 and 
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be the set of all column vectors of order 2 x 1 . Then the pointed set {X, 0) 
is a pointed G-set with respect to the mapping (j) : G x X ^ X defined by 
(l){g, x) = gx for all g G G, x ^ X where gx denotes the matrix multipUcation 
of g and x. 
R E M A R K 5 . 2 . 2 . Every singleton pointed set is a pointed G-set. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . 2 . 1 . Let /f be a normal subgroup of a group G with identity 
element e. Then {H, e) is a pointed G-set. 
P R O O F . Define a mapping (/>: G x H -> H hy (f>{a,m) - ama~^ for all a 6 G 
and m e H. In view of Theorem 2.2.1, (//, 0) is a G-set. 
Now, for any a G G, one gets 
^(a, e) = aea - 1 
= aa ^ 
= e 
which shows that {H, e) is a pointed G-set. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . 2 . 2 . Let / / be a normal subgroup of a group G with identity 
element e and G/H be the set of all left cosets of H in G. Then {G/H, eH) is a 
pointed G-set. 
P R O O F . Define a mapping 0 : G x G/H -> G/H by 0(^, aH) = gag'^H for all 
g,aeG. In view of Theorem 2.2.3, {G/H, (p) is a G-set. 
For any a E G, one gets 
(p{a,eH) = aea'^H 
= eH 
which in turn yields that {G/H, eH) is a pointed G-set. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . 2 . 3 . Let G be a group with identity element e. Then the 
pointed set {G, e) is a pointed G-set. 
P R O O F , in order to show that (G,e) is a pointed G-set, define a mapping 
0 : G X G —>• G by 4>{g, a) = gag~^ for all g,a eG. In view of Theorem 2.2.2(M), 
(G, (j)) is a G-set. 
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Now, for any a G G, we have 
(/)(a,e) = aea"^ 
= aa"^ 
= e 
yielding thereby (G, e) is a pointed G-set. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . 2 . 4 . The cartesian product of any two pointed G-sets is a 
pointed G-set. 
P R O O F . Let {X,x') and {Y,y') be two pointed G-sets under the mappings 
(p : G X X ^ X and tjj: G xY -^Y respectively. 
Define a mapping r]: G x {X x Y) -^ X x Y hy 
r]{a, {x, y)) = (0(a, x), ^{a, y)) for all a G G, (x, y) G X x Y. 
In view of Theorem 2.2.4, {X x Y,T]) is a G-set. 
For any a G G, one gets 
0(a,(x',y')) = (<^Kx'),^(a,y')) 
= {x',y'). 
This completes the proof. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . 2 . 5 . Disjoint union of any two pointed G-subsets is a 
pointed G-subset. 
P R O O F . Let {X, x') be a pointed G-set. Let (A, x') and {B, x') be two pointed 
G-subsets of {X, x') under the mappings (j) : G x A -^ A and tp : G x B ^ B 
respectively such that Ail B = 0. In order to show that (X U y',x') is a pointed 
G-subset, define a mapping T] : G x {AU B) ^ AU B hy 
Vi9,z) = < 
( (p{g,z) if zeA 
[i;{g,z) if zeB for a l lpG G, 2 G A U B . 
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In view of Theorem 2.2.4, {X U Y, rj) is a G-set. 
Now, for any g E G, vfe have 
{ <f){g,x') = x' if x'eA iP{g,x') = x' if x'eB. 
Consequently, {A U B, x') is a pointed G-subset. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . 2 . 6 . intersection of any two pointed G-subsets is a pointed 
G-subset. 
P R O O F . Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set. Let {A,x') and {B,x') be two pointed 
G-subsets of {X,x') with respect to the mappings (f) : G x A ^ A and 
ip : G X B -^ B respectively. In order to show that {A n B,x') is a pointed 
G-subset, define a mapping 17: G x (A D B) -^ A n B by 
r]{g,x) = 4){g,x) = ij{g,x) for all 5 G G, xeAnB. 
In view of Theorem 2.2.4, {X n Y, rf) is a G-set. 
For any a G G, we get r){g,x') = (p{g,x') = i){g,x') = x' for all g e G, 
X E An B which amounts to say that {X n 7,x') is a pointed G-subset. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . 2 . 7 . Let i / b e a subgroup of a group G. Then every pointed 
G-set is a pointed H-set. 
P R O O F . Let H he a subgroup of a group G and {X, x') be a pointed G-set with 
respect to the mapping ^ : G x X -^ X. To show that (^,2;') is a pointed H-set, 
define a mapping rj : H x X ^- X by 
r]{m, x) — 0(m, x) for allm E H, x E X. 
In view of Proposition 2.2.1, {X,r]) is a H-set. 
For any a EG, one gets 
T]{a,x') = (p{a,x') 
= x' 
which shows that (X, x') is a pointed H-set. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 2 .4 . Let {(Xi,a;/)}iG/be a family of pointed G-sets. Then the 
product Y[Xi of the family {Xi}iei is defined to be the set 
{/ : / ^ [jXi I f{i) e Xi for all i E I}. 
There is also a trivial mapping 6 : I ^ \J Xi defined by 6{i) = x/ for all 
i E I. Thus, we have the following theorem: 
T H E O R E M 5 . 2 . 1 . The set n ^i together with the base point S is a pointed 
iei 
G-set. 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 2.2.9, [7 Xi is a G-set under the mapping 
(j) : G xYl^i ^ Yl^i defined by (t){a, f) = af for all a G C7 and / G U Xu 
where af : I -^ [j Xi is defined by (a/)(i) = a{f{i)) for each i e I. 
For any a G G, we have 
{4>ia,5)){i)^{a6){i) 
= a{S(i)) 
= a{x/) 
= x/ 
= 5{i) for alU G / 
which implies (p{a,S) = S and henceforth (Yl ^i^^) i^  ^ pointed G-set. 
l e / 
T H E O R E M 5.2.2. Let {{Xi.Xi') \ i = l,2,...,n} be a family of pointed 
n 
G-sets. Then the set f] Xi together with the base points x / for each z = 1,2,..., n, 
1=1 
is a pointed G-set. 
n II 
P R O O F . Define a mapping (p : G x P| X, —> f] Xi such that (p{g,x) = gx for 
t = i t = i 
allgGG, xG nX, . 
t = i 
n 
For any a,b e G and x G f] Xi, one gets 
i= l 
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(f){ab, x) — {ab)x 
= a{bx) 
= a{(f){b,x)) 
= ^{a,({)(b,x)). 
Again, for the identity e G G, we have 
0(e, x) = ex 
X 
which shows that p| Xj is a G-set. 
1=1 
Also <j){g,Xi) = gxi = xl. Consequently, (f) Xi,Xi) is a pointed G-set. 
i = l 
In view of Theorem 2.3.1, for any G-set X, we can define a G-equivalence 
relation ~G on X such that for any x,y ^ X, x ~G y -i^ y = <p(g,x) for some 
geG. 
T H E O R E M 5 .2 .3 . Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set and ~G be a G-equivalence 
relation on X. Then the pointed set {X/^Q, [X']) is a pointed G-set. 
P R O O F . Define a mapping cp : G x X / ~ G -^ X/^G by 
4>{g, [x]) = [gx] for all g eC, x e X. 
In view of Theorem 2.3.2, {X, cj)) is a G-set and for any a £ G, one gets 
(/.(a, [x']) = [ax'] 
which shows that ( X / ~ G , [a:^ ']) is a pointed G-set. 
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§ 5 . 3 . P O I N T E D G - M O R P H I S M S 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 .3 .1 . Let {X,x') and (r,y') be two pointed G-sets. Then a 
mapping / : (X, x') -> (7, y') is called a pointed G-morphism if 
(i) / is a G-morphism i.e., f{ax) = af{x) for all a e G, x E X, 
(ii) fix') = y'. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 .3 .1 . Let G be any abelian group and a : (X,x') ^ (y,y')be 
a pointed G-morphism. Then for each g eG, the mapping ag : {X, x') -> [Y, y') 
defined by {ag){x) = a{gx) for all x 6 X, is a pointed G-morphism. 
P R O O F , in view of Proposition 2.4.1, Qg is a G-morphism. 
For any ^ e G, we have 
{ag)ix') = a{gx') 
= a(:r') 
= y' 
which shows that ag is a pointed G-morphism. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5.3.2. Composition of pointed G-morphisms is again a pointed 
G-morphism. 
P R O O F . Let a -. {X,x') -^ {Y,y') and [3 : {Y,y') -> {Z,z') be two pointed 
G-morphisms. Then trivially, ^ o a is a G-morphism and we have 
{Poa)ix')=P{aix')) 
= P{y') 
= z' 
which shows that P o a is a pointed G-morphism. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 .3 .3 . image of a pointed G-morplusm is a pointed G-set. 
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P R O O F . Let {X,x') and {¥,]/) be two pointed G-sets and a : {X,x') -^ {Y,y') 
be a pointed G-morphism. In order to show that Im{a) = {a(x)| x e X} is a 
pointed G-set, define a mapping 0 : G x Im{a) -> Im{a) by 
(l){a,a{x)) — a{ax) for all a e G, x e X. 
In view of Proposition 2.4.4, {Im{Q),(f)) is a G-set. 
Since a(x') is a base point, therefore we have 
(j){a,a{x')) = a{ax') 
= a{x') ( as {X,x') is a pointed G—set) 
which amounts to say that (/m(a),Q;(x')) is a pointed G-set. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 3 . 1 . U f -. {X,x') ^ (r,?/') is a pointed G-morplusm, then the 
following hold: 
(z) If {A,x') is a pointed G-subset of (X, x'), then f{A) is a pointed G-subset 
of(r ,y ')-
(M) If (B, y') is a pointed G-subset of (V, y'), then /"^{B) is a pointed G-subset 
oi{X,x'). 
P R O O F (Z) . Clearly, the restriction f\A : >1 —>• K is a pointed G-morphism, 
therefore in view of the above Proposition 5.3.3, Im{f\A) is a pointed G-set. 
Hence Im{A) or f{A) is a pointed G-subset of {Y,y'). This completes the proof. 
P R O O F (U). Let {B,y') be a pointed G-subset of {Y,y'). Define 
/ - ^ B ) = {x e X| fix) eBCY}GX. 
In view of Theorem 2.4.3, f~^{B) is a G-subset of X under the mapping 
(P-.Gx f-\B) -> / - ^ B ) defined by 
(j){a,x) = ax for all a G G, x G f~^{B). 
Also for any a e G, one gets 
0(a, 2/') = ay' 
= ?/'• 
I l l 
Therefore, {f-^{B),y') is a pointed G-subset of {Y,y'). 
T H E O R E M 5 . 3 . 2 . Let Gi and G2 be two groups and / : Gi -)• G2 be a 
monomerphism. Then every pointed G2-set is a pointed Gi-set. 
P R O O F . Let {X,x') be a pointed G2-set with respect to the mapping 
(f) : G2 X X -^ X. To show that X is a pointed Gi-set, define a mapping 
Tj : Gi X X -^Xhy 
T]{gux) = 4>{f{gi),x) for all gi e Gi, x e X. 
In view of Proposition 2.2.2, {X,T]) is a Gpset. 
For any gi G Gi, we have 
V{9i,^') = 0(/(5i)ia:') 
= (^ (5'2,3;') for some ^2 £ G2 
= x' 
which shows that {X,x') is a pointed Gi-set. This completes the proof. 
TH EO REM 5.3.3. Let Gi and G2 be two groups and let / : Gj —>^ G2 be an 
isomorphism. Then every pointed Gpset is a pointed G2-set and vice versa. 
P R O O F . Let {X,x') be a pointed Gi-set with respect to the mapping 
(j) : Gi X X -^ X. To show that X is a pointed G2-set, define a mapping 
r? : G2 X X ^ X by 
V{92, x) = (p{f~\g2), x) for all ^2 € G2, x e X. 
Clearly, in view of Theorem 2.2.7, {X,'n) is a G2-set. 
Also for any 52 G G2, we have 
vi92,x') = (f>{rH92),x') 
= 4){gi^x') for some ^i G Gi 
= ,r' 
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which gives that {X, x') is a pointed G2-set. 
In view of Theorem 5.3.2, the converse part is immediate. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 3 . 4 . Projections are pointed G-morphisms. 
P R O O F . Let {(X,,x/)}tg7 be a family of pointed G-sets. Then in view of 
Theorem 5.2.1, Y[ Xi with the base point J is a pointed G-set. For each index 
I E I, we define projections Pt : Yl Xi ^ Xi by Pi{f) = /(^). 
Now, for any a G G, we have 
P^{af) = (a/)(^) 
= a(/(z)) 
= a{p^{f)) 
which shows that pj's are G-morphisms. 
Also we have pi{S) = 5{z) = x,' which shows that p^ : {JJ ^i:^) ^ {^t,Xt) are 
16/ 
pointed G-morphisms. 
R E M A R K 5 . 3 . 1 . Every identity mapping is a pointed G-morphism. 
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Chapter 6 
CATEGORICAL STUDY OF POINTED G-SETS 
§6.0. INTRODUCTION 
The present chapter deals with the study of a new category known as the 
category of pointed G-sets which can be constructed by taking pointed G-sets as the 
objects of the category and pointed G-morphisms as the morphisms of the category. 
We shall denote this category by ^-Sets*. 
It is well known that in a concrete category, every injective (surjective) 
morphism is a monomorphism (epimorphism) and also, every isomorphism is a 
bimorphism but the converse of these results need not be true (see for reference 
[5]). However, in the category 5-Sets* the converse of these results are also true. 
This chapter consists of four sections. In section 6.1, we prove that in the 
category ^-Sets*, a morphism is a monomorphism (epimorphism) if and only if it is 
injective (surjective). At the end of this section, we conclude that in the category 
^-Sets*, every bimorphism is an isomorphism, which in turn yields that the category 
^-Sets* is balanced. Section 6.2 deals with the study of some constructions in the 
category ^-Sets* such as products, co-products, intersections etc. while in section 
6.3 it is shown that the category ^-Sets* possesses kernels and co-kernels. Finally, 
in section 6.4, some special behaviour of ^-Sets* is discussed by showing that the 
category ^-Sets* has puUbacks and pushouts and that it is complete, finitely com-
plete, normal and factorizable. 
§ 6.1. SPECIAL BEHAVIOUR OF MORPHISMS AND PARTICULAR 
OBJECTS IN ^ - S e t s * 
DEFINITION 6 .1 .1 . A morphism a : iX,x') -^ {Y,y') in ^-Sets* is a monomor-
phism if the morphism a : X -^ Y is a. monomorphism in the category ^-Sets. 
D E F I N I T I O N 6.1.2. A morphism a -. {X,x') ^ {Y,y') in g-Sets* is an epimor-
phism if the morphism a : X ->Y is an epimorphism in the category ^-Sets. 
T H E O R E M 6 .1 .1 . A morphism a -. {X,x') -^ {Y,y') in ^-Sets* is injective if and 
only if it is left cancellable. 
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P R O O F . Let a -. {X,x') -^ (y,y') be an injective morphism in the category 
^-Sets*. For any pointed G-set {Z,z'), suppose there are two morphisms h,k : 
(Z,z') -^ {X,x') in ^-Sets* such that aoh = aok. Then for any zeZ,we have 
(a o h){z) = (a o k){z) 
= ^ a{h{z)) = aik(z)) 
= > h{z) — k{z) ( as a is injective) 
which yields h — k implying thereby a is left cancellable. 
Conversely, suppose that a : {X,x') -4 {Y,y') is left cancellable in C'-Sets*. We 
have to show that a is injective. Suppose on contrary that a is not injective, then 
there exists a pair of elements Xi, X2 G X such that xi / X2 and a{xi) = Q(X2). Con-
sider a pointed G-set {{w},w) and define two morphisms h,k : {{W},VJ) -^ {X,x') 
such that h(w) — xi, /i(io) = x' and k{w) = X2, k{w) = x'. Obviously, h and k are 
pointed G-morphisms. 
It is clear that h ^ k but aoh = aok and hence a is not left cancellable which 
is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
C O R O L L A R Y 6 . 1 . 1 . A morphism in the category ^-Sets* is a monomorphism if 
and only if it is injective. 
Dually, we have the following theorem: 
T H E O R E M 6 . 1 . 2 . A morphism a : {X,x') -)• {Y,y') in C'-Sets* is surjective if 
and only if it is right cancellable. 
C O R O L L A R Y 6 . 1 . 2 . A morphism in the category ^-Sets* is an epimorphism if 
and only if it is surjective. 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 1 . 3 . A morphism a -. {X,x') -^ {Y,y') in gSets* is called a 
co-retraction (section) if and only if there exists a morphism P : {¥, y') —>• {X, x') in 
5-Sets* such that Poa = Ix-
Dually, we have 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 1 . 4 . A morphism a -. {X,x') -^ (y,y') in g-Sets* is called a 
retraction if and only if there exists a morphism P : {¥, y') -)• (A ,^ x') in ^-Sets* 
such that a o p = ly. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 1 . 5 . A morphism a -. (X,x') -^ iY,y') in ^-Sets* is called an 
isomorphism if there exists a morphism (3 : {Y, y') ->• (X, x') in ^-Sets* such that 
P o a = Ix and ao (3 = ly. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 1 . 3 . A morphism a : {X,x') -> iy,y') in ^-Sets* is a monomor-
phism if and only if it is a section. 
P R O O F . Let a -. {X,x') ->• {Y,y') be a monomorphism in ^-Sets*. Define a 
mapping /? : {Y,y') —>• {X,x') such that for any y ^Y 
x' if y ^ Im{a) 
p{y) = : 
X if y G Im{a) and a{x) = y for some x e X. 
Notice that x is unique in view of the injectivity of a and henceforth P is well 
defined. 
Now, we show that if y ^ Im{a), then ay ^ Im{a) for all a E G. Suppose on 
contrary that y ^ Im{a) whereas ay e lTn{Q), then we have 
a{x) — ay for some x E X 
= > a-^{a{x)) = y 
==> a{a~^x) = y 
= > y € /m(Q) 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
0{ay) = x' 
— ax' 
— a{P{y)) for all y ^ lTn{a). 
Again, we notice that if y G Im{a), then ay G Im{a) for all a e G. For if 
y G Im{a), then 
a{x) = y for some x E X 
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=> a(a(a;)) = ay 
==> a{ax) = ay 
= > ay G Im{a). 
Now, if y G Im(a), then we have 
a(x) = y for some i G X 
= ^ a{a{x)) = ay 
=4> Q:(aa;) = ay 
=4> /?(ay) = ax = a{P{y)) 
which shows that /? is a G-morphism. 
Further, if y' ^ Im{a), then /?(y') = a;'. If y' G /m(Q;), then we have a{x) = y' 
for some x e X. But a(x') = y' as a is a pointed G-morphism. Thus a{x) = Q(X') 
impUes a; = x'. Therefore, /9(y') = x' and consequently ^ is a pointed G-morphism. 
Finally, we show that Poa = Ix- Let us consider xi £ X such that Q(XI) = yi 
for some yi G F which amounts to say that P{yi) = Xi. Thus, we have 
{poa){xi) = P{a{x,)) 
= Xi for all xi £ X 
which implies P o a = Ix, showing that a is a section. 
Conversely, suppose that a : {X,x') —> {Y,y') is a section, then there exists 
a morphism P : {Y, y') —^  {X, x') such that P o a — Ix which implies that a is 
injective and hence a monomorphism in view of Corollary 6.1.1. This completes the 
proof. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 1 . 4 . A morphism a : {X,x') -^ {Y,y') in ^-Sets* is an epimor-
phism if and only if it is a retraction. 
P R O O F . Let / •. {X,x') -> (r ,y ') be an epimorphism in C?-Sets*. Then for any 
y EY there exists x E X such that f{x) = y. Define a mapping q : (Y, y') -> {X, x') 
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by q(y) — x' such that x' e f ^{y) for all y G F . 
Since, 
x' e f-\y) 
=> fix') - y 
= ^ af{x') = ay for all a G G 
= ^ f{ax') = ay 
=> ax' G f~\ay) 
= > 9(<i2/) = o-x' 
= > 9(ay) = a(g(y)) 
which shows that Q' is a G-morphism. Also for the base point y' of Y, we have 
q{y') = x' and consequently, g is a pointed G-morphism. 
Now, for any j / G V, we have 
(/ 0 q){y) = my)) 
= f{x') 
= y 
implying f o q = ly and henceforth / is a retraction. 
Conversely, suppose that a : {X^x') -> {Y,y') is a retraction, then there exists 
a morphism /? : {¥, y') -> {X, x') such that a o p = ly which implies that a is 
surjective and hence an epimorphism in view of Corollary 6.1.2. This completes the 
proof. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 1 . 5 . The category C -^Sets* is balanced. 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 6.1.3 and Theorem 6.1.4, it follows that in the 
category ^-Sets* every bimorphism is an isomorphism. Hence the category ^-Sets* 
is balanced. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 1 . 6 . Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set. Then a pointed G-subset 
(S, x') of {X, x') together with an inclusion morphism i : (S, x') -> {X, x') is called 
the sub-object of {X,x') in ^-Sets*. 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 1 . 7 . Let (X,x') be a pointed G-set and ~ G be a G-equivalence 
relation on X. Then the quotient pointed set (X/~G,[a;']) together with natural 
projection p : {X, x') -» {X/^G, W]) is called a quotient object of {X, x') in ^-Sets*. 
Since every singleton pointed set ({w}, w) is a pointed G-set and for any other 
object {X, x') e 6?-Sets*, there is only one morphism from ({w}, w) to {X, x'). Thus, 
we have the following lemma: 
L E M M A 6 . 1 . 1 . The category ^-Sets* has initial object. 
Similarly, there is only one morphism from {X,x') to {{W},VJ). Thus, we have the 
following lemma: 
L E M M A 6 . 1 . 2 . The category ^-Sets* has terminal object. 
We observe that {{w},w) is an initial as well as terminal object in ^-Sets*. 
Thus, we have the following lemma: 
L E M M A 6 . 1 . 3 . The category ^-Sets* has zero object. 
R E M A R K 6 . 1 . 1 . The category ^-Sets* has many zero objects. 
§ 6 .2 . S O M E C A T E G O R I C A L C O N S T R U C T I O N S IN ^ - S e t s * 
P R O P O S I T I O N 6 . 2 . 1 . The category g-Sets* has finite products. 
P R O O F . if {X,x') and {Y,y') are two pointed G-sets, then in view of 
Proposition 5.2.4, {X x Y,{x',y')) is also a pointed G-set. Define natural projec-
tions pi : X xY -^ X and p2 : X xY -^ Y hy Pi{x,y) = x and P2{x,y) = y for 
all x G X, y e y . Trivially, pi and p2 are pointed G-morphisms. We claim that 
{X X y,(x',y')) together with morphisms pi and p^ is the categorical product of 
{X,x') md {Y,y'). 
Let QTi : {Z,z') -^ {X,x') and a2 • {Z,z') -^ {Y,y') be two morphisms in 
^-Sets*, then we can define a mapping 77 : (Z, z') -^ {X xY, {x',y')) by 
T](z) = (ai(z), Q2{z)) for all z e Z. 
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For any 2 G Z and aeG, one gets 
r]{az) = {ai{az),a2{az)) 
= ( a a i ( z ) , 002(2)) 
= a{ai{z),a2{z)) 
= 0 (^(2) ) 
which shows that r? is a G-morphism and also r]{z') — {oL\[z'),a2{z')) = {x\y'). 
Therefore 77 is a pointed G-morphism. 
Also, we have 
( P l 0 77)(2) =pi(77(2)) 
= Pl (01(2), 02(2)) 
= ^1(2) 
which implies pyori — ay. Similarly, P20V = <^ 2-
Finally, we show that rj is unique. Suppose, there exists another morphism 
(, : (Z, z') -^ {X xY, {x', y')) in ^-Sets* such that p\o^ = ai and P2 o ^ = a?- Then 
we have 
e(^ ) = {pMz))Maz))) 
= (0:1(2), 02(2)) 
= ri{z) for all 2 G Z 
which implies ^ = -q. This completes the proof. 
Let (X, x') and {Y, y') be two pointed G-sets. Consider the pointed G-subset of 
X xY with the base poiirt (x',y'), consisting of the elements of the type (x, y') and 
(x-', y) for all x e X,y ^Y and denote it by {X + F, (x', ?/')). 
R E M A R K 6 . 2 . 1 . The natural inclusions u^ : (A:,X') -4 (X + y,(x',y')) and 
U2 : {y,y') -^ (AT + y, (x',t/')) are pointed G-morphisms. 
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P R O P O S I T I O N 6 . 2 . 2 . The category ^-Sets* has finite co-products (sums). 
P R O O F . if {X, x') and {Y, y') are two pointed G-sets, then obviously {X+Y, {x', y')) 
is a pointed G-set. Define natural inclusions Ui : {X,x') -> {X + Y, {x',y')) and 
U2 : {Y,y') -^ {X + Y, {x',y')) by ui{x) = (x,j/) and U2{y) = {x',y) for all xe X, 
y & Y which are trivially pointed G-morphisms. We claim that {X + Y,{x\y')) 
together with morphisms Ui and U2 is the categorical co-product (sum) of {X, x') 
and(y,y ' ) . 
Let Qi : {X\x') -^ {Z,z') and a^ : {Y,y') -4 {Z,z') be two morphisms in 
5-Sets*. Define a mapping rj: {X + Y, {x', y')) -> {Z, z') as follows: 
r/(a;',y') = ^^ 
ri{x,y') = oii{x) for all x e X, 
r]{x',y) = a2{y) for all y 6 F. 
For any z ^ Z and a€ G, one gets 
T]{a{x,y')) = r]{ax,ay') 
= rj{ax, y') 
— Qi (ax) 
= a{ai{x)) 
= ar]{x,y'). 
Similarly, 7]{a{x',y)) — ar){x',y). Thus r/ is a G-morphism and as rj{x',y') — z', it 
follows that 77 is a pointed G-morphism. Obviously, r}oui = ai and TJ o U2 — ct2. 
Finally, we show that rj is unique. Suppose, there exists another morphism 
^ : {X + y, {x', y')) -^ {Z, z') in ^-Sets* such that ^ o ui = a i and ^ o ^2 = 0:2- Then 
for any x e X,we have 
{(,oui){x) =ai{x) 
=^ C{ui{x)) = ai{x) 
= ^ ^{x, y') = ^(x, y') for all {x, y')eX + Y 
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For any y G V, one gets 
f{v) = {UioU){y) 
= UiiMy)) 
= My) e Xi 
which yields f{Y) C Xi for each z, {i = 1,2, ...,n) implying thereby 
f{Y) C nXi = X'. Therefore, we can define a mapping 77 : {Y,y') -^ {X',x') 
by v{y) = }{y) for ail y£Y. 
It can be easily shown that 77 is a pointed G-morphism. 
For any y G Y", we get 
{uorj){y) = u{rj{y)) 
= m 
which impUes uorj = f. 
{Y,y') • ^L—> {X',x') 
iXi,x') 
Ui 
{X,x') 
It remains to show that 77 is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
( : {Y, y') -)• {X', x') in gSets such that u o ^  = / . Then we have (u o ^ ){y) = f(y) 
yielding thereby u{^{y)) = T]{y) which gives ^(y) = ?7(y) for all y e F implying 
thereby ^ = rj. This completes the proof. 
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T H E O R E M 6 . 2 . 2 . The category ^-Sets* has arbitrary products. 
P R O O F . Let {(X,,Xi')}ig/ be a family of objects in ^-Sets*. Consider the set 
Y[X,^{f : I -^ UX^ such that f{i) e X, for all i G / } . In view of Theorem 5.2.1, 
the set ( n Xj, 6) is a pointed G-set, where 6 : / —> |J Xj is a trivial mapping defined 
by S{i) = Xt for all z € / . 
For each i e I, there are natural projections Pi : {YlXi,5) -> (Xi,2;/) 
lei 
defined by p,(/) = f{i) for all / e [] ^t- In view of Theorem 5.3.4, pi's are pointed 
te/ 
G-morphism. We claim that (H X,,^) together with the projection mappings {pi}i^i 
te/ 
is the categorical product of the family {Xt}te/ in 5-Sets*. 
Consider {q^ : (X, x') -^ (Xi,x/)} is a family of morphisms in ^-Sets*. Define 
a mapping T] : {X,x') -^ {JJ Xt,5) such that x i-^  r]{x), where T]{X) : I ->• UXj is 
te/ 
defined by {T]{X))(I) = q^{x) for all x e X, i e I. 
For any a E G, one gets 
{T]{ax)){i) = q,(ax) 
= a{T]{x)){i) for all t € / 
which implies T]{ax) = a{r]{x)). Therefore rj is a. G-morphism. 
Also, we have 
ivix'm = q.{x') 
— x^  
= 6{i) for alH e / 
which implies ri[x') — d. Consequently, T? is a pointed G-morphism. 
Moreover, for any x e X and i e I, v/e have 
{Ptor)){x) =p^{T]{x)) 
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implying thereby Pi^r) = q^ i.e., the following diagram 
{X,x') 
commutes. 
For the uniqueness of T], suppose there exists another morphism 
^ : {X,x') -> ( n ^1,5) in 5-Sets* such that Pi o ^ = q^ for all t e I. Then we 
have 
t e / 
=^ (^(.x))(z) = rj{x){z) 
=^ ^(.T) = T]{x) for all a; e X 
which yields ^ = 77. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 2 . 3 . The category ^-Sets* has arbitrary co-products (sums). 
P R O O F . Let {{Xi,Xi')}i^i be a family of objects in ^-Sets*. Consider a set 
IJXt together base point x' such that we identify each x / with x', then in view of 
Theorem 2.2.10, obviously {[jXi,x') is a pointed G-set. 
For each z G / , define natural inclusions tx, : {Xi,x/) -^ {[jXi,x') by •u,(x) = x 
for all X G X^ Trivially Ut's are pointed G-morphism. We claim that {\jXi,x') 
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together with the natural inclusions {M,}ie/ is the categorical co-product (sum) of 
the family {X^,x^') in ^-Sets*. 
Consider {QI : (X,,a;,') -)• {Y,y')} is a family of morphisms in ^-Sets*. Define a 
mapping 77: {[jX„x') -^ [Y,]/) by ?7(x) = q^{x) for all xe X^,ie I. 
For any a G G, we get 
T]{ax) = qx{ax) 
= o.{qt{x)) 
= a(rj(x)) 
which shows that 77 is a G-morphism and also ri{x') = Tjix'^) = Qt(x/) = y'. There-
fore, T; is a pointed G-morphism. 
Moreover, for any x e A'j, we have 
{r]ou,){x) = r]{u^{x)) 
= rj{x) 
which implies rj o Ui = Qi i.e., the following diagram 
tl; 
( A J , Xi j 
X 
commutes. 
\ 
-> {Y,y') 
It remains to show that r] is unique. Suppose there exists another morphism 
^ : ((J Xi, x') -^ {Y, y') such that ^ o u, = g, for all i E I. Then we have 
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{(, o Ui){x) = qi{x) 
=^ ^{Ui{x)) = r]{x) 
=4> ^(x) = T]{x) for all X e Xi 
which gives C = 7^- This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 2 . 4 . The category g-Sets* has equalizers. 
P R O O F . Ua,0 -. {X, x') -^ (V, y') are two morphisms in ^-Sets*, then we have two 
morphisms a, /3 : X -)• K in ^-Sets. In view of Theorem 3.3.1, the equalizer of Q, 0 
is (K",i), where K ^ {x e X \ a{x) = (3{x)} C X and in view of Proposition 3.3.1, 
AT is a G-subset of X under the mapping (p : G x K ^ K define by ^{g, k) = gk for 
all g e G, k e K. Also, we get 4>{g, x') = gx' = x' and hence {K, x') is a pointed 
G-subset of {X,x'). 
Furthermore, i : K -^ X is an inclusion morphism in ^-Sets and also z(x') = x' 
which shows that i is a pointed G-morphism. 
The above discussion yields that in the category ^-Sets* 
(AVr') ^ (X,.r') ^ {Y,y') = iK,x') -^ {X,x') - ^ {Y,y'). 
Let there be a morphism u : {Z, z') -^ {X, x') in ^-Sets* such that 
(Z,^') ^ {X^x') ^ (y,y') = {Z,z') - ^ {X^x') -U [Y^y'). 
Then 
Z ^ X ^ Y ^ Z ^ X ^ Y 
holds in ^-Sets. 
Since ^-Sets has equalizers, for the morphism u : Z -> A", we have Im{u) C K 
by Theorem 3.3.1. Therefore, by the universal property of equalizer there exists a 
unique morphism r] : Z -^ K defined by 77(2) = u{z) for edl z & Z in ^-Sets such 
that 
Z^K^X = Z-^X. 
Now, T] is a, G-morphism and also rj(z') — u{z') = x' which show that rj is a. 
pointed G-morphism. Thus, we have 
{Z,z') -^ {K,x') -U (X,x') = {Z,z') ^ (X,x'). 
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This shows that {K,x') together with the morphism i is the equaHzer of the 
pair of morphisms a and /? in ^-Sets*. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 2 . 5 . The category 5-Sets* has co-equalizers. 
PROOF. Let a,p -. {x,x') ^ (y,?/') be a pair of morphisms in ^-Sets*. Let R be 
a relation on Y such that for any yi,y2 G Y, y\Ry2 ^ y\=^ oc{x) and y^ = /?(x) for 
some X E X. Consider a smallest equivalence relation R onY containing R. Then 
in view of Theorem 5.2.3, (YlR, [y!]) forms a pointed G-set. 
Consider the projection mapping p -. (V,y') -^ (V/R, [y']), then in view of 
Theorem 3.3.2, p : V —^  Y/R is the co-equalizer of a and (5 in ^-Sets. Obviously, p 
is a pointed G-morphism such that 
{X,x') - ^ {Y,y') -^ {Y/RAy']) = {X,x') -^ {Y,y') -^ {Y/R,[y']). 
For any {Z,z') G ^-Sets*, let q : (Y^y') -> {Z^z') be another G-morphism such 
that 
(X,x') ^ {Y,y') - ^ {Z,z') = (X,x') A (y,y') ^ ( Z , / ) 
holds in C'-Sets*. Then 
X^Y ^Z^X-^Y ^ Z 
holds in ^-Sets. Therefore, by the universal property of co-equalizer there exists a 
unique morphism T] : Y/R —>• Z defined by r]{[y\) = q{y) for all y G y in ^-Sets such 
that 
Y ^Y/R^Z = Y ^ Z 
implies rj o p = q. 
Now, 97 is a G-morphism and also rjdz']) = q{y') = z' which in turn yields that 
r/ is a pointed G-morphism. Thus, we have 
(r, y') - ^ {Y/R, [y']) -^ (Z, z') = (y, y') -^ (Z, z') ' 
holds in 5-Sets*. This completes the proof. 
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§ 6.3. KERNELS AND CO-KERNELS IN ^-Sets* 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 .3 .1 . Let a -. {X,x') -^ {Y,y') be a morphism in ^-Sets*. Then 
the subset Ker{a) = {x | a{x) — y'} of X is called the kernel of the morphism a. 
D E F I N I T I O N 6.3.2. Leta:{X,x')^ {Y,y') be a morphism in ^-Sets* and ~G 
be a G-equivalence relation on Y. Then the pointed G-set (Y/^G, [V']) is caUed the 
co-kernel of a and is denoted by Coker{a). 
P R O P O S I T I O N 6 .3 .1 . Let a : {X,x') -^ {Y,y') l.e a pointed G-morphism. Then 
Ker{a) is a pointed G-subset of X in ^-Sets*. 
P R O O F , in order to show that Ker{a) is a pointed G-subset of X, define a 
mapping 0 : G x Ker{oi) -> Ker{a) by <p{a, x) = ax for allaeG, x e Ker{a). 
Now, let X G Ker{a). Then we have 
a{x) = y' 
=^ aa{x) = ay' for all a e G 
=^ a{ax) = y' 
implying thereby ax G Ker{a) and henceforth the mapping (p is well defined. 
For any a,b e G and x G X, we get 
<i){ab,x) = {ab)x 
= a{bx) 
= a{(j){b,x)) 
= (l){a,<p{b,x)). 
For the identity element e G G, one gets 
0(e, x) = ex 
— X 
which shows that Ker{a) is a G-subset of X. 
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Further, since / is a pointed G-morphism, then f{x') = y' imphes x' G Ker{a) 
and also for any o 6 G, we get (t){a,x') = ax' — x' which amounts to say that 
{Ker{a),x') is a pointed G-subset of {X,x'). 
T H E O R E M 6 . 3 . 1 . The category ^-Sets* has kernels. 
P R O O F . Let / : {X,x') -4 {Y,y') be a morphism in ^-Sets*. Consider the set 
K = {x \ f{x) = y'} C X, then in view of Proposition 6.3.1, K is a. pointed 
G-set. Let i : {K, x') -^ {X, x') be an inclusion morphism in ^-Sets*. We claim that 
i : {K, x') -4 {X, x') is the kernel of / : {X, x') -^ {Y, y') in ^-Sets*. 
For any x e K, one gets {foi){x) = mx)) 
= fix) 
= y' 
= OKY{X) 
which implies f oi — OKY-
Now, for any object {Z,z') 6 ^-Sets*, let a : {Z,z') -)• {X,x') be a morphism 
in ^-Sets* such that / o a = OZY-
For any z ^ Z, one gets 
{foa){z) = OzY{z) 
=> f{a{z)) = y' 
= ^ a{z) € K 
which yields Im{a) C K. Therefore we can define a mapping 77 : (Z, z') -^ {K,x') 
by r]{z) = a{z) for all z E Z. 
For any z e Z and a e G, we get 
T]{az) = a{az) 
= aa{z) 
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showing that 7; is a G-morphism and also TJ{Z') = Oi{z') — x' which amounts to say 
that 77: {Z, z') -^ {K,x') is a morphism in ^-Sets*. 
Moreover, for any z E Z, we have 
iior)){z) = i{viz)) 
= Q;(Z) 
which impUes iorj = a. 
{K,x') -U {X,x') -U {Y,y') 
X 
(Z, z') 
Finally, in order to show that 77 is unique, suppose there is another morphism 
(, : {Z,z') -^ {K,x') in ^-Sets* such that io^ — a. Then for any z e Z, we have 
{ioO{z) = a{z) 
= ^ ^(C(^)) = rj{z) 
= ^ ^z) = rj{z) 
which implies ^ = 77 and hence the result follows. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 3 . 2 . The category 5-Sets* has co-kernels. 
P R O O F . Let / : {X,x') -^ (y,y') be a morphism in ^-Sets*. Let R he a 
relation on Y such that for any 7/1,7/2 ^ Y, y\Ry2 ^ yi,y2 ^ If^if)- Consider 
a smallest equivalence relation .R on y containing R such that for any 7/1,7/2 € Y, 
7/1^ 7/2 ^7 /1=7/2 or 2/1,^ /2 G If^if)- The equivalence classes [y] under R are given 
by 
\f{x)] = Imf if y = fix) e Imf 
[y] ; 
{y} if y ^ Imf. 
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In view of Theorem 5.2.3, Y/R is a pointed G-set with the base point [y']. 
Since y' = / (x ' ) , it follows that y' G /m( / ) yielding thereby [y'] = Im{f). 
Define a natural mappmg p : iY,y') -^ {Y/R, [y']) hy_p{y) = [y] for all y G F in 
g-Sets*. We claim that p : {Y,y') -^ {Y/R,[y']) is the co-kernel of 
f:iX,x')-^(Y,y')mg-Sets*. 
For any x E X, one gets 
ipof)ix)^p{f{x)) 
- /m( / ) 
= [?/'] 
= C>xy/R(^) 
which implies po f = OXY/R-
For any object {Z,z') e 5-Sets*, let q : {Y,y') -> {Z,z') be a morphism in 
P-Sets* such that qo f — Oxz-
For any x G A", one gets 
(qo/) (x) = Oxz(x) 
= ^ g(/(x)) = z' 
implying thereby f{x) E Ker{q) which gives Im{f) C Ker{q). Therefore we can 
define a mapping -q : Y/R -^ Z by rj{[y]) ~ q{y) for all y EY. 
Let [yi] = [ys] 
2/1 ~ ^ 2/2 
= > yi = 2/2 or ?/i, y2 G Irn{f). 
Now, if i/i = y2, then q{yi) = 9(^2) which implies r/([yi]) = r7([2/2])- Again, if 
2/1,2/2 G / m ( / ) C Ker{q), then g(yi) = 2' = (^2/2) which implies r?([2/i]) = (^[2/2])-
Consequently T] is well defined. 
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For any [y] e Y/R and aeG, one gets 
V{a[y]) = r]{[ay]) 
= 0(9(2/)) 
= a{v{[y\)) 
which shows that 77 is a G-morphism and also r}{[y']) = q{y') = z' which in turn 
yields that rj : {Y/R, [y']) -^ {Z, z') is a inorphism in ^-Sets*. 
Moreover, for any y EY, we have 
{ri o p){y) = r]{p{y)) 
= v{[y]) 
= Q{y) 
which implies T) op = q. 
{X,x') -U (Y,y') -^ {Y/R, lyV 
{Z,z') 
Finally, in order to prove that 77 is unique, suppose there is another morphism 
^ : {Y/R, [y']) -^ {Z, z') in ^-Sets* such that ^op=^q. Then for any y G K, we have 
{^°p){y) = Q{y) 
ap{y)) = v{[y]) 
a[y]) = v{{y]) 
which implies (, = r] and hence the result follows. 
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T H E O R E M 6 . 3 . 3 . in the category ^-Sets* every monomorphism is a kernel. 
P R O O F . Let / •. {X,x') -)• {Y,y') be a monomorphism in 5-Sets*, therefore by 
Corollary 6.1.1, / is injective in ^-Sets*. Then X ~ Im{f) C Y. In view of 
Theorem 6.3.2, p : {Y,y') -^ (Y/R, [y']) is the co-kernel of/ : (X.x') -^ (Y,y') in the 
category ^-Sets* and we have po f - OXY/R- We claim that / : (X,x') -^ (K,y') is 
the kernel of p : (Y, y') -^ {Y/R, [y'\). 
Let a : {Z,z') -^ iY,y') be a morphism in ^-Sets* such that p o a = OZY/R-
Then for any z G Z, we have 
{poa){z) = OzY/R{z) 
=> p{ot{z)) = \y'] = /m( / ) (by Theorem 6.3.2) 
= » \a{z)] = Im{f) 
= ^ a{z) G Im{f) (by Theorem 6.3.2) 
implying thereby Im{a) C Im{f). Therefore we can define a mapping 
r) : (Z, z') ->• (X, .T') by r]{z) = x where f{x) = Q;(2). 
Here, it may be noted that x is unique in view of the injectivity of / , therefore 
the mapping r; is well defined. 
For any a ^ G, we have 
a(az) = a{a{z)) 
= a{f{x)) 
= fiax) 
which amounts to say that T](az) — ax — 0(77(2)) implying thereby that 77 is a 
G-morphism and also ot{z') = y' = f{x') yields T]{Z') = x'. Consequently, 77 is a 
morphism in ^-Sets*. 
Moreover, for any z G Z, we get 
{forj){z) = fiv{z)) 
= m 
= a{z) 
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implying thereby f or] = a. 
Finally, in order to prove that rj is unique, suppose there is another morphism 
^ : (Z, z') -^ {X, x') in ^-Sets* such that fo^ = a. Then fo^ = for] which imphes 
^ = r/ as / is left cacellable. This completes the proof 
§ 6.4. SPECIAL BEHAVIOUR OF ^-Sets^ 
T H E O R E M 6 . 4 . 1 . The category ^-Sets* has puUbacks. 
P R O O F , in view of Proposition 6.2.1 and Theorem 6.2.4, the category 5-Sets* has 
finite products and equalizers. Therefore, ^-Sets* has puUbacks [5, Theorem 3 9] 
As in view of Proposition 6.2.2 and Theorem 6 2 5, the category ^-Sets* has 
finite co-products and co-equalizers, we have 
T H E O R E M 6 . 4 . 2 . The category ^-Sets* has pushouts 
T H E O R E M 6 . 4 . 3 . The categoiy ^-Sets* is left complete 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 6.2.2 and Theorem 6 2 4, the category ^-Sets* has 
arbitrary products and equalizers Therefore, the category ^-Sets* is left complete 
[20, pp 26] 
T H E O R E M 6 . 4 . 4 . The categoiy ^-Sets* IS right complete 
P R O O F , in view of Theorem 6.2.3 and Theorem 6 2 5, the categoiy gSets* has 
arbitrary co-products and co-equalizers. Therefore, the categoiy ^-Sets* is right 
complete [20, pp 26]. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 4 . 5 . The category ^-Sets* is complete 
P R O O F . Follows from Theorem 6 4 3 and Theorem 6 4 4 [20, pp 26] 
T H E O R E M 6 . 4 . 6 . The category gSets* is finitely complete 
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P R O O F , in view of Proposition 6.2.1 and Theorem 6.2.1, the category ^-Sets* has 
finite products and finite intersections. Therefore, the category ^-Sets* is finitely 
complete [43, Corollary 2.6]. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 4 . 7 . The category gSets* is normal. 
P R O O F . Since, the category ^-Sets* has zero object, therefore the proof follows 
from Theorem 6.3.1, Theorem 6.3.2 and Theorem 6.3.3. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 4 . 8 . The category g-Sets* is factorizable. 
P R O O F , in view of the above Theorem 6.4.7, the category P-Sets* is normal, 
therefore it is factorizable [5, Theorem 4.8]. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1977, K. Iseki, provided some informations about BCK-categories in his 
paper "Some topics from the category of BCK-algebra", Maths. Sem. Notes 
Vol.5(1977). Here we have studied some more categorial concepts such as product, 
co-product, equalizers and co-eqalizers etc. and obtained that the category of 
BCK-algebras is balanced and complete. 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2 .1 . Let X be a set with binary operation '• ' and a constant 0, then 
X is called BCK-algebra if the following axioms are satisfied for all x,y,z € X: 
1. (x * y) • ( i • z) < z-ky 
2. X* (x*y) < y 
3. X < X 
4. 0 < x 
5 - x < ( / , y < x = > x = y 
6. X < y if and only if x • y = 0 
Definition 2.2. A nonempty subset A of BCK-algebra X is called an ideal if 
1. OeA 
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2. y * X e i4 and xE A^ye A. 
A proper ideal is said to be maximal if it is not properly contained in any 
ideal of X. 
Definition 2.3. Let X and Y be BCK-algebras. A mapping f : X -^Y \s called 
a BCK-homomorphism, if for every pair xi, X2 € X, f{xi * X2) = fix\) * /(xa)-
Remark 2.1. If / : X -> V is a BCK-homomorphism, then 
1. / ( 0 ) = 0 
2. if xi < X2 then / (x i ) < /(X2) i-e. every homomorphism is isotone. 
Definition 2.4. Let / : A" -^ y be a homomorphism, then kernel of / is defined 
by {x € X\f{x) = 0 for all x e X} and is denoted by ker f. 
Proposit ion 2.1. U f : X -^ Y is a BCK-homomorphism then kerf is an ideal. 
BCK-category 
Consider the class of all BCK-algebras as the class of objects of the category 
and the class of all homomorphisms between BCK-algebras as the class of mor-
phisms of the category. This collection forms a category, we call this category as 
the category of BCK-algebras and denote it as QcK-
Speacial objects and morphisms in QcK 
The set Z = {0} trivially form a BCK-algebra i.e. Z e ^CK-
For any other object X € QcK, there is only one morphism Z -* X ; 0 -^ 0 
and also there is only one morphism X -^ Z i.e. x -> 0 for all x e X. Thus ^CK 
has zero object Z 
Definition 2.5. A morphism f : X -> Y in category &CK 'S called a zero 
morphism if and only if / factors through Z, i.e. X-^Y = X^Z-^Y. 
Proposit ion 2.2. A morphism in ^CK is monomorphism if and only if ker f is 
trivial. 
Proof. Let f : X -^Y such that kerf = {0} and fh = fk for some h,k : A-^ X, 
i.e. 
f{h(a)) = f{k{a)) for all a e A. 
As 
f{h{a))ic f{k{a)) = 0 (since x * x = 0 in fic/r) 
=^ f[h{a) * k{a)] = 0 (since / is homomorphism) 
=^ h{a) * kia) = 0 
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therefore, h{a) * k{a) € kerf = {0} 
=> h{a) * k{a) = 0 (since / is homomorphism) 
=^ h{a) < k{a) (i) 
Now, f{k(a)) = fih{a)) for all a € >i 
and fik{a) * f{h{a)) = 0 (By the definition of BCK-algebra) 
=> f[k{a)*h{a)] = 0 
=> k{a)* h{a) £ kerf 
=> k{a) * h{a) = 0 (as ker f is trivial) 
=> k{a) < h{a) for all a£ A (n) 
from (i) and (ii) we get h{a) = k{a) for all a e A. 
Hence if fh = fk, then h = k i.e. / is monomorphism. 
Conversely, suppose f : X -^ Y he & monomorphism and kernel of / is 
non-trivial. Then there exists x e kerf such that x ^ 0. 
Consider maps; i: kerf —> X such that i(x) = x for all x € ker f. 
and jf : ker f -^ X such that j{x) = 0 for all x € kerf. 
i f i f 
Hence kerf —> X —^ Y = kerf —>• X —> Y => i = j (as / is mono). 
Which is contradiction of our supposition. Hence ker f is trivial. 
Proposition 2.3. A morphism f : X -^Y in QcK is epimorphism iff it is onto. 
Proof. Let / : X -> F be a onto morphism in QcK s.t. hf = kf for some h, k : 
Y ^M. 
As / is onto, therefore, for every y € K, there exists x £ X such that / (x) = y. 
Now h{y) = hif(x)) = k{f{x)) = k{y) (as y = f(x)) 
=>• h.{y) = k{y) for all y € Y. i.e.hf = kf =>• h = k. so f is 
epimorphism. 
Conversely, let f : X —> Y is an epimorphism but not onto, then there exists 
y' €Y such that y' ^ f{x) for any x e X. 
Define ly -Y -^ Y as identity morphism and k :Y —^Y such that 
'"^y' - \ 0 if y' = y 
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Here we will consider Y as BCK-algebra in which operation is defined as 
follows: 
i * y if x,y^y' 
x*y={x if x^y',y = y' 
0 if X = y 
Now we get, 
X-UY-^Y = XMY-!^Y 
=> ly = k since / is epimorphism in QcK-
But ly 7^  k, which is a contradiction. Hence / must be onto. 
Definition 2.6. A morphism f : X -^ Y in QcK is called an isomorphism iff 
there exists a morphism g :Y -^ X such that go f = Ix and f og = ly-
Category QcK is balEmced: 
Proposi t ion 2.4. Every isomorphism is a monomorphism in QcK-
Proof. Let f : X -^ Y he an isomorphism in QcK, thus there exists g :Y ^ X 
such that go f = Ix and f og = ly. 
Let a e kerf {a is an arbitrary element), then 
(ffo/)(a) = gifia)) = 5(0) = 0 (since /(a) = 0) (i) 
But 
g o / = / x = ^ ( 9 o / ) ( a ) = a (") 
from (i) and (ii) we get a = 0 => ker f = {0}. 
Hence, / is monomorphism in QcK-
Proposi t ion 2.5. Every isomorphism is an epimorphism in QcK-
Proof. Let f : X -> Y he a.n isomorphism in in &CK- So, there exists a 
morphism, g -.Y -^ X such that go f = Ix and f og = ly. 
For any element b eY we have, ( / o g){b) = Iy{b) = b, i.e. 
figib)) = b 
=^ fix'] = b (as gib) ^ x'e X) 
So, / is onto => / is an epimorphism in &cK-
Proposit ion 2.6. A morphism f : X —^ Y which is mono and epi both, is an 
isomorphism in QcK-
Proof, Since / is mono, so kerf = {0}, further, f : X -^ Y is epi i.e. Y = Imf. 
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Define a funtion g : Y -^ X such that g{b) = a for all b eY. 
Where, b = f(a). For 61,62 e y ;5 (^ i ) = ai .^ l fe) = 02 
=> / ( o i ) = 6i a n d / ( a 2 ) = 62 
Since 61 ^62 = / ( a i ) * / ( o 2 ) = / ( a i ^02) => bi * b2 = f {ai-k a2) 
=> 5(61*62) = oi *a2 = p(6i) *5(62) =^ g is a morphism in fic/c-
Now, {gof){a) = a for all a G A' => gof-Ix 
Also ( / 0 5)(6) = /(ff(6)) = / ( a ) = 6 i.e. ( / o5 ) (6 ) = 6 V 6 e y 
=^ f ° 9 ~ ly- Hence / is an isomorphism. 
T h e o r e m 2.7. Category &CK is balanced. 
Proof. By Preposition 2.5 and 2.6. 
C o m p l e t e n e s s of QQK 
Definit ion 2 . 7 ( P r o d u c t ) . Let {Ma}a&i be a family of BCK-algebras. Consider 
the set of all functions f : I ^ UMa, a e I such that f{a) e Ma, we denote it 
by TtMa, a e I. For any f,g€ nMa, we define 
f *g{a) - f{a)-kg{a) in M Q and 0 : / -> UM^ such that 
0 ( Q ) = 0 € Ma 
With respect to the above operations, 7rM„ forms a BCK-algebra. 
Projection in TTMQ is defined as follows; 
For any a G / , we have Pa • T^M^ -> Ma such that Pa{f) = / ( " ) V / G TTMQ. 
Now, 
PcU*9) = ( / * 9 ) ( a ) = /( t t )*9(f^) = P a ( / ) * P a ( 5 ) 
=> PM*9) = Paif)*Pa{9), Pa is Called projection. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .8 . The object TrM^ together with projections, PQ : TTA/Q -> M Q 
is the product of the family {Ma}a€i i" QcK-
Proof . Consider the family {rja : X -> Ma}ael in i^ CA"- Now define a function 
Tj : X -^ TTMQ such that V x G X, T?(X) : / -^ UMa i.e. T?(x)(Q!)=77a(a;) V Q G / . 
Moreover, (77(xi * X2)l(a)=T;Q(xi * X2) = T;a(xi) • r?a(x2) = T7(xi)(a) * T^(x2)(a) 
=> [77(11 *i2)](a)=T;(xi)(Q) *T7(x2)(a) V a G / => T; is a homomorphism. 
For any a G / and x E X 
(PQ O T]){X) = Pa(r?(x)) = r]a{x). 
i.e. (PQ O ' ? ) (X) = T]a{x) y X G X and a e I. 
^ (Pa OT]) = ria{x) V a G / . 
By the constrution it can be easily seen that 77 is unique. 
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Hence TTMQ together with pa • i^Ma -> Ma is the product of the family 
{Ma}ael in &CK-
Theorem 2.9. The category QcK has products. 
Dually, the category has co-product[6]. 
Equalizers in QcK- Let f,g : M -¥ N he morphisms in 6cK-
Consider the subset K — {x \ x e M with f{x) = g{x)}, K i^^. 
Since /(O) = 0 = g(0) i.e. 0 € A'. 
Let xi,X2eK ^ / (x i ) = g( i i ) and /(x2) = g{x2) 
f{xi * X2) = / (xi) * /(x2) = g{xi) * g{x2) = / (xi • xa) => xi • X2 € K 
This shows that K is a. sub-algebra of M with the property 
K^M~UN = K-^M-^N 
Let u : X -^ M be any other morphism in &CK such that 
X^MMN = X-^M^N 
i.e. (f ov){x) =• {gov){x),y X € X 
=J> /(u(x)) = g{v{x)) V X 6 X =» v(x) € K, for all x € X 
Now, we can define rj : X -^ K such that T){X) = •u(x) V i € X. It is trivial 
that 77 is a morphism in QcK such that 
X - ^ / r - ^ M = X ^M 
Hence, K together with morphism u : /f -> A/ is the equalizer of / and g in 
B<7/<-. Hence we have, 
Proposition 2.10. In &CK, every pair of morphisms has equalizer. 
Theorem 2.11. QcK is a complete category. 
Proof. Since QcK has products and equalizers. 
Theorem 2.12. QcK has pull backs. 
Proof. Since QcK is complete. 
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Abstract. Some functorial properties of BCI and BCK-Structures by p-radicals have been studied. 
1. In t roduct ion 
The notion of BCK-algebra was projKised by Imai and Iseki in 1966 (4). In th^-^ame year, Iseki 
mtroducal the ncjtion of a BCI-algcbra [5], whirh is a generahzation of a BCK-algebra. In this 
paper we study some fiinctoriHl properties of BCI and BCK structures, "A structure will have a 
functorial property if a functor can be obtained thro\igh it". In fact we have constructed some functors 
by p-radicals in BCI and BCK-Structures. 
2. Preliminaries 
To avoid unneeessarv bulk, we give here only some basic concepts of BCI and BCK-algebras. For categorical 
(oncei)ts we refer the readers to [1]. 
Definition 2,1.[5] Let X be a set with binary operation '*' and a constant 0, then X is called BCI-algebra 
if the following axioni.s are satisfied for all .r,y,z € X : 
(i) (x * y) * (.T * z) < : * .v, 
(ii) X * (.r * (/) < / / , 
{Hi) X < .r, 
(iv) X < 0 =>• .c = 0, 
(v) X < y and y < x ==>• x = y, 
(vi) X < y •;=> x * y = 0. 
If we replace axiom(tv) by 0 < i , X is called BCK-jJgebra. 
Definition 2.2.(7] Let X and Y be BCI-algebras. A mapping / : X -4 y is called BCI-homomorphism if 
for all x,y e X. 
nx*y)^nx)*f{y). 
Similarly, we can define BCK-homomorphism. 
Keywords and phrases : B(.v;category of BCI-algebras, BCK-homomorphism and p-radical. 
AMS Subject Classification : 18A20, 18D05, 06F35. 
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Definition 2.3.(8) Let X be a BCK-algebra, the p-radical of X is the set, 
X, = {x € X/x > 0}. 
The p-raclical X+ is an ideal of X and it is a BCK-algebra. li f : X -* Y is a BCI-homomorphism then 
f(X+) C y,.. 
Definition 2.5.(7] We can define a category of BCI-algebras by taking the class of all BCI-algebras as the 
class of objects of the category and the class of all BCI-homomorphisms as the class of tnorphisms of the 
category. 
It is denoted by Bci-
3. Main Results 
Lemma J . l . If / : X -> F is a homomorphism in Bci then /+ : X+ -> YV defined by /+(a:) = f{x) is a 
homomorphism in BCK-
Lemma 3.2. If Jx : X -^ X is em identity homomorphism in Bci then /x+ : X+ -»• y+ is an identity 
homomorphiam in BCK-
Lemma 3.3. If / : X -> V and g : Y -* Z sic homomorphisms in Bci then /+ : X+ -» Y+ and 
p+ :. y+ -> Z^ are homomorphisms in BCK *tid (g o f)^ : X+ —> Z -^ is homomorphism such that 
( s ° / ) + =9-1 °/f-
Proof. 
( s ° / ) + ( x ) = i9of)ix) 
= glfix)] 
= 3(/+(x)! 
= 9+l/+(x)l 
= (g+of+)(x) V x e X + 
Hence we have. 
{g°f)+ = 9+°f+ 
Now, using the Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, we can define a co-variant functor, 
R-.BCI^ BCK 
such that 
« ( X ) = X + VXeBci 
and 
« ( / ) = /+ V / e B c / 
Theorem 3 .1 . If / : X -> y is a monomorphism then /+ : X+ -> y+ is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Let / : X -> y is a monomorphism and gu ff2 : Af -> X+ be a pair of BCK-homomorphisms such 
that f+ogi = f^o pj. 
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Consider the inclusion maps X+ —y X and VV —' Y represented by the same symbol i. then 
f / o il o p, = (j o /•+ ) o (71 = ( 7 0 / 4 ) 0 7_> = C f o i) o (Jo =^ f o (1 o qi) = f 0(1 o q-i) 
=*' i°91 = i°92 (As / is mono.) 
==*• .91 = 92 (As 1 is an inclusion map) 
So. f+ oq] = /+ o 91 = > (ji = (72 = ^ f, is a inoiiomorphism. 
Corollary 3.1. The functor R: Bri -> BCK >S a mono functor. 
Since for any BCI-algebra X, the p-radical X+ of X is an ideal. So we can always form a quotient 
BCI-algebra X/X,. 
Theorem 3.2. If / : .Y —>• K is a BCI-homomorphism then f(X+) C Y+ and the mapping 
/ : X/X+ -*• Y/Y+ defined by f{Cx) = C/d) is a BCI-homomorphism. 
Proof. Let C j , , d^ 6 X/^+ be two elements, then 
fiCr. * Cr,) = f(Cr,,r.) (SinCe Cr, * Cr, = T^.-r.) 
= C/(xi)*/(xa) (Since / is a homomorphism) 
= f{C.,)*f{C.,) 
Thus f(CT,*Cif) = f{Ci,)*f{Cr,) implies that / is a BCI-homomorphism, which completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.2. li Ix • X -^ X \s the identity homomorphism in Bci then Ix^ : .if/X+ -> X/X+ is also 
identity homomorphism. 
Proposition 3.1. li f : X ^ Y and (7: y -> Z are BCI-homomorphism then 9° f - g° f-
Proof. Let d € X/X^. be any element then, 
9 ° / (C 'T) = C(^f)(x) 
= 9{C,w) 
= -9(f{Cr)) 
= 'io f(Cr) V CrG .V/X. 
Therefore 
(/ o f - (7 o ^ 
N'ow by using Theorem 3.2, Proposition 3.1 antl Corollary 3.2 we can define a covnriant fimctor as 
fnllowK-
F • Br, -^ Br, 
KP, '^l-.hhr.r K'.'p.ir, .,,7,1 fT •'•! . \r,:l,h„hi;,. 
such tha t 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .2 . Thp fiuvh>r F : Dri -^ Br-i b nn ppi-fiiiirtnr. 
Proof: Let / : X -> V be an cpimorphism then for any y &Y there exists x e X siuli that / ( x ) = y. 
Now let / : XIX ^ ->• V/y'i and rhoose anv C , 6 WK4 then f beine an epinioriihistn. Wo linve 
Cy = C/^j) =)> for any Cy € y/VV there exists C i € X / X + such tha t / (Cx) = C/;^) = Cy. 
Hpnre f • X/X, —» V/yp is an ontri mnrpbi'sm ^^i- F • Br-/ —» B r ' is an fpi-fnnctnr 
d! RK-th. T.S. : O ' W n n r . . I,r.Ti<^an. \ .Y . (19«6^. 
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which gives C = ^• 
Similarly, for any y G y , we have 
(Cow2)(y) = a2(y) 
= » ^(My)) = oi2iy) 
= > ax',y) = ri{x',y) iora\lix\y)eX + Y 
which gives ^ = rj and consequently 77 is unique. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 2 . 1 . The category ^-Sets* has finite intersections. 
P R O O F . Let {ui : (X,, x') -^ {X, x')\i = 1,2,. ., n} be a family of sub-objects of an 
object (X,x') in ^-Sets* where M/S are inclusion mappings which are 
n 
trivially pointed G-morphisms. Consider the set X' = f] Xi. In view of 
1=1 
Proposition 5.2.6, X' is a pointed G-set with the basepoint x'. Hence, 
{X',x') e gSets*. Let u : {X',x') -> (X,x') defined by u{x) = x for all x e X', 
be a morphism in ^-Sets*. We claim that X' together with u : {X',x') —>• {X,x') is 
the intersection of the family of sub-objects {u^ : {X^,x') -> {X, x') \ i = 1,2,..., n} 
in ^-Sets*. 
Consider morphisms Vi : (X^x') —>• {Xi,x') defined by i'i(x) = x for all x 6 X', 
i = 1,2,..., n. Trivially Uj's are G-morphisms and also Vi{x') — x'. Therefore Wj's are 
pointed G-morphisms. 
For any a; G X, we have 
{U^ OVi){x) = U•,{v^{x)) 
X 
= u{x) 
which implies Ui o Vi = u. 
Now, for any object Y e ^-Sets, let / : {¥, y') -> {X, x') be a morphism in 
^-Sets* which factors through each Ui i.e., f = UiO f^. 
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Abstrac t . In this paper, we study some results on exact sequences n' llie categorj of BCl-algebra witli 
regular inorphisiiis 
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 
In 1966, K Iseki (IJ introduced the notion of a BCI-ilgebia which is a generahzation of a BCK-algebra The 
category of BCK-algebra with regular morphisms has been studied b> Zaidi and KhaiilS) In this paper "Ae 
obtain some results on exact bpciiiences in D(^n,^ 
2. P r e l i m i n a r i e s 
Definit ion 2.1.[ l ] Let A' be a set with binary operation '*' and a constant 0 Then X is called BCI-algebra 
if the following eocioins are satisfied for all i , y, z e X 
(') (x * y) * {x * z) < z * y, 
(ji) x*{ir*y) <y 
(iJl) T < X, 
(llj) T < 0 = > T = 0 
( t ) L < y .uid y < I => 1 = y, 
{vi) r £ V *=*• X * y = 0 
Defin i t ion 2.2.(5] Let A' and Y be BCI-algobias Then a mapping / A" -> V is called BCI-homomorplusm 
if 
/ ( T * J/) = / ( I ) . / ( i / ) Va yeX 
We shall denote the categon of BCI-algebra.s b) Be i 
Def in i t ion 2.3.[3] A moiphisni / A -> V in category Bci is called regular morphism if Im(f) is an ideal 
Now we dehne the categoi\ of BCI-algebras «ith regular moiphisms as follows 
Definit ion 2.4.(5] A sub-tategory of the category Bci can be constructed b> taking the cla.ss of all BCI-
algebras as the class of objects of the category and t he class of all regular morphisms as the class of morphisms 
of the category We call this category as the category of BCI-algebras with regular morphisms and it is 
denoted b\ B(-nr) 
KevTvords and phrases BCI-algebrab regular morphisms BCI-homomorphism and regular morphism 
A M S Subject ClassiBcation ISA20,18D05,Q6F35 
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3. Main Results 
L B-^C-
Theorem 3.1. The sequence 
in DCI(T) is exact if and only if 
(a) gof = 0 
(b) If /i : B -4 y is a inorphism in Bc/(r)i with hof = 0, then there exists a unique homomorphism 
1^: C -^Y such that /jujg = h i.e., the diagram, 
commutes. 
Proof. Assume that the sequence 
AJ^B-^C 
is exact in 5c/(r)i then Im(/)=ker(p) s=» j o / = 0. If / i : B -+ y is a morphism in BCI(T) with hoj = 0, 
then Im(/) C ker(/i)=* ker(^) C ker(/»). The sequence 
X Jlf B - ^ C —» 0 
is exact = * g is epic. Hence, there exists a unique inorphism {i.C -^Y such that ^tog = h. 
Conversely, if (a) and (6) hold, then to show that the sequence 
A - ^ B-2-f C —+ 0 
is exact. By (<i) go} — o = * Im(/) C ker(9). Since / is a morphism in the category Bci{r)i so Im(/) is an 
ideal of B = * B/Im{f) is a BCI-algebra. Therefore, we have a natural morphism t j : B -4 B/Irn{f) with 
ijof = 0. By (6), there exists a morphism n:C-* B/lm{f) in Bc/(r) such that the diagram. 
U B 3 . 
BllmU) 
commutes i.e., fj/jg = r\. 
Also, ker(j) C ker(/ios)=ker(rj)!=Im(/) : ^ ker(j) C Iin(/). Thus we have Im(/)=ker(5). 
Now to show that 9 is an epimorphism. Let >;i,rK : C -f y be morphisms in B(7/(r) such that riiog = ryiog : 
B-^Y. 
Now, we put h = i;iop = rftoj •.B-^Y=^hof = {viog)of = moigof) - 0 (since gof = 0 by (o)). By (6), 
it follows that h must be factored through g uniquely. But we have h = i]iog = iftoy : B -*Y =*• 171 = T^, 
therefore, g is epic. 
Which completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.2. The sequence 
in Bci(r) is exact if and only if 
(a) gof = 0 
^ B - ^ 
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(b) If /i : X -» B is a BCI-homomorpliism with goh = 0, then there exists a unique BCI-hoinomorpbistn 
rj: X -* A such that the diagram, 
coniniutes. 
Proof. Assume that the sequence 
0 — > > 1 - ^ B 
is exact in jBc/(r|i 'hen Im(/)=ker(p) =*• gof = 0. 
Now the moi-phism h : X -* B with goh = 0 = * Im(/0 C ker(ff)=Im(/) = * Im(/>) C Im(/). Since / is 
monic so there exists a unique nioi-phisni T): X -^ A such that the diagram, 
commutes. 
Conversely, if (a) and (6) hold, then to show that the sequence 
Q—*A-UB-UC 
is exact. By (a), gof = 0 = ^ In»(/) C ker(s). Suppose ker(p)=X, then the sequence X - ^ B —* C is 
exact, where t is the inclusion map. Thus pot =: 0. Hence (b) implies that there exists a unique morphism 
rj: X -* A such that for) = i. So we have, ker(p)=Im{»)=Im(/o»j) C Im(/). Hence Im(/)=ker(p) = * the 
sequence 0 —> A - ^ B - ^ C is exact at B. 
Lastly, to show that / is monic. Let there be two morphisins gi^gi: X -* A such that fogi = /oj2- On 
putting /i = fog\ we have goh = {gof)ogi = 0, by (6) we have pi = 52 . therefore, / is a monomorphism. 
Theorem 3.3. Let 
X ^ Y -^ Z 
0 -^ A M B -^ C 
be a commutative diagram in the category Bc/(r) sucli that the upper row is semi exact and the lower row 
is exact. Then, there exists a unique morphism i): X -* Am Bp/j^) such that the diagram, 
X ^ Y JU Z 
i-? ih ip 
0 —> /I -U B A c 
is commutative. 
Proof. Let the diagram, 
X ^ Y -^ Z 
ih 4-p 
0 —* A -U B -U C 
22 Shabbir Khitn and Gulam Mubiuddin 
be commutative. Then, (50/1)00 = (poj3)0ot = po(/?0o) = poO = 0 (as the upiier row is semi exact 
i.e.,/Joo=0). 
= > (po/i)oa = 0 =N ffo(/M>tt) = 0 =*• Im(/ioo) is contained in kei(y)=Im(/). Since the sequence 
0 —> A -^ B - ^ C is exact ^ / is a monomorphism, there exists a unique honiomorphism T) : X -* A 
such that the diagram, 
X -^ Y -^ Z 
iV i/i Ip 
0 —. ^ -U D - ^ C 
is commutative. 
Theorem 3.4. Let 
A -U B -^ C —»0 
X a 
be a commutative diagram in the category Bp/j,) such that tlie upper row is exact and tlie lower row is 
semi ex2M;t. Then, there exists a unique BCI-homomorphism 6 : C -* Z such that the diagram, 
A M B 
iq i'l 
X -^ Y 
-^ C 
19 
^ Z 
is commutative. 
Proof. Let the diagram, 
A -U B -^ C 
iq irh 
X - ^ \ 3 
be commutative in the category BCI{T)- Then, l)o{hof) — jio{aoq) = {0oa)oq = Ooq = 0 (as the lower row 
is semi exact i.e./3oa=0). 
=^ 0o(hof) = 0 = * (6nh)of = 0 = * Im(/) C ker(/3o/i). Since the sequence A -^ B -^ C —>Ois exact 
= > ker(5) C ker(/jo/i) and g is an epimorphism, thus tliere exists a unique morphism 6 : C -^ Z such that 
the diagram 
->0 A -
Iq 
X -! 
U B 
ih 
U Y 
-^ C 
;( 
-i. z 
is commutative. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we study functors by retractions and co-retractions on 
BCI-algebras. Further, some functors by filters, prime ideals and self maps on 
BCK-algebras are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of BCK-algebra was originated by Imai and Iseki [6]. Later on, Iseki 
[7] introduced the notion of a BCI-algebra as a generalization of a BCK-algebra. 
A series of interesting notions concerning BCI-algebras were introduced. Several 
papers have been written on various aspects of these algebras and their relations to 
other algebraic structures have been studied (see [9,10,11,12]). 
Iseki and Thaheem [14] proved that if X is an associative BCI-algebra, then 
End{X)\ the set of all BCI-homomorphisms on X, is also a BCI-algebra. They also 
proved that for any 61,62 G End{X), ^1 • 2^ G End{X) together with the mapping 
6^icd2:X^X defined by (^ 1 • 62){x) = 6i{x) • 62{x) for all x e X. 
In developing an algebraic theory of BCK-algebras, the notion of ideals has 
played an important role. The theory of ideals has been developed by Iseki [8] and 
extensively studied by several authors. Deeba [4] introduced the notion of filters as 
a dual to the concept of ideals of BCK-algebras and proved that if Pi, P2 and P3 are 
prime ideals of a bounded commutative BCK-algebra X, then X-Pi, X-P2 and X-F3 
will be the corresponding filters of X. Thus there is a one to one correspondence 
between the ideals and filters of a bounded commutative BCK-algebra. Moreover, 
if P is a prime ideal of X and x e P, then Nx e ( X - P ) , the corresponding filter 
of the ideal P . 
Kondo [15] defined a left map l^. on a positive implicative BCK-algebra A' and 
proved that if X is a positive implicative BCK-algebra, then the set of all left maps 
^Key words and phrases: BCK-homomorphism, bounded commutative BCK-algebra and 
BcK{i+)', category of positive implicative BCK-algebras. 
^AMS Subject Classification(2000):18A20, 18D05, 06F3.5. 
L{X) is also a positive implicative BCK-algebra. 
Motivated from [4, 14, 15], we study functorial properties of BCK and BCI-
structures in view of the fact that a structure has a functorial property if a functor 
can be defined by it. In particular, we construct some functors using the functorial 
properties of BCK and BCI-structures such as retractions, co-retractions, filters, 
prime ideals and self maps. 
2. PreliminEiries 
In this section, we recall the following aspects of the theory of BCK and BCI-
algebras that are necessary for the development of this paper from [9, 13, 14, 16]. 
For background information on categories and functors we refer the reader to [1]. 
Let A" be a set with binary operation '•' and a constant 0, then X is called 
BCI-algebra if the following axioms are satisfied for all x,y,z G X: 
{i) (x * y) * {x * z) < z * y, 
{ii) X* {x *y) <y, 
( m ) X < X, 
(iv) X <0 => X = 0, 
{v) X <y and y < x = ^ x = y, 
{vi) X < y '^=> x-ky = 0. 
If we replace axiom(zy) by 0 < x, X is called BCK-algebra. 
A BCK-algebra X is said to be commutative i fxAy = yAx, where x Ay = 
y-k{y-kx). 
A BCK-algebra X is said to be bounded if there is an element 1 in X such that 
X < 1 for all X ^ X. In a bounded BCK-algebra, we denote 1 • x by N^-
A BCK-algebra X is said to be positive implicative if (x*2)*(y*2) = {x-ky)-kz 
for all x,y,z e X. 
Let X be a positive implicative BCK-algebra. A self map l^ : X ^- X defined 
by lx{t) = x-kt for al\t € X,is called a left map of X. The composition of left maps 
is defined by Ixoly = l^^y for all x, y € X. 
A non-empty subset / of BCK-algebra X is said to be an ideal of X if 
(i) 0 € / , 
(n) X e 7 and y-k x £ I imply that y G / . 
An ideal / of a commutative BCK-algebra X is said to be prime if x Ay £ I 
implies x £ I ox y £ I. 
A non-empty set F of BCK-algebra X is said to be a filter of X if 
(i) X £ F and y > x imply that y E F 
(n) X £ F and y £ F imply that ^/6{x, y} G F . 
Let X and Y be BCI-algebras (BCK-algebras). Then a mapping f : X -^ Y is 
called BCI-homomorphism (BCK-homomorphism) if 
f{x-ky) = f{x)*f{y) for all X, ?/G X. 
The category of BCI-algebras can be constructed by taking the class of all 
BCI-algebras as the class of objects of the category and the class of all BCI-
homomorphisms as the class of morphisms of the category. We shall denote the 
category of BCI-algebras by Bci-
Similarly, the category of BCK-algebras is constructed and denote it by BCK-
3. Functors by Ret rac t ions and Co-retract ions 
Consider the category B(,.) in which the objects of the category are associative 
BCI-algebras and morphisms of the category are those BCI-homomorphisms which 
are retractions. 
Theorem 3.1 . Let f : X -^ Y he a. morphism in the category B(r) and g be 
any right inverse of / . Then the mapping Tj : End{X) -> End{Y) defined by 
^/(^) = foOog for all 9 G End{X), is a BCI-homomorphism. 
Proof. If ^1, ^2 -.X^X, then we get Tf{9iir92) = fo{Bii<92)og and Tf{9i)*Tf{e2) = 
{fo6iog) -k {fo92og). Clearly, Tf{6i ^^62) -.Y ^Y and for any y £Y, one gets 
Tf{9^*e2){y) = {fo{e,*92)og){y) 
= iM9,*e2)o(g{y)) 
= f[{0i^92){giy))] {asg{y)eX) 
= ifoerog){y) * {fo92og){y) 
= Tf{9,){y)^Tf{92){y) 
3 
which yields Tf{9ii<e2) = Tf{9i)-kTf{62) and henceforth T/ is a BCI-homomorphism. 
Proposition 3.1. U g : X -^Y and h:Y -¥ Z are retractions, then hog : X -^ Z 
is also a retraction. 
Proof. Since g : X -^ Y and h:Y -^ Z axe retractions, then there exist g' .Y -> X 
and h': Z ^- Y such that gog' = ly and AoA^  = Iz-
Now, {hog)o{g'oh') = ho{gog')oh' — ho{lY)oh' = {holY)oh' = hoh' = /z which 
implies {hog)o{g'oh') = /^ and so hog : X -^ Z is di. retraction. 
Proposition 3.2. li g : X -^ Y and /i : F —^  Z are morphisms in B(r), then 
T/iop = ThoTg. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.1, Thog "• End{X) -^ End{Z) is a 
BCI-homomorphism. For any 0 e Hom{X), we get 
Thog{0) = {hog)oeo{g'oh') 
= h{go9)o{g'oh') 
= ho{godog')oh' 
= hoiTg{ff))oh' 
= Tu{Tg{9)) 
= iTkoT^m 
implying thereby T,,og = TuoTg. 
Corollary 3.1. If /^ : X -^ X is an identity morphism in B(r), then 
Tj^ : End{X) -^ Bnd{X) is an identity morphism in Bci-
In view of Theorem 3.1, Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and Corollary 3.1, we can define 
a fnnctor T : B^^) -^ Bci such that 
(i) T{X) = End{X) for all X G B(,), 
(ii) for any moiphism f : X ^ Y m B^r). we have T{f) ^ Tf : End{X) -^ 
End{Y) m Bci-
Now, consider the category B(cr) in which the objects of the category are asso-
ciative BCI-algebras and morphisms of the category are those BCI-homomorphisms 
which are co-retractions. 
Theorem 3.2. Let f : X -^Yhea, morphism in the category B{cr) and g be any left 
inverse of / . Then the mapping Gf : End{Y) -4 End{X) defined by Gf{P) = gopof 
for all P e End{Y), is a BCI-homomorphism. 
Proof. If A, /?2 e End{Y), then Pi*p2€ End{Y). For any xeX,we get 
Gf{Pi^P2){x) = {go{0^:k 132)0 f){x) 
= [go{f3,*(32)]f{x) 
= 9mm)*P2{f{x))] 
= 9mf{x)))^gW2{f{x))) 
= {go0\of){x)-k{go02of){x) 
= Gf{pr){x)*Gf{P2){x) 
= {Gf{p^)i^Gf{P2)){x) 
which yields G/(/3i*/?2) = G'/(A)*G/(/?2)- Therefore, G/ is a BCI-homomorphism. 
Proposition 3.3. li g : X ^ Y and h : y ->• Z are co-retractions, then 
hog : X -^ Z is a co-retraction. 
Proof. The proof follows on the similar hnes of Proposition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.4. If ^ : X -> y and h : Y -^ Z axe morphisms in B(cr), then 
Ghog — GgOGli-
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.3, Ghog • End(Z) -> End{X) is a 
BCI-homomorphism and for any fj, € End{Z), one gets 
Ghogiy) = {g'oh')oiio{hog) (as g, h are co—retractions) 
= {g'oh')o{fj,oh)og 
= g'o{h'oiJ,oh)og 
= g'o{Gh{fi))og 
= G,{GM) 
= {G.oGnW 
which impHes Ghog = GgoGn-
Corollary 3.2. If / x : X ^ X is an identity morphism in B(cr), then 
Gix : End{X) -> End{X) is an identity morphism in Bci-
In view of Theorem 3.2, Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and Corollary 3.2, we can define 
a contravariant functor G : B{CT) -^ Bci such that 
{i) G{X) = End{X) for all X G B(cr), 
(M) for any morphism / : X -^ Y in 5(cr), we have G( / ) = Gf : End{Y) -> 
End{X) in Bci-
4. Functors by Filters and Prime Ideals 
Let P{X) represents the category of prime ideals of X in which objects of 
the category are the prime ideals and morphisms of the category are the BCK-
homomorphisms between them. Further, let F{X) denotes the category of filters of 
X in which objects of the category are the filters and the morphisms of the category 
are the functions between them. 
Let Pi, P2 be the prime ideals. Then for any morphism / : Pi —)• F2 in P{X), 
we can define a function 5 / : (X-P i ) ^ (X-P2) in F{X) by Sf{Nx) = Nf^^) for all 
x e X . 
Proposition 4 .1 . If / : Pi -> P2 and g : P^ -^ P3 are BCK-homomorphisras where 
Pi, P2 and P3 are prime ideals of the bounded commutative BCK-algebra X, then 
Sgof = SgO Sf. 
Proof. Let X be a bounded commutative BCK-algebra. Let / : Pi -> P2 and 
^ : P2 -^ P3 be the morphisms in P{X). Then for the composite morphism gof : 
Pi -^ P3 in P{X), the mapping Sgof : {X-Pi) -> (X-P3) is a morphism in F{X). 
For any N^e{X-Pi),we get 
Sgof{Nx) = N(gof){x) 
= ^ff(/(=^)) 
= Sg{Nf^.)) 
= Sg{Sf{N,)) 
= {SgOSf)iN,) 
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yielding thereby Sgof = SgoSf. 
Corollary 4.1. U Ip : P -^ P is an identity homomorphism in P(X), then 
Sip : (X-P) -^ (X-P) is an identity morphism in F{X). 
In view of the above discussion, we can define a covariant functor 
S : P{X) -^ F{X) such that 
(i) S{P) = {X-P), for all F e P ( X ) , 
(iz) for any morphism / : Pj -4 P2 in P{X), we have S{f) = S/ : (X-Pi ) -^ 
(X-P-,) in F{X). 
5. Functors by Self Maps 
Consider the category BcK(i+) in which the objects of the category are 
positive implicative BCK-algebras and morphisms of the category are the 
BCI-homomorphisms between them. 
Proposition 5.1. If f : X -^ Y is a BCK-homomorphism, then the map 
Lf : L{X) -^ L{Y) defined by Lf{Q = l/^x) for all x G X, is a BCK-homomorphism. 
Proof. For any 1x^,1x2 ^ L{X), we have 
J-'f\''XlOlx2) — Lf\lxi*X2) 
— ' / ( l i * X 2 ) 
= h(xi)*nx2) 
= lf{xi)olf{x2) [By the definition of composition 
of maps in L(X)] 
= Lf{lx,)oLf{lx2) 
which shows that Lf : L{X) -> L(Y) is a BCK-homomorphism. 
Theorem 5.1. U f : X -^ Y and g -.Y ^ Z are BCK-homomorphisms in BCK{I+), 
then Lgof = LgoLf. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 5.1, the maps Lf : L{X) -^ L{Y), Lg : L{Y) -^ L{Z) 
and their composition Lgof : L{X) —> L{Z) are morphisms in the category BCK{I+)-
For any l^; e L{X), we have 
= Lg{lf{x)) 
= L,{Lf{k)) 
= {LgOLf){Q 
yielding thereby Lgof = LgoLj. 
CoroUsiry 5.1. If / x : X -> X is an identity homomorphism in BCK{I+), then 
Li^ : L(X) -^ L(X) is also an identity homomorphism in BCK{I+)-
With the help of Proposition 5.1, Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.1, we can define 
a functor F : BCK{I+) -^ BCK(I+) such that 
{i) F{X)=LiX) for all X G BcK(^+), 
(a) for any morphism f : X ^- Y m BcK(t+), we have F{f) = Lj : L{X) —> 
L{Y) in BcK{^^y 
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